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Deutsche Zusammenfassung


kann nun ein heuristischer Algorithmus implementiert werden, der sich stufenweise von niedrig- zu hochdimensionalen Subspaces vorarbeitet. Abschließend haben wir unseren Subspace-Search-Ansatz in zahlreichen Experimenten empirisch untersucht. Im Vergleich zu existierenden Ansätzen konnte die Erkennungsrate von Outliern deutlich gesteigert werden.


Abschließend habe ich mich der Frage gewidmet, wie sich eine Subspace-Suche umsetzen lässt in dem Falle, dass Daten nicht statisch vorliegen, sondern dynamisch in Form eines Datenstroms eintreffen. Damit ergibt sich als große Herausforderung, dass sich nun alle Subspace- und Variablenabhängigkeiten selbst dynamisch über die Zeit verändern können. Aufgrund der höheren Komplexität dieses Problem liegt der Fokus dabei auf der einfachsten Ausprägung einer Subspacesstruktur, also dem zweidimensionalen Fall, der einer direkten Abhängigkeitsanalyse zweier Datenmerkmale entspricht. Als konkretes Beispiel eines Bewertungsmaß der Abhängigkeit betrachten wir die etablierte Mutual Information. Um Mutual Information in beliebigen Zeitfenstern berechnen zu können wäre es notwendig, den Datenstrom vollständig abzuspeichern, was den Anforderungen einer Online-Technik nicht gerecht wird. Gleichzeitig wäre damit bei jeder
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Abstract

The main theme of this thesis is to unite two important fields of data analysis. On the one hand, there is the area of outlier mining, which considers the problem of detecting unusual patterns in data. On the other hand, research topics like correlation analysis and subspace search evaluate the relationships of data attributes. Up to now, research on these topics has been conducted independently. The major contribution of this work is to analyze and establish the connection between these fields.

In this thesis we develop several techniques which follow this idea of combining outlier detection with attribute relationship analysis. The main difference of the techniques is how these two aspects are combined. For instance in our first approach, we develop an algorithm which performs attribute relationship analysis as a preprocessing step to outlier mining. Compared to existing techniques, this is the first approach that is optimized to specifically detect attribute relationships that are relevant for outlier mining. In another algorithm, we incorporate the outlier detection process directly into the attribute relationship mining. This allows to quantify attribute relationships individually for each object in dependence of different outlier models.

Apart from our algorithmic contributions, the thesis includes an extensive experimental analysis. We analyze all our algorithms by several different evaluation schemes on a broad range of data sets, including both a large number of real-world and synthetic data sets. Overall, our findings show the synergies of combining the two different worlds outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis: (1) The quality of outlier mining can be increased significantly by exploiting attribute relationships. (2) Outlier detection provides a novel kind of information regarding attribute relationships.

While in the first part of this thesis we focus on traditional databases as data source, we extend the scope in the second part towards data streams. The general goal of this second part is to adapt our approaches to this modified problem. In general, solving data mining problems on data streams is one of the major open challenges in big data applications. In contrast to traditional databases, the nature of the stream requires techniques to operate dynamically – not only with respect to how data is processed, but also regarding the mining results, which become time dependent as well. In this thesis we propose a first technique which allows to perform an attribute relationship analysis that is tailored to operate on data streams. In a broad empirical analysis we can show that this approach has significant advantages in an online stream processing.
Part I.

Introduction
1. Thesis Overview

1.1. Data Mining – from Data to Knowledge

Today’s ubiquity of data is probably the most apparent result of the digital revolution. Data is created and collected everywhere – ranging from data recorded by the tiniest sensor devices right up to data of large, complex, and highly coherent systems like the world climate or global economy. This abundance of data raises the key question: How can we extract knowledge from data? The common goal of data mining is to provide scientific solutions to this very question. Hence, it is not a surprise that today data mining is on everyone’s mind.

The overall process of extracting knowledge from data has been formalized in different ways in the literature [FPSS96, Sheoo, Azeo8]. Figure 1.1 shows an abstraction of the most commonly used approaches. While there are slight differences in the individual steps of the processes, the structural resemblance is high. Technically data mining appears as an individual step in the processes. However, it is a common understanding to associate data mining with the knowledge extraction process as a whole. Since these methodologies provide generic templates for data mining, they do not explicitly define the notion of data or knowledge. In this dissertation we will focus on the following specific aspects in terms of data and knowledge.

1.1.1. Specification of Data

As indicated in Figure 1.1, “data” can originate from different sources. The distinction of the data source will be reflected in the general structure of this thesis. We will differentiate between databases and data streams as possible data sources.

The first possible source are traditional databases. The essential property of this kind of data is that the dataset itself can be considered static and finite. The data is stored in its entirety either on disc or in memory. This allows to process the data as a whole, which offers perfect conditions for scientific investigation. Temporal aspects do not play a role in this case. As a consequence, research on static data is often conducted as foundation when first addressing a novel problem statement.
The second kind of data sources are data streams. The essential property of data streams is that the notion of time plays an explicit role. This temporal nature of data streams has several implications for a given data mining problem:

- The most obvious property of data derived from a stream is that time inherently appears as a given dimension of the data. This is in contrast to static datasets, where the set of dimensions does not contain a single dimension component with a fixed semantic.

- Time as a dimension is potentially infinite. Furthermore a data stream may be sampled at an almost infinite time resolution – theoretically bounded only by the Plank time $5.4 \times 10^{-44}$ s, the time it takes light to travel one Planck length. Since infinity potentially appears for both length and resolution, processing data streams poses a huge technical challenge regarding both processing speed and memory complexity.
• The inherent presence of time also applies for “knowledge” in the data mining process. This means that the data mining result, i.e., the extracted knowledge itself, is not static but may change over time. As a result, it is necessary to technically account for potential dynamics in the data mining target.

In this dissertation, the idea is to discuss both sources of data, static and dynamic. The motivation for this is to first utilize the clearness of the static scenario to establish a foundation for further research. As next step we turn to the question of how to transfer our techniques to the world of data streams.

To clarify the following discussions, we briefly introduce our data related terminology and notation used in this thesis: We will refer to the objects of a database or data stream by varying terms like elements, patterns, instances, samples, or simply objects (with standard notion: \( o \)). This diversity is only due to linguistic reasons, and there is no difference in the notion of these terms. The set of all objects is denoted as \( DB \). Similarly, we vary the terms used to refer to the features of a data object. The most frequent terms are attributes, dimensions, measured values, or features. We use the notation \( \mathcal{A} \) to refer to the set of all attributes.

### 1.1.2. Specification of Knowledge

The specification of “knowledge” in the data mining process determines the problem statement actually addressed. As with the type of data sources, the scope of this dissertation is two-fold by covering two important information aspects: The knowledge revealed by outlier mining on the one hand and attribute relationship analysis on the other. Outlier mining, also referred to as anomaly detection, provides information on rare or suspicious elements of a datasets. The type of information provided by attribute relationship analysis addresses the question how data attributes relate to each other, which reveals general structures of the data. In the literature extracting this kind of knowledge is commonly referred to as dependence or correlation analysis. However, we deliberately chose the term “attribute relationship analysis”, since it allows for a broader definition of this field. This broader definition will play a key role in this work, which we discuss in Section 1.2.

As a key contribution of this dissertation, we will analyze the connection of the putatively unrelated domains outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis. Before we go into the details of how these topics are related, we will introduce each one individually in the following.

### 1.2. Introduction to Outlier Mining

Outlier mining is one of the most traditional paradigms in data mining. As a result of its long history and broad application scope, it has been referred to by many synonyms
like anomaly detection, rare-class-, or one-class-classification. In colloquial language the notion of an outlier has no clear definition. In this thesis, we define an outlier according to the following formal definition, which was first introduced by Hawkins in 1980 [Haw80]:

**Quote:** "An outlier is an observation which deviates so much from the other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism."

Outlier mining has a very broad field of possible applications. In general, one has to differentiate between the technical and the conceptual aim of performing outlier detection. When comparing different application domains, the technical aim is the same: Detecting objects which are anomalous or rare. On the other hand, the conceptual motivation behind this can vary largely between different applications. We will take a look at different conceptual motivations in the following.

One of the most traditional motivations of detecting outliers is simply to remove them from a dataset. Such a motivation often arises in cases where outliers represent some sort of noise and do not contain any valuable information at all. This might be the case for instance when data is obtained from a faulty measuring device. In this case, outlier detection is not applied as an end in itself. Often the actual goal might be to apply a different data analysis technique. However, for many data analysis tasks the existence of incorrect data samples is a significant issue. Depending on the technique the issues can range from a severely degraded quality up to completely useless analysis results. Therefore, a common approach is to perform outlier detection as a preprocessing step, and to remove outliers for further processing.

![Figure 1.2: Examples showing the effect of fitting a bivariate Gaussian distribution without (left) and with (right) an outlying object.](image)

One of the most basic examples arises for the traditional statistical problem of fitting a distribution to a data sample. In this case a statistician would choose an appropriate distribution function based on prior knowledge on the data. Given a distribution and a sample, the goal is to obtain the best estimation of the distribution parametrization. Figure 1.2 shows an example of fitting a bivariate Gaussian distribution. The dataset consists of 50 samples drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The profile lines show the resulting parametrization of the Gaussian distribution obtained via estimation. In the left figure, we can see that the estimation indeed captures both the mean and the covariance...
matrix of the generating Gaussian very well. On the right, we show the effect of adding a single outlier to the sample. We can see that the estimation of the covariance matrix is immediately completely wrong. Therefore, outlier detection plays an important role for traditional statistics.

Even without such a specific data-analytical goal, outlier mining plays an important role as preprocessing step. As a result of today’s ubiquity of complex data sources, storing data has become a challenge in itself. Apart from gathering and integrating data, data cleansing plays a key role in the data storing process. In this case outlier mining can be applied to ensure the validity of data before it is persisted.

Although traditionally outlier mining has played a role as supplementary technique, it has long since become an autonomous problem. The reason for this is that a data anomaly rarely carries no information at all, which would motivate its removal. In may cases it is quite the opposite: A deviating data sample may rather provide more information compared to data samples which follow regular patterns. Intuitively this is connected to one of the fundamental observations of information theory: It is more costly to encode a rare pattern compared to frequent patterns. In general, the exceptional behavior and the way how a sample deviates from other objects provides novel knowledge and allows a user to gain insights on the data set at hand. Therefore, outlier mining is often applied as a means to improve the understanding of data, allowing users to search for novel phenomena.

Outlier mining as a means of novel phenomena discovery has applications in a broad range of domains. A typical example is the analysis of health surveillance data. In a medical analysis, an ideal case would be to have large amounts of data of both healthy and diseased patients, allowing to extract a good model of a certain disease. However in practice, such labeled data often is simply not available. In this case, outlier mining allows a physician to analyze the unlabeled data for anomalies. Based on the observed deviation from regular medical conditions, a patient can be examined more specifically resulting in an individually adjusted treatment. Furthermore, the analysis of a whole group of medical anomalies can provide insight of the clinical picture of a disease. This example illustrates that discovering anomalies often provides significant knowledge. Since the challenge of discovering novel phenomena arises in almost all scientific fields, there are many more possible applications. The most notable examples include applications in earth science, economy, electrical and mechanical engineering, fraud detection, surveillance security system, intrusion detection, and law enforcement [Agg13a].

1.3. Introduction to Attribute Relationship Analysis

In contrast to outlier mining, the term attribute relationship analysis has no precise definition in the literature. We deliberately introduce this term to subsume and unify the
concepts of two important paradigms in data mining: Correlation analysis and subspace search. The analysis of the relationship between these two paradigms is one of the key contributions of this dissertation. We will give a brief overview in the following.

Correlation analysis commonly refers to techniques that quantify the dependence of one attribute to another. Note that in this thesis, we use the term correlation in its common, broader sense of “deviation from statistical independence”, i.e., correlation refers to any kind of dependence. The key property of a correlation analysis technique is the definition of the correlation measure. A large variety of correlation measures have been studied in traditional statistics and information theory. The spectrum ranges from well-established measures like the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Spearman’s rank correlation, or mutual information to more recent measures like the maximal information coefficient [RRF+11]. Each correlation measure has specific properties for instance regarding the sensitivity to certain types of relationships (linear, monotonic, distribution-based) or the interpretation and numeric range of the correlation value. Most commonly, correlation measures focus on quantifying the dependence between exactly two attributes. The knowledge obtained from traditional correlation analysis provides an intuitive meaning and is often highly instructive. As a result, correlation analysis has played a highly influential role in data mining regarding both theoretical developments as well as real-world applications. It has been applied extensively as a means to analyze possible causation – even to the point that the phrase “correlation does not imply causation” has become a ubiquitous reminder of a careful interpretation of correlation analysis results.

![Diagram: Attribute Relationship Analysis]

In contrast to this, subspace search is a rather novel paradigm in data mining. While correlation analysis commonly focuses on the analysis of attribute pairs, subspace search in general performs an analysis of attribute sets of arbitrary cardinality. Subspace search has been introduced in the context of subspace clustering [AGGR98, CFZ99]. The motivation stems from the effect of the infamous “curse of dimensionality” [BGR599] on clustering: With increasing dimensionality of a data set, all objects of the data set become more and more alike, resulting in meaningless clustering results. Furthermore, clusters
may only manifest themselves in a certain subset of attributes. The idea of subspace search is to introduce a quality function on attribute subsets (subspaces). This quality function evaluates whether a certain subspace may contain meaningful clusters. The overall clustering quality can be significantly improved by applying traditional clustering techniques on the set of the most promising subspaces returned by a subspace search. While originally subspace search has been introduced merely as a preprocessing technique for clustering, it moreover provides knowledge on its own: Similar to correlation analysis, subspace search reveals a relationship between certain attributes. In correlation analysis, the type of relation is defined by the correlation measure. In subspace search, it is the subspace quality function which defines the relationship. In order to emphasize this similarity of these seemingly different topics, we introduce the term attribute relationship analysis to refer to the union of correlation analysis and subspace search. The relation between the terms is summarized in Figure 1.3. The technical connection between these two paradigms will be covered in detail in Chapter 5 and 6.

1.4. Open Challenges

As mentioned in Section 1.1, we will differentiate between the case of static data (databases) and dynamic data (data streams) throughout this thesis. Regarding open challenges, we will see that this division applies as well. Without the notion of time, the challenges of static data lie in the area of discovering the synergies of outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis. In the dynamic case, the challenges shift towards more fundamental problems, due to the increased complexity of the problem itself.

1.4.1. Static Data – Outliers in Subspaces

Recent research on subspaces analysis has been almost exclusively focused on the clustering task. However, a similar issue exists for outlier mining as well. In the literature, this challenge of outlier mining has only been covered superficially and thus is a largely open research topic.

Figure 1.4 illustrates several aspects of this challenge. The data set shows an example of data that is typically gathered by sensor measurements in environmental surveillance. Such data may contain a large number of sensor dimensions including quantities like temperature, humidity, noise level, air pollution index etc. The individual figures show examples of two-dimensional subspace projections.

Observation on object level. The first key observation results from tracking a specific object in different subspace views. For instance, we can see that the object highlighted in red (outlier) only deviates w.r.t. the first subspace \{noise level, air pollution index\}. In the context of all other dimensions, outlier, shows a fully regular behavior, i.e., it is
indistinguishable from regular patterns. When it comes to the question whether outlier \(1\) can be detected as outlier, an essential parameter is the dimensionality of the database. As a result of modern data storing facilities, it has become accepted custom to store as much information on a single entity as possible. This means that in many applications one is faced with very high dimensional databases. In the context of the example this implies that there may be a very large number of attributes in which outlier \(1\) is fully regular. Compared to the clear deviation of outlier \(1\) in the given subspace, every attribute that shows regular behavior can be considered irrelevant for the detection of this outlier. In terms of the deviation of outlier \(1\), each of these irrelevant attributes simply adds deviation noise. Therefore, applying an outlier mining approach that operates on the full high-dimensional space has a severe issue: The deviation noise hampers a precise detection of the outlier, potentially up to the point that the anomaly will be missed completely. This makes it obvious that the much-cited curse of dimensionality affects outlier mining as well. Overall, outlier \(1\) is a prime example of one of the major challenges in outlier mining. Throughout this thesis, we will use the term subspace outlier to refer to such hard-to-detect objects.

Figure 1.4 further illustrates another challenge of subspace outliers. Comparing outlier \(1\) to another anomalous object outlier \(2\) shows that exceptional behavior can be highly individual. In general each outlier may deviate w.r.t. its own set of relevant attributes, e.g., \(\{\text{temperature, humidity}\}\) in the instance of outlier \(2\). This individuality of the deviating contexts leads to an important challenge: Restricting the analysis to a single, global view on the data does not allow to detect the individual deviations of subspace outliers. Instead, detecting subspace outliers always requires to analyze data from a multi-view perspective. Thus, the detection of subspace outliers poses a computational challenge as a result of the multi-view nature of the problem.

Observation on subspace level. The second observation results from examining the subspaces themselves. We can see that subspaces in general will show a varying degree of structuredness. In the left and the right subspace, the data distributions reveals a distinct pattern. The structures even comprise different clusters of the objects. In terms
of outlier mining, these subspaces show a high contrast, allowing to differentiate clearly between regular and anomalous objects within the subspace. On the other hand, the middle subspace shows a scattered characteristic. In this case it is neither possible to distinguish any outliers or cluster structures. In fact, all objects tend to be similar in terms of their distances to neighboring objects. Regarding outlier mining, this leads to a low contrast for the detection. In the context of the example scenario, this lack of structure is not a surprise: Intuitively, there is no reason to expect any kind of dependence between the local *noise level* and *air humidity*. Thus, assuming the two dimensions are fully independent, a joint examination is of little value, since it is equivalent to combining individual assessments. Overall, we can conclude that on the subspace level there is a general difference in the suitability of a subspace for revealing an outlier. Ideally, when examining outliers in subspaces, one would benefit from knowing which subspaces do (or may) contain potential outliers.

Tackling all these challenges of subspace outliers raises a question that is still an open issue in research: How to perform a subspace search for outlier mining? Clearly, knowing all high contrast subspaces that contain subspace outliers would allow to easily detect them by any traditional outlier detection method constrained to the relevant subspaces. This problem requires to develop novel subspace quality measures specifically designed for outlier detection. The goal for designing such a subspace measure is to make it sensitive to subspaces which potentially contain subspace outliers. This means that the measure must capture the “contrast” of a subspace in the sense whether or not a subspace provides a clear view of the deviation of outliers. This challenge will be covered in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

A subsequent challenge is to perform a subspace search that adapts automatically to a given outlier definition. In general, there is no universal definition of outliers. In practice each application may require a specific outlier model. As a result of this, the literature provides a large variety of different outlier definitions. It is common practice to choose the outlier definition depending on which model is best suited for a certain data mining problem. This raises the question how to make subspace search adaptive to the model chosen. Given a specific outlier model, the goal for subspace search is to only search for subspaces that are relevant in this case. This requires to adapt the search and the subspace quality measure to the outlier model. The conception of such an adaptive subspace extends the idea of a general-purpose subspace search and will be covered in Chapter 8.

### 1.4.2. Dynamic Data – Attribute Relationship Analysis

Clearly, the aforementioned challenge of outliers hidden in subspaces is an open issue on data streams as well. Thus, the long term goal is to take the solutions we propose for static data, and make them applicable to data streams as well. However, as a result of the temporal effects and the stream’s infinite nature, the problem of detecting subspace outliers in data streams is full of challenges. We will see that in contrast to static data,
we are not only faced with the problem that outlier sensitive subspace search is lacking. On data streams, the challenge is more fundamental: Attribute relationship analysis in general is a non-trivial problem due to the dynamics in the relationships: The dependence between attributes can change over time, and therefore any dependence is tied to a temporal context. Even for traditional pairwise correlation analysis it is an open research question how to deal with these dynamics in general. Therefore, regarding the transition from static to dynamic data, the primary challenge is to develop an attribute relationship analysis technique which can handle the temporal context. Any solution to this challenge paves the way for more advanced subspace search approaches, eventually allowing to solve the challenge of subspace outliers on data streams as well. We address the challenges posed by data streams in the second part of this dissertation.

1.5. Overview of Contributions

By tackling the challenges named above, this dissertation provides the following specific contributions:

**Connection of Outlier Mining and Attribute Relationship Analysis.** The thesis establishes and analyzes the relation between outlier mining and the analysis of attribute relationships. Section 1.3 already gave a short account on the similarities between correlation analysis and subspace search in the context of outlier mining. To emphasize this relationship we have introduced the term attribute relationship analysis as a subsumption of correlation analysis and subspace search. The technique presented in Chapter 5 is the first approach which exploits this connection. Conceptually, this technique is therefore located right in between the two data mining paradigms outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis.

**Proposal of Subspace Contrast.** The thesis proposes the first subspace quality measure tailored for outlier mining. The motivation for designing a subspace measure is to enhance the deviation or visibility of outliers which are hidden in subspaces. According to this visibility analogy, we refer to our novel subspace quality measure as “contrast function”. The proposed approach focuses on a very efficient computation of the subspace contrast. Furthermore, a key feature is that the contrast measure is designed in a way which allows to easily compare subspaces of different dimensionalities.

**Evaluation of Subspace Contrast Regarding Outlier Mining.** Our first evaluation of our subspace contrast measure addresses the question how it affects the detection of outliers. We perform a broad range of experiments, showing that subspace contrast leads to significant improvements in terms of outlier detection. Furthermore, we demonstrate how to use subspace contrast as a means to extract outlier descriptions as an additional benefit for manual outlier assessment.
**Evaluation of Subspace Contrast Regarding Attribute Relationship Analysis.** In a second evaluation of the subspace contrast measure, we analyze its properties from the alternative perspective, i.e., from the perspective of attribute relationship analysis. To this end, we compare our subspace contrast notion against traditional correlation analysis approaches. In a thorough evaluation we can show that our subspace contrast is a highly efficient technique for analyzing attribute relationships, offering several properties which are not provided by existing methods.

**Model-Adaptive Subspace Search.** The next contribution is a subspace search technique that is capable of adapting the search process to specific outlier models. As a result of the modified search strategy, the subspace contrast is no longer defined universally. Instead the contrast measure is adaptively defined based on the outlier model. This allows to perform subspace search specifically for a broad range of different outlier definitions. Furthermore, it allows us to analyze how different outlier models affect the result of a subspace search.

**Model-Specific Subspace Outlier Evaluation.** Evaluation of outlier mining results is a challenge in itself. A further key contribution of this thesis is a novel approach to examine the results of outlier mining on real-world data. The idea is based on the observation that the ground truth of a subspace outlier depends on the outlier model being used. In addition to conventional evaluation strategies, we propose to evaluate outlier mining results against a ground truth, which is obtained by a brute force application of each outlier model. This ensures the most meaningful comparison and allows a precise evaluation of the results.

**Attribute Relationship Analysis on Data Streams.** In the field of data streams this thesis provides a first step towards dynamic subspace search. In order to establish a basis for subspace search, we first transfer the problem of traditional correlation analysis to data streams. Specifically we propose a novel approach for an online estimation of mutual information. Our focus on mutual information is motivated by its favorable properties regarding outlier mining observed in the evaluation on static data. The proposed technique deals with both the dynamics in the dependence itself as well as technical challenges posed by the nature of data streams. We evaluate our technique in a broad range of experiments showing the advantage of an online algorithm in comparison to traditional static computations.

**Multiscale Sampling on Data Streams.** An important property of an online algorithm is the question of how to store a summary of a data stream over time. The technical challenge is to create a summarization that captures information on various time horizons, for instance ranging from milliseconds to years. As a key component of our solution to the online correlation analysis problem, we propose a novel sampling technique called multiscale sampling. The unique property of multiscale sampling is that it allows to summarize a stream over multiple time scales with an equal summarization quality. This is an important feature for online algorithms, since it allows to operate equally well on
different time horizons. Therefore multiscale sampling could pave the way for other online algorithms that require this property.
2. Traditional Outlier Models

Traditional outlier models will play a key role in the course of this thesis. Therefore, the following chapter will give a brief summary of existing traditional outlier mining techniques. Traditional outlier models are characterized by the fact that they operate on the full-dimensional space. This means that they do not raise the question about relevant or irrelevant attributes at all – they simply use all available attributes of the full space. Due to this characteristic, they are also referred to as fixed-space models.

What differentiates one traditional model from another is the question how regular and irregular objects are defined. At a first glance, these differences appear to be mainly technicalities, and in many cases different outlier models do in fact agree on the question whether a particular object is irregular or not. However, such a consensus is mainly the case when an object is for instance a very apparent anomaly. The particular modeling of outliers becomes much more important when analyzing more interesting cases, i.e., the gray area in between the two opposites. Therefore, we investigate essential differences between outlier models in the following.

2.1. Categorization

Outlier mining techniques can be categorized according to their return types. Some techniques only return a binary information on whether an object is an outlier or not. More advanced approaches instead return a continuous value, which is a measure for the degree of deviation. This degree of deviation is often referred to as outlier score, outlyingness or outlieriness. Compared to a binary output, a technique that provides an outlier score for each object has significant advantages: For instance, it allows a data analyst to sort all objects according to their outlier score, and the additional information can be used in subsequent data analyses. Techniques of this kind are therefore often referred to as outlier ranking methods. In the course of this thesis, the information content of an outlier detector will play an important role. Therefore, our general focus is on outlier ranking techniques.
2.2. Selected Outlier Models

We will review the main directions of outlier models in the following. We focus on a selection of techniques which are of importance in the scope of this thesis. For a more detailed presentation of traditional methods we refer the reader to surveys like [Agg13a, HA04, CBK07, CBK09].

2.2.1. Distance-Based Paradigm

A large number of techniques models outliers based on the distances to nearest neighbors [KN98, BS03, GPOo8, WPT11]. The basic underlying algorithm can be summarized by the following steps:

- For each object, compute the distance to all other objects in the database. Commonly, the distance can be computed by any function satisfying the metric conditions.

- Rank the objects according to their distance and determine the set of $k$ nearest neighbors for each object.

- Define the degree of deviations based on the $k$ nearest neighbor set. The most popular approaches take either the average distance to the $k$ nearest neighbors or the distance to the $k$-th nearest neighbor itself.

For a distance based approach, the outlier definition has a strong dependence on the parameter $k$. A possible phenomenon on real-world data is that an outlier is again surrounded by a small number of other outliers. This case is sometimes called a micro cluster or outlier cluster. For a distance based model, the choice of the parameter $k$ has significant influence on whether such outliers are detected or not. In case of a very low $k$ value, the outliers may have a low $k$ nearest neighbor distance to other outliers, and thus will be classified as fully regular objects. Very large $k$ values on the other hand tend to classify whole clusters of moderate size as outliers, since the cluster may have a large distance to other clusters. Therefore, application on real-world data often requires to analyze a broad range of $k$ values to determine the effects of micro clusters.

The complexity of the base algorithm is $O(N^2)$, where $N$ is the number of samples. Techniques like [BS03, GPOo8, WPT11] provide runtime improvements, resulting in a sub-quadratic overall complexity. However, the drawback of these techniques is that they do no longer provide a full outlier ranking. The complexity improvements are based on a short-circuit evaluation of the distance. Therefore, many distance-based techniques only provide binary outlier information. Furthermore they often require the user to specify the number of outliers to be detected. Since the number of anomalies is commonly unknown, this significantly reduces applicability. In the context of this thesis a properly
defined outlier score is essential. Therefore, we mainly focus on the base algorithms in our evaluations.

2.2.2. Local Density Paradigm

The local density paradigm was established by Breunig et al. in [BKNSoo] with a technique called Local Outlier Factor (LOF). The key idea is to model outliers according to the deviation from the local object density. In the research community, this model has become one of the most popular reference techniques used in comparative studies. In this thesis it will also play an important role in many experiments. Therefore, we will discuss the model in a bit more detail. In the following we adopt the definitions from [BKNSoo], with only minor modifications to the notation.

**Definition 2.1**

- **k-distance of an object p**: For any positive integer \( k \), the \( k \)-distance of object \( p \), denoted as \( k \)-distance\((p)\), is defined as the distance \( d(p, o) \) between \( p \) and an object \( o \in DB \) such that:
  
  (i) for at least \( k \) objects \( o' \in DB \setminus \{p\} \) it holds that \( d(p, o') \leq d(p, o) \), and
  
  (ii) for at most \( k - 1 \) objects \( o' \in DB \setminus \{p\} \) it holds that \( d(p, o') < d(p, o) \).

In the case that the distances from object \( p \) to all other objects \( o' \in DB \) are unique, we can simplify this definition: The \( k \)-distance is the distance to the \( k \) nearest neighbor. Similarly Breunig et al. define the \( k \)-neighborhood.

**Definition 2.2**

- **k-neighborhood of an object p**: Given the \( k \)-distance of \( p \), the \( k \)-neighborhood of \( p \) contains every object whose distance from \( p \) is not greater than the \( k \)-distance, i.e.,

\[
N_k(p) = \{ q \in DB \setminus \{p\} \mid d(p, q) \leq k\text{-distance}(p) \}
\]

For the case of unique distances, the \( k \)-neighborhood is simply the set of the \( k \) nearest neighbors, and thus, typically we have \( |N_k(p)| = k \). The only other possibility is to have \( |N_k(p)| > k \) if there are multiple objects with the same \( k \)-distance.
### Definition 2.3

Reachability distance of an object $p$ w.r.t. object $o$: Let $k$ be a natural number. The reachability distance of object $p$ with respect to object $o$ is defined as:

$$\text{reach-dist}_k(p, o) = \max \{k\text{-distance}(o), d(p, o)\}$$

In comparison to the plain metric $d(p, o)$ the reachability distance introduces a regularization: For very low distances $d(p, o)$, the reachability distance instead uses the $k$-distance of the destination point as lower bound for the distance. Note that the resulting distance function is no longer symmetric. For large distances, the reachability distance is equal to the distance $d(p, o)$.

The following definition performs the transition from distances to densities and introduces $\text{MinPts}$, the main parameter of the LOF model. This parameter controls the “locality” of the LOF outlier model. Valid $\text{MinPts}$ values are positive integers.

### Definition 2.4

The local reachability density of $p$ is defined as:

$$lrd_{\text{MinPts}}(p) = 1 / \frac{\sum_{o \in N_{\text{MinPts}}(p)} \text{reach-dist}_{\text{MinPts}}(p, o)}{|N_{\text{MinPts}}(p)|}$$

In simple terms (again assuming unique distances), the local reachability density of $p$ is the reciprocal of the average reachability distance to the $\text{MinPts}$ nearest neighbors of $p$. This means for instance that for an object with many close-by neighbors (low $k$-distance), the local reachability density is high.

### Definition 2.5

The local outlier factor of $p$ is defined as:

$$\text{LOF}_{\text{MinPts}}(p) = \frac{\sum_{o \in N_{\text{MinPts}}(p)} lrd_{\text{MinPts}}(o) lrd_{\text{MinPts}}(p)}{|N_{\text{MinPts}}(p)|}$$

Intuitively, the local outlier factor of a point $p$ compares the $lrd$ of $p$ to the $lrd$ of all its neighbors by taking the average of the $lrd$ ratios. If the neighboring points have high $lrd$ but the point $p$ has a low $lrd$, the resulting outlier factor is high, which is interpreted as outlier. The interesting property of this approach is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The scatter
plot features two clusters of different densities and two outliers. With a purely distance-based technique, outlier detection on such a data set can lead to unsatisfactory results. Depending on the distance threshold parameter, the detection would either find:

- For a moderate distance threshold, only object \( o_1 \) would exceed the threshold, resulting in a single outlier detection.

- For lower distance thresholds, the points of cluster \( C_2 \) would suddenly be below the threshold as well. Therefore, it is possible that all objects in cluster \( C_2 \) would be reported as outliers.

- For very low distance thresholds, the same could happen to the points of cluster \( C_1 \).

In general, setting the distance threshold is very difficult and it is impossible to detect just \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \) without the false detection of clustered objects. With the \( \text{LOF} \) model this issue does not exist. Since the outlier factor compares an object’s density to the density of its direct neighbors, the \( lrd \) ratios will yield a value of \( \approx 1 \) for the points in \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). Therefore, the local outlier factor of the points of both clusters will be \( \approx 1 \), and no clustered objects are detected as false-positives. For \( o_2 \) on the other hand, the \( lrd \) of its direct neighbors is much higher than its own \( lrd \), because the neighbors are part of the very dense cluster \( C_1 \). As a result, the local outlier factor of \( o_2 \) is \( \gg 1 \). Note that this result does not have a significant dependence on the parameter \( \text{MinPts} \). In summary, the main advantages of \( \text{LOF} \) are its adaption to local densities and the resulting much easier parametrization.

Regarding the complexity, \( \text{LOF} \) is commonly considered \( O(n^2) \), where \( n \) is the number of objects, because it relies on nearest neighbor queries. On low-dimensional data, nearest neighbor queries can be speed up, allowing an \( O(n \log n) \) implementation. However,
since the required indexing techniques do not scale for high-dimensional spaces, the complexity is $O(n^3)$ in the general case.

The local density idea behind LoF has been pursued by other approaches as well. For instance, LocI [PKGF03] achieves a local outlier detection by computing the local correlation integral in the object neighborhoods, which for instance facilitates outlier validation by means of so-called LocI plots. A different work [NOM10] proposes a modification of LoF which does not need exact nearest neighbor evaluation, resulting in an approximate but faster algorithm.

### 2.2.3. Angle-Based Outlier Paradigm

![Image of angle-based outlier models](source.png)

*Figure 2.2: Illustration of the idea behind angle-based outlier models. Source: [KShZo8]*

An entirely different paradigm was first introduced in [KShZo8]. Instead of using object distances, this paradigm quantifies an anomaly based on angles to other objects. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The techniques considers for each individual object the angles that are spanned by all other object pairs. The key observation is that the distributions of these angles are different for clustered objects compared to outliers. For instance for an object right in the center of a cluster, there can be both very small angles – for two objects that lie in a similar direction – and very large angles for object in the opposite direction of the cluster. This means that the variance of the angle distribution is large. For the outlier in Figure 2.2 on the other hand, all possible object pairs will create rather small angles, i.e., the maximum angle $\gamma$ of this outlier is much smaller than the maximum angle of other objects. Regarding the angle distribution this results in a very low angle variance. The algorithm proposed in [KShZo8], commonly referred to as Abod, exploits this observation by defining an outlier score based on the variance of the angle distribution. In the most basic version, angle-based outlier detection has a high complexity of $O(n^3)$ with $n$ being the total number of objects, since it has to consider all object pairs for every point. Therefore, [KShZo8] further proposes FastAbod, which is
2.3. Dependence on Application

an approximate version that restricts the angle evaluations to the $k$ nearest neighbors. This reduces the complexity to $O(n^2 + nk^2)$. In a more recent work [PP12], the complexity of angle-based outlier detection was further reduced to $O(n \log(n(d + \log n))$ by using AMS sketches (where $d$ is the dimensionality of the data set).

2.2.4. Other Paradigms

We have selected the local-density and angle-based paradigms as examples to illustrate that there are significant formal differences between outlier models. Furthermore, these two paradigms have the highest relevance regarding the scope of this thesis. Overall, there are many more paradigms in the literature, for instance:

- Purely statistical models [RL87]
- Information theoretic models like [SV11].
- Linear projection based approaches like [VCH10].
- Support vector machines can be modified to the case of classifying a single class, resulting in a so-called one-class SVM [SWS*00].
- Another technique [LTZ08] relies on building random decision trees and defines an outlier by the average number of splits required to isolate an object (e.g., an outlier requires less splits compared to inliers).

2.3. Dependence on Application

When applying outlier mining to a given real-world application, the choice of the outlier model is of particular importance. One of the most famous textbooks on outlier mining [Agg13a] summarizes this as: “The data model is everything”. To see the importance of the model choice, one has to bear in mind that outlier mining only provides a notion of unusualness. This must be differentiated from the notion of interestingness: Outlier detection cannot know what is interesting to a data analyst in a particular application domain. In order to redefine interestingness according to application specific goals, additional information would be required. When this additional information on interesting patterns is available, switching to supervised techniques like classification might be beneficial. However, this necessity of high quality training data is exactly the major drawback of supervised techniques. Often training data is sparse, of low quality, or is completely lacking. The big advantage of outlier mining is that it can be applied without any further information requirements, which results in a much broader range of applications. Therefore, the essential question becomes how well the unusualness defined by an outlier model matches to the particular interestingness in a given problem. There is no definite answer to the question which outlier model is best in each case. Overall the model choice
question is beyond the scope of this thesis. Research on policies to find the ideal model is orthogonal to our research field. For some more details on the proper choice of outlier models, we refer the reader to [Agg13a].
Part II.

Subspace Search for Outlier Mining
3. Challenges

After our summary of traditional outlier models in the previous chapter, we continue with an analysis of open challenges in outlier mining. In modern big data applications, data analysts are often faced with a recurring pattern: Data objects are described by a plethora of attributes. In the past, the amount of information stored per object was often limited by storage space, which was either expensive or inconvenient. As a result of the technical development in recent years, storing a vast amount of data is now feasible, and has become ubiquitous. Therefore, the general challenge in data mining research has become: How to deal with the complexity of high-dimensional data?

In outlier mining, the challenge of high-dimensional data has played an important role in recent years as well [AY01, FMWo8, VCH10, MSS11, KKSZ12]. One of the first contributions of this thesis is to summarize all challenges of outlier mining in high-dimensional data by introducing the notion of a subspace outlier. For the discussion of the challenges in this chapter, it suffices to give an informal but general definition of a subspace outlier. In later chapters, we will further refine this notion, resulting in more formal definitions (cf. Chapter 5 and 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition 3.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An object ( o \in DB ) is a subspace outlier w.r.t. subspace ( S \subseteq A ), if and only if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- it deviates significantly in subspace ( S ),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- but shows regular behavior in all subspaces ( S' \subset S ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We illustrate this notion by considering an application scenario from medical screening. Typical data attributes in this domain include features like the blood pressure, heart rate, skin conductance, blood glucose, lipoprotein profiles (cholesterol and triglycerides levels), general features like body weight/height, or various features related to a complete blood count. Overall, the resulting data space often has a very high dimensionality in modern medical screenings. However, an outlier in general does not deviate with respect to all attributes at once. With increasing dimensionality, it is more likely that an outlier deviates only w.r.t. a certain subset of the attributes. An example of a typical subspace outlier in the medical screening scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.1 (red marker). The subspace associated with this outlier is the two-dimensional space \( S = \{ \text{systolic blood pressure} \),
\textit{diastolic blood pressure}. In this context the object clearly deviates from all other objects, which satisfies the first condition of a subspace outlier. Regarding the second condition, we can see that the object is not anomalous in either $S' = \{\text{systolic blood pressure}\}$ or $S' = \{\text{diastolic blood pressure}\}$ alone, when projecting the object onto the one-dimensional subspaces. In fact, the object even shows very typical values in both dimensions. Thus, it is rather the combination of the two attribute values that is exceptional. This opposing characteristic – abnormality in $S$, but regularity in $S' \subset S$ – is the main cause of the challenges associated with subspace outliers.

One may also interpret this example from a perspective of natural laws. In general, every data set follows a certain set of natural or domain-specific laws. These laws determine how values of different attributes relate to each other. For instance in medical screening, there is a specific natural law regarding the relation of systolic to diastolic blood pressure (since we are not concerned about the exact law here, the data depicted in Figure 3.1 is fictional). In general, the underlying laws also do not necessarily involve the full set of attributes. Typically, they rather form groups of attributes. In the subspace view, i.e., in the data projection w.r.t. the set of attributes that from a law, the laws manifest in a certain structure. Formally, the data distribution can be described by a manifold of a certain topology. Interpreting the exemplary subspace outlier in Figure 3.1 from the perspective of natural laws yields: The object at hand is an outlier, because it violates the underlying law of systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Later in the thesis (cf. Chapter 5) we will show that there is a general connection between subspace outliers and the underlying domain laws. The takeaway at this point from the example is: In order to deviate from a certain law, it is an intuitive prerequisite that there is some kind of law in the first place.

\textbf{Challenge 1 – High-Dimensional Invisibility}

The first major challenge of subspace outliers is a result from the so-called curse of dimensionality. This effect is observed in many areas of data mining in different manifestations like the insignificance of object distances, meaninglessness of object neighborhoods, and
the empty space phenomenon. Since traditional outlier models are based on concepts that are affected from these issues, the entire detection suffers from the curse of dimensionality. An attempt to detect a subspace outlier in the full-dimensional space is therefore bound to fail. In the context of subspace outliers, a full-dimensional detection means to mix the relevant attributes of the deviating subspace with a potentially huge set of irrelevant attributes. In these remaining attributes, the object may show a fully regular behavior. Therefore, it is possible that the object will appear normal for the most part. Overall, the outlierness assigned to the object will incorporate both the irregularity in a possibly small subspace and the regularity in many other attributes. As a result, the anomalous characteristic may even be balanced by the regular contributions. Based on such a global assessment, full-dimensional outlier detection is prone to overlook the anomaly entirely. In the medical screening example this effect means that whether or not a full-dimensional technique detects the systolic-diastolic-outlier depends on the patient's other attributes: If the patient in addition is malnourished, growth-restricted, and suffering from tachycardia, the detector will surely find the anomaly regarding the blood pressure as well, since irregularities accumulate. However, if the patient is average weight, average height, average age, etc., the anomaly is balanced and the outlier may be missed completely. Clearly, it is preferable to detect any deviation from a natural law, avoiding this balancing influence of high-dimensional data.

To demonstrate the challenge of high-dimensional invisibility, we perform a small experiment on our example data set. As traditional outlier detector we use LOR \((MinPts = 50)\), but the results are similar for all traditional models. We illustrate the resulting outlier scores in the form of a scatter plot, in which the size of the markers is proportional to the outlierness – an idea also proposed in [AKR+10]. Figure 3.2 shows the results of LOR calculated w.r.t. three different subspaces: In the first row, we apply LOR directly to the two dimensional subspace \(\{\text{systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure}\}\). In this case, the subspace outlier has by far the largest marker. Thus, the object is on rank one in the resulting ranking, allowing a user to spot the anomaly immediately. In the second row of Figure 3.2, we apply LOR to a 7-dimensional subspaces which contains the two relevant plus five irrelevant attributes. In this toy data, we simulate irrelevant attributes by adding uniformly distributed attributes. We also apply a scaling normalization to maintain an equal contribution of each attribute in the underlying distance calculations. We can see that even with only five irrelevant attributes the result has changed significantly: Now, “random” points suddenly have a high outlier score, when examined in the relevant subspace projection. These points simply happen to show a higher global anomalous behavior over the whole 7-dimensional space. The subspace outlier itself has dropped to rank 92 out of 1000 objects. This means that a user now has to examine a rather large result set until the subspace outlier is found. In the third row of Figure 3.2, the same experiment is performed with 10 irrelevant attributes. In this case the subspace outlier drops to rank 394, i.e., users would have to process almost 40% of all objects until they discover the anomaly.
We can conclude that the visibility of subspace outliers from a high-dimensional view is generally very low and dominated by global effects. Detecting subspace outliers reliably requires to overcome this issue of a global influence. Thus, it is necessary to detect the relevant subspaces themselves.

**Challenge 2 – Multivariate Deviation**

Another challenging property of subspace outliers is their multivariate nature. Due to visualization limitations, most illustrations of subspace outliers in this thesis will be based on two-dimensional subspace examples. This might suggest that the subspace outlier problem is limited to the bivariate case. However, it is important to note that it in general is a multivariate problem, allowing arbitrary dimensionality of the associated subspaces.
A classic example of this challenge occurs for instance when a database contains percentage values. In the scenario of a medical screening for example, one may measure the composition of blood cells in percentages. The cells that circulate in the bloodstream are generally divided into three types: white blood cells, red blood cells, and platelets. Thus, the respective percentages $pct_w$, $pct_r$, and $pct_p$ must each lie in $[0,1]$ and satisfy $pct_w + pct_r + pct_p = 1$. Figure 3.3 illustrates a data set which follows this law. To show the effect of data errors, we have also added two faulty samples that violate the conditions. In the three-dimensional scatter plot, we can observe these exceptions as clear subspace outliers. In the two- and one-dimensional plots below, we evaluate the second condition in Definition 3.1, which requires that a subspace outlier in $S$ is regular in all subspaces $S' \subset S$. For a three-dimensional subspace outlier this means that it is regular in all six lower-dimensional subspaces. In Figure 3.3 we observe that this is the case for the two objects. Therefore, both objects are indeed multivariate subspace outliers. Such an example can be extended to an arbitrary subspace dimensionality, if the composition has more than three constituents.

Based on this example, we can also discuss the role of the second condition in Definition 3.1, i.e., the requirement that a subspace outlier is regular in all subspaces $S' \subset S$. This condition has two possible interpretations:

- the outlier is not detectable in all $S' \subset S$, and
- the outlier is not describable in all $S' \subset S$.

Thus, in order to describe the deviation of a subspace outlier, all $|S|$ attributes in the deviating subspace must be considered. For instance in the example from Figure 3.3, it is only possible to explain what is wrong with the outliers by specifying all three dimensions in combination, e.g.: The sum of $pct_w + pct_r + pct_p$ exceeds 1. With respect to any subset of the attributes, there simply is no meaningful description of the anomaly. This duality of detection and description allows us to clarify the motivation behind this second condition of subspace outliers. By requiring regularity in $S' \subset S$ we ensure:

- **Minimality of Detection**: Due to the general challenge of high-dimensional spaces, it is always preferable to detect a subspace outlier in the smallest possible subspace. In this minimal subspace, traditional outlier detectors will show the best separation, because no irrelevant attributes are included.

- **Minimality of Description**: Similarly, it is our goal to always describe an anomaly by the least number of attributes. Overall, this results in concise descriptions of deviations, without intermixing irrelevant information.

The effect of the minimality condition can also be illustrated based on the blood count example: For instance, an object might as well deviate in all three dimensions at once, e.g., if all three percentages exceed 100%. In this case, it is not necessary to use the combination of the three dimensions – neither for the outlier detection nor for the description of how the object deviates. According to the minimality condition, we do not
Figure 3.3: Example of a multivariate subspace outlier; on top: 3D subspace; middle: 2D projections; bottom: 1D projections. Outliers are highlighted by red markers in the scatter plots and red dashed lines in the histograms.

have to consider the more complex three-dimensional subspace here at all. In contrast to the true multivariate outlier from above, the result in this case is more simple: Since the object deviates for instance in percentage of red blood cells, it is a subspace outlier in this 1-dimensional subspace. The same reasoning applies to the other two dimensions. Therefore, we can interpret the object as a multiple subspace outlier, deviating in three different 1-dimensional spaces. Thus, an important property of the minimality condition
is: It limits the dimensionality of the subspaces to analyze, resulting in a focus on clear, low-dimensional projections. This observation leads to the last challenge of subspace outliers.

**Challenge 3 – Multi-View**

The discussion regarding Challenge 1 has already shown that the problem of finding subspace outlier cannot be solved by a global view. Overall, the detection of subspace outliers is inherently a multi-view problem because:

- An outlier can have multiple deviating subspaces.
- The set of deviating subspaces for each outlier can be fully independent from deviating spaces of other outliers.

In previous illustrations we have only showed a small number of subspace structures revealing individual outliers. What we cannot illustrate here: In general, such data is governed by a huge number of underlying natural laws and dependencies, and thus features a vast amount of views which may contain subspace outliers. A naive approach to the multi-view challenge is to simply scan all possible subspaces. For a $d$-dimensional data base, the total number of subspaces is $2^d - 1$. To illustrate: The number of subspace views for a 10-dimensional data base exceeds 1000, for $d = 20$ it exceeds one million, and it is more than one billion for $d = 30$. Thus, searching for subspace outliers is comparable to the proverbial search for a needle in a haystack.

**Summary**

Overall, the challenges of subspace outliers can be summarized by the observation: Detecting a subspace outlier precisely requires to know its corresponding subspace. Accordingly, the ideal output result of an algorithm is not just a set or a ranking of outliers. Providing the deviating context as well is clearly an additional benefit. This also indicates that outlier mining is connected to finding relationships between attributes: Reporting for instance that the object from Figure 3.1 is a subspace outlier in \{ systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure \} not only tells us something about the anomaly. It also implies that these two quantities follow a certain natural law, which is violated by the outlier. In this thesis we tackle the challenges of subspace outliers by considering possibilities to detect the structures from which an outlier can deviate. In terms of categorizing existing work in the literature, such an approach falls into the category of so-called subspace search techniques. Before proposing our own approaches, we will discuss the relation and differences to related work on subspace search in the following chapter.
4. Related Work

As discussed in the introduction, the first part of this thesis will focus on the key connection between outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis: *subspace search* for outlier mining on static data. In the following chapter, we will give an introduction to subspace search in general. We will review existing techniques in this research field with a focus on both the roots of subspace search and techniques that have the highest relevance for this thesis. Furthermore, we will explain the differences of existing paradigms compared to our novel subspace search approaches presented later.

4.1. Subspace Clustering

In the research community, the relation between clustering and outlier mining is commonly considered “conceptually similar, but with opposing goals”. Both areas are prime examples for unsupervised learning scenarios. Technically the (dis-)similarity of objects often plays a key role in both paradigms. But while outlier mining is trying to find objects which are unusual, the goal of clustering is to find objects which are highly similar, and thus, form clusters. Overall, clustering has been the slightly more prominent topic in the research community between the two. Accordingly, the notion of a subspace-based data mining approach was first introduced for clustering in [AGGR98]. With the proposed approach, called CLIQUE, a new data mining paradigm emerged: *subspace clustering*. Technically, the algorithm is a simple grid-based clustering algorithm. However, it is the first clustering technique which has specifically addressed the issues of existing full-space clustering approaches. Figure 4.1 shows the motivating example given in [AGGR98]. In this toy data, it is clear that a meaningful clustering result can only be found w.r.t. the attribute *salary* (clusters C and D). In contrast, the projected density regarding attribute *age* does not have any high-density areas. With a full-space approach, there is no way to distinguish between this difference in the attributes (the clustering results depend entirely on the choice of the density threshold, which therefore is notoriously difficult to chose for full-space clustering techniques). The idea behind CLIQUE is based on a monotonicity of the density of grid cells: If a $k$-dimensional grid cell is *dense* (density above a certain threshold $\tau$), so are all $(k-1)$-dimensional projections of the grid cell. This allows to

---

*In data mining the term “subspace” has a slightly different meaning from its definition in linear algebra, where it is defined as a subset of a vector space that is closed under addition and scalar multiplication. In data mining and throughout this thesis, a “subspace” refers to a (sub-)set of data attributes.*
process all dense grid cells in a bottom-up processing, i.e., starting with all 1-dimensional dense cells, followed by an incremental processing of increasing dimensionality. This processing is similar to the Apriori algorithm [AS94] in frequent itemset mining, where a similar monotonicity property holds for the support of an itemset.

Overall, CLIQUE is considered a seminal work in data mining, leading to a large number of follow-up techniques on subspace clustering. For instance, MAFIA [GNC99] proposes to use an adaptive-grid to mitigate discretization issues. Another issue, the decreasing density of grid cells for increasing dimensionality, was taken into account in SCHISM [SZ04]: The proposed solution incorporates the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound on the expected density, leading to non-linear monotonically decreasing density threshold function. In order to fully solve the issues of a grid-based clustering, subsequent work focused on applying the density-based clustering paradigm of DBSCAN [EKSX96] to subspace clustering. To this end, SUBCLU [KKK04] introduced the notion of density-connectedness in the subspace context. Later, Dusc [AKMS07] extended this idea by considering the distribution of objects within the neighborhood, leading to a dimensionality-unbiased density measure. In contrast to grid-based approaches, these density-based techniques are able to find clusters of arbitrary shape.

Subspace clustering in general is an example of a multi-view paradigm: Each object may be part of multiple clusters in multiple subspace projections. Therefore, the computational effort can be high for certain data/parameter combinations, producing an accordingly huge result set of all subspace clusters. This has lead to the modified mining paradigms projected clustering and non-redundant subspace clustering. In projected clustering, the problem statement is modified towards a single-view perspective: Each object is part of at most one cluster. This simplified problem can lead to a faster processing, at the cost of the very strong limitation on the possible mining results. Examples of projected clustering techniques are PROCLUS [AWY+99], Doc [PJA02], or P3C [MSE06]. Instead
of restricting the clustering to a single view, the idea behind non-redundant subspace clustering is to prune redundant clustering results. Prominent techniques of this field are Inskky [AKMS08], Rescu [MAG09], and StatPC [MS08]. For a complete overview of the field of subspace clustering we refer the reader to recent surveys like [KKZ09].

4.2. Subspace Search for Clustering

A major issue of subspace clustering is that each technique comes with its own definition of the notion of “clustered objects”. This means that the cluster model is inherently tied to the technique. In many cases these cluster models are very restrictive regarding the detectable cluster shape. For instance, techniques may only be sensitive to grid-like or convex cluster shapes. In this case, subspace clustering technique do not allow to simply exchange the cluster model by a more appropriate cluster definition. This limitation has lead to the development of a new paradigm: subspace search for clustering. The key idea of this paradigm is that the cluster model is generic, i.e., it is possible to plug-in any possible cluster definition. As a result, the search for relevant subspaces becomes a standalone processing step. Figure 4.2 illustrates the conceptual differences of full-space (or fixed-space) clustering, subspace clustering and subspace search for clustering. As a reference, the first row depicts the full-space case, where a clustering method is applied directly to the database. In this case, any conceivable cluster model can be used by changing to a different clustering method. In contrast, this is not possible with subspace search approaches (second row): Here, the search for clusters is coupled to the search for subspaces. Therefore, the cluster model is fixed. Row three depicts the idea of an independent approach for subspace search: Now the two steps are separated, allowing to instantiate the cluster model arbitrarily by any conceivable clustering model. This has a significant benefit, due to the increased flexibility of the processing scheme. For instance, as a result of the decoupling, it is possible to benefit from research progress in either domains: If there is an algorithmic improvement regarding the subspace search step, it can simply be plugged into the system. Or if the future will bring any enhanced cluster models, it is still possible to combine them with existing subspace search approaches.

The first decoupled subspace search approach for clustering is called Enclus, published in [CFZ99]. The idea of Enclus is to quantify the quality of a subspace based on entropy. The paper shows that a good clustering in general requires a subspace with a low entropy. Furthermore, as a result of basic characteristics of conditional entropy, it is possible to derive a downward closure on the quality criterion. In order to reduce the search space, Enclus proposes two variants of removing redundant subspaces during processing. One of the major issues of Enclus is that it is grid-based. As a result of this, Enclus is strongly affected by the curse of dimensionality in the form of the empty space problem: Using a grid that has a meaningful cell size on the 1-dimensional level, leads to an explosion of the number of high dimensional grid-cell. With increasing dimensionality, the object
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Figure 4.2.: Conceptual difference of subspace mining paradigms

counts in the cells tend to zero, and the object count of populated grid cell will typically be just one. Therefore, Enclus struggles to detect high dimensional subspaces for the subsequent clustering step.

Another important subspace search technique for clustering is Ris [KKKW03], acronym for “ranking interesting subspaces”. This work defines the interestingness of a subspace based on the number of “core” objects it contains, which are objects with a particularly high neighbor density. Compared to Enclus, Ris however ignores the data distribution in the subspace. This approach has been further extended in [BPR+04], proposing a technique called Surfing. In [NDJ10], the idea of subspace search was also extended to spectral clustering.

4.3. Subspace Outlier Mining

We continue with our synopsis of subspace mining, but now changing the subject from the world of clustering to its close sibling outlier mining. Similar to clustering we will differentiate between techniques that tightly couple subspace mining to an outlier model and techniques that perform a generic subspace search. Again we will start with a survey of coupled techniques in this section.

Outlier detection in subspaces has first been proposed by [AY01]. The motivating example transfers the notion of multiple views from clustering to outlier mining. The idea is illustrated by a similar example as our illustration of an “outlier hidden in a subspace view” given in the introduction 1.4.1 (cf. Figure 1.4). The technique is inherently grid-based and tries to find grid cells of exceptional sparsity. The approach is based on a very simple binary
outlier model: An object is considered an outlier if it falls into one of the top \( m \) sparse cells returned by their main algorithm. The authors argue that the search for sparse cells cannot be performed systematically. Therefore, they resort to an evolutionary approach to process the search space. While the paper is conceptually groundbreaking, the algorithm itself often does not work very well on real-world data. To some extent, this can be explained by the issues of grid-based techniques and the challenges in implementing reasonable selection/crossover/mutation steps for an evolutionary processing. Furthermore, the technique requires to specify \( k \), the dimensionality of hidden subspace structures. From the user perspective this choice is highly non-trivial: It not only requires to know the dimensionality of the hidden subspace outliers in advance, it also ignores the fact that data may have subspace structures of different dimensionality. However, the approach also has a conceptual issue, since it relies on finding all sparse grid cells. This issue becomes obvious when attributes show a strong correlation, which is often the case in real-world data. For instance, consider a two-dimensional subspace, which is 100% correlated and uniformly distributed, resulting in a straight line structure in the subspace. If we use a binning of 10 bins in each dimension, there is a total of 100 grid cells in the subspace. Among these 100 cells, only 10 cells will be populated, and the majority of 90% of the cells will be fully sparse (except for outliers). In general, an outlier can be located in any of these sparse cells. This means that in order to consistently detect outliers, it is necessary to always scan all sparse cells. However, with higher dimensional structures the amount of sparse cells will become huge. After all, the empty space problem is a well known effect in high-dimensional data. Thus, the requirement to iterate over the whole empty space becomes a significant computational burden.

Recent approaches have enhanced subspace outlier mining by ranking objects based on different subspace projections [KKSZ09, KKSZ12, MSS10, MSS11, MASS08, MAIS+12]. These techniques differ in their definition of a relevant subspace and their associated outlier model. For instance, the aim of SoD [KKSZ09] is to detect subspace structures which lie on a linear, axis-aligned manifold. This implies a highly specialized outlier definition, which does not allow to use the technique as a general-purpose outlier detection. The same authors have extended the idea of SoD in [KKSZ12], allowing arbitrarily oriented linear manifolds. However, the resulting outlier model is still not general, due to the strong requirement of linearity.

This has been improved in more advanced techniques like OutRes [MSS10, MSS11]. OutRes ranks outliers based on the object’s deviation in a statistically selected set of relevant subspace projections. This is achieved by introducing a subspace ranking function, which aggregates the outlierness of an object over all its relevant subspaces. OutRes considers a subspace relevant, if data is not uniformly distributed in the subspace. This criterion is evaluated by means of a statistical test and on a per-object basis, using the local neighborhood of each object. Finally, OutRes addresses the challenge of comparing outlier scores obtained from subspaces of arbitrary dimensionality by introducing the notion of an adaptive outlierness. This however means that it is also tightly coupled to its own outlier model.
A unique technique of subspace outlier mining is presented in [MASS08, MAIS+12]. This work differs from others of this field, since it bridges the gap between clustering and outlier mining: The proposed algorithm OUTRANK relies on an outlier definition that is based on the results of subspace clustering. In fact, the technique does not even access the original data to detect outliers. The notion of an outlier is entirely derived from the membership relation of each object to the sets of clusters in all subspace projections.

4.4. Subspace Search for Outlier Mining

Similar to the situation in clustering, subspace outlier mining relies on an interleaved detection of both subspaces and outliers. This means that these techniques all propose their own outlier criterion that is specific to its subspace processing. They are restricted to this outlier notion, and thus, are not flexible w.r.t. instantiations with different outlier models. In clustering, the decoupling of the cluster model from the subspace search has had obvious advantages like the mutual benefit of both research domains. Therefore, it is natural to ask for the same decoupling for outlier mining as well. This however has been rarely studied in existing research. The only approach that may count as a subspace search for outlier mining is RANDSUB [LK05]. However, the idea of this technique is to perform a “subspace search” in its most naive form: The algorithm simply creates a set of random subspace projections, and evaluates a given outlier model in these subspaces. This clearly qualifies as a decoupling of the outlier model, and the overall processing can be illustrated similar to the situation in subspace search for clustering from Figure 4.2. Obviously, the random subspace selection cannot guarantee any quality criterion for the selected subspaces. Whether or not a subspace is at all relevant for outlier mining is not considered. Nevertheless, it achieves an improvement regarding outlier detection quality simply by mitigating the curse of dimensionality for the subsequent outlier detection.

In the context of related work, we can describe the major contribution of the first part of this thesis as follows: We will propose subspace search techniques which allow a flexible instantiation of the outlier model. Our techniques thus are the first true subspace search techniques designed for outlier mining. Compared to the naive random subspace selection of [LK05], our aim is to develop enhanced subspace quality measures, resulting in a meaningful subspace search process. In this regard, we consider [LK05] a baseline for any more advanced subspace search technique.

4.5. General Categorization of Subspace Search Approaches

In Figure 4.3, we have summarized related work along with our categorization of the different research fields. Furthermore, it shows how this first part of the thesis is related
to these fields: Overall, outlier mining and subspace search are both established topics in the research community. Our concern here will be the novel combination of these fields.

4.6. Remotely Related Work

There is more related work beyond what we have covered in the previous section. Overall, these studies are only loosely related to our work. Moreover, they do not fit into our categorization from Figure 4.3. Therefore, we discuss these topics individually in the following.

4.6.1. Mining Descriptions for Given Outliers

There are several approaches that identify attribute sets as so-called outlier descriptions [KN99, AFP09, LBo8]. The obtained outlier descriptions can be interpreted as a special kind of subspace selection. However, these methods extract subspaces only for given outliers, assuming that a faultless outlier detection has taken place in advance. In most real-world scenarios, such proper outlier labels do not exist. Obviously this results in a chicken and egg dilemma: (1 \rightarrow 2) In order to detect outliers hidden in subspaces, traditional outlier detectors require a prior subspace selection. (2 \rightarrow 1) Outlier descriptions would
provide such a subspace selection, but they require the outliers to be detected in advance. Therefore, the goal in this thesis is to break this cyclic dependency. The techniques proposed here will not require outlier labels to be known in advance. The relation of outlier description and subspace search will be the focus of Chapter 7.

4.6.2. Dimensionality Reduction

At a first glance, subspace search seems to be related to dimensionality reduction, since both are motivated by the curse of dimensionality. Considering its most popular but basic variant, principal component analysis [Jol86], dimensionality reduction has a long history in research. In general, dimensionality reduction aims at transforming the original space into a new space, while maintaining certain properties of the data. For instance in PCA, the target space is obtained by the orthogonal linear transformation which produces the largest possible variance. Such a linear transform can also be used to detect outliers in the target space, which has been studied for instance in [FMW08]. Since linear transformations only work well for very simple data distributions, the dimensionality reduction has been extended to non-linear embeddings [FL95, TSL00, BNo3, SCo8, BPV03], which share the key idea behind spectral clustering [Lux07]. Recently, such a non-linear embedding approach was proposed specifically designed for outlier detection [HQYY12]. However, all dimensionality reduction techniques have a fundamental difference to subspace search: In dimensionality reduction the goal is always to find a single target space, in which information on all objects is maintained as far as possible. This single-view restriction always comes with a major drawback: For individual objects, a globally determined space may not be an appropriate embedding. By design, determining a transformation globally must focus on the majority of objects, in order to work well on the data as a whole. Since in outlier mining the focus is always on a few individual objects, the single-view paradigm impedes the detection of these individual contexts [MSS11]. By contrast, subspace search always allows a multi-view perspective on the data. In order to corroborate this reasoning empirically, we have included dimensionality reduction techniques as a competitor in our experiments (cf. for instance Chapter 5.4).
5. Subspace Search for Outlier Mining: High Contrast Subspaces*

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter we will present the first subspace search approach that is tailored to the detection of subspace outliers. The key idea behind this approach is to exploit the connection of outlier mining and attribute relationships. In the chapter on challenges posed by subspace outliers (Chapter 3), we have analyzed subspace outliers from the perspective of natural laws. This has lead to the observation that violations of the underlying principles of the data manifest themselves as subspace outliers. Therefore, we propose to search for subspace outliers based on a detection of the underlying structures in a data set.

![Figure 5.1: Environmental surveillance example – suspicious sensor readings](image)

We illustrate the idea in Figure 5.1, which shows an example scenario from environmental surveillance. In such a data set, certain groups of attributes will show some kind of relationship. For instance it is likely to observe a relation between measurements of the noise level and the air pollution index. Since the data distribution in this subspace is governed by an underlying domain-specific law, the corresponding subspace view features a distinctive structure: Low noise levels correspond to less air pollution, and vice versa, more noise often involves higher air pollution. In terms of outlier mining, such a law provides a high contrast for the detection. We can see that one object violates

* This chapter is an extended version of HiCS: High Contrast Subspaces for Density-Based Outlier Ranking published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE) 2012 [KMB12].
the general pattern, which is manifested in a clear subspace outlier. On the other hand, there are attribute combinations which do not follow any relation. For instance, there is no evidence that air humidity is related to the noise level in any way. In this case, the subspace view will not show a clear structure. Since there is no pattern to deviate from, the subspace has a low detection contrast for outlier mining. Therefore, it makes sense to exclude meaningless attribute combinations for outlier analysis.

In this chapter, we will propose a technique called HiCS (High Contrast Subspaces), which tackles the challenges of subspace outliers by searching for subspaces which show strong attribute relationships. Such a subspace search approach requires the development of novel quality criteria and processing schemes. Overall, we propose to use a two-step processing:

1. **Subspace Search**: Measures the contrast of subspaces
2. **Outlier Detection**: Evaluates objects in high contrast subspaces

In this work, we focus on the first step. As outlier score for the ranking we rely on the commonly used local outlier factor (LOF) [BKNS00]. However, any other outlier score could be used as instantiation of the second step. Thus, in contrast to existing techniques, we follow the idea of a decoupled processing, which has emerged as superior processing scheme in other domains (cf. Chapter 4). In outlier mining, our approach is the first work that considers subspace search as an individual problem.

Technically, the main idea of our HiCS approach is the statistical selection of high contrast subspaces. We propose a processing based on a series of statistical tests. Each test compares the data distribution in a local subspace region to its marginal distribution. Dependencies between attributes highlight the high contrast of a subspace. Based on these statistical tests and the detected dependence between attributes we derive our contrast measure. Thus, our approach searches for high contrast subspaces with a significant amount of conditional dependence among the selected dimensions, revealing subspaces corresponding to the underlying domain laws. As a result, we enhance the quality of traditional outlier detection by computing outlier scores in high contrast projections only. The evaluation on real and synthetic data shows that our approach outperforms traditional dimensionality reduction techniques [Jo186], naive random projections [LK05] as well as state-of-the-art subspace search techniques [CFZ99, KKKW03] and provides enhanced quality for outlier rankings. In summary, the work in this chapter provides three major contributions:

- The **decoupling of subspace search** as generalized pre-processing step for outlier ranking.
- A **contrast measure** based on the conditional dependence of dimensions in the selected subspaces.
- Two robust implementations of our contrast measure based on two different statistical tests.
5.2. High Contrast Subspaces

In the following, we will introduce the necessary notation in Section 5.2.1, and define the general objective for a high contrast subspace selection in Section 5.2.2. We will introduce the notion of subspace slices that specify local subspace regions in Section 5.2.3, and define the contrast measure in Section 5.2.4. In Section 5.2.5 we will show how different statistical tests can be used to instantiate our contrast definition.

5.2.1. Notation

Let $DB$ be a database containing $N$ objects, each described by a $D$-dimensional real-valued data vector $\mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_D)$. The set $\mathcal{A} = \{1, \ldots, D\}$ denotes the full data space of all given attributes. Any attribute subset $S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_d\} \subseteq \mathcal{A}$ will be called a $d$-dimensional subspace projection. We denote the distance between objects $\mathbf{x}$ and $\mathbf{y}$ as $dist_{\mathcal{A}}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y})$, which can be instantiated for instance by the widely used Euclidean distance $dist_{\mathcal{A}}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y}) = \sqrt{\sum_{s \in \mathcal{A}} (x_s - y_s)^2}$.

As general property of any outlier ranking method we have to consider the underlying scoring function. It measures the outlierness of an object. Traditionally, each object is sorted according to a single outlier score $score(\mathbf{x})$ measuring the degree of deviation in all given attributes $\mathcal{A}$. Traditional density-based outlier scores measure the density $p(\mathbf{x})$ of an object and compare it to the density in the local neighborhood of $\mathbf{x}$. Local outlier ranking based on density deviation in local neighborhoods has first been proposed by LOF [BKNS00]. In recent years, this outlier mining paradigm has been extended by enhanced scoring functions and efficient outlier ranking algorithms [PKG03, BS03, GPO08, KShZ08, KKSZ11, MSS10, VCH10].

The problem with all of these full space approaches is introduced by the curse of dimensionality. As pointed out in [BGRS99], the definition of a local neighborhood becomes meaningless for a large number of attributes. Furthermore distances between objects grow more and more alike, thus

$$\lim_{|\mathcal{A}| \to \infty} \max_{\mathbf{z} \in DB} dist_{\mathcal{A}}(\mathbf{z}, \mathbf{x}) - \min_{\mathbf{z} \in DB} dist_{\mathcal{A}}(\mathbf{z}, \mathbf{x}) = 0$$

Since local outlier ranking calculates the density based on the object distances, we observe the same effect for the minimal and maximal value of $score(\mathbf{x})$. As a result, all mentioned outlier score functions will suffer from a loss of contrast, i.e.:

$$score(\mathbf{x}) \approx score(\mathbf{y}) \quad \forall \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y} \in DB$$

Any outlier ranking obtained for a sufficiently high dimensional database will degenerate into a random ranking with very similar scores for all objects.
Subspace outlier rankings address this problem by evaluating the score function in lower dimensional subspace projections. They simply restrict the distance computation to a selected subspace \( S \), i.e., compute \( dist_S \). Thus, any outlier ranking with \( score(\hat{x}) \) can be extended to a subspace score \( score_S(\hat{x}) \). The idea is to aggregate these \( score_S(\hat{x}) \) values over several subspaces. Each score provides some insights about the deviation of \( \hat{x} \) in a lower dimensional projection \( S \). The final ranking is derived from the aggregation of these scores:

**Definition 5.1**

*Outlier Score*

\[
score(\hat{x}) = \frac{1}{|RS|} \sum_{S \in RS} score_S(\hat{x})
\]

In the most basic approach [LK05], \( RS \) is a selection of random subspaces that contribute to the overall ranking. A major drawback of this approach is that irrelevant subspaces in \( RS \) might blur the overall order of objects. To tackle this challenge, we propose a novel method to select high contrast subspaces only. Our subspace search technique excludes low contrast subspaces, which inhibit a clear distinction between outliers and regular objects.

For our experiments, we instantiate \( score_S(\hat{x}) \) with the commonly used local outlier factor [BKNS06]. It has been used for the subspace extension based on random projections [LK05] as well. However, our technique is not restricted to LoF only. Any other density-based scoring function could be used for \( score_S(\hat{x}) \). This flexibility w.r.t. the score function is a main advantage of our method. We only consider the contrast of subspaces and their selection as pre-processing step. Any improvement in the area of outlier scoring can be applied directly to our approach as well. In recent years several extensions of LoF have addressed specific challenges for this local outlier ranking [PKGF03, KShZo8, MSS10, KKSZ11]. While each of these publications proposes an individual score function, they all have an assumption in common: *An outlier has low density compared to its local neighborhood.* Our technique relies only on this general assumption.

To derive our criterion for subspace contrast, we treat the attributes in \( DB \) as random variables. We use the notion of probability density functions (pdf) to derive the formal background of our contrast criterion. We will adapt the notation for subspaces as follows. For a given subspace \( S = \{ s_1, \ldots, s_d \} \), we refer to the projected data vectors as \( \hat{x}_S = (x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) \).

**Notation 5.1**

The subspace data vector \( \hat{x}_S \) is distributed by an unknown *joint pdf* of \( S \):

\[
p_{s_1,\ldots,s_d}(x_{s_1},\ldots,x_{s_d})
\]
By integration over all attributes \( s \in A \setminus s_i \) we obtain:

**Notation 5.2**

The marginal pdf of attribute \( s_i \):
\[
p_{s_i}(x_{s_i})
\]

Please note that the marginal densities are simply one-dimensional projections, independent from any subspace. Furthermore, we can require a condition on the attributes \( s \in S \setminus s_i \), which leads to the following notion.

**Notation 5.3**

The conditional pdf of attribute \( s_i \):
\[
p_{s_i | s \in S \setminus s_i}(x_{s_i} | \{x_s : s \in S \setminus s_i\})
\]

Thus, we express the probability density function of \( s_i \) w.r.t. \(|S| - 1\) conditions on all other attributes in the subspace.

### 5.2.2. Objectives

Given the notion of probability density in any subspace \( S \), we can formalize our objectives for subspace search for outlier detection. Our approach is based on a distinction between trivial and non-trivial outliers, and their relation to what we will call correlated subspaces. These notions are new concepts and we will postpone the formal definition for a moment. They are related to our former definition of a subspace outlier in Chapter 3, as we will see in the following.

**Motivating Example**

We illustrate the relationship between correlated subspaces and trivial/non-trivial outliers by a toy example (cf. Figure 5.2). It consists of two two-dimensional datasets. Both datasets were generated from the same marginal distributions. In dataset \( A \), \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are completely independent. As a result, this two-dimensional subspace is filled by a random scattering of objects in consistency with the marginal distribution. Nevertheless, the dataset contains an outlier object \( o_1 \). By considering the one-dimensional projections of this subspace, the existence of \( o_1 \) is not a surprise: \( o_1 \) could trivially be detected by the examination of the one-dimensional distribution of attribute \( s_2 \). We call such an object...
a trivial outlier. In summary, the evaluation of the two-dimensional subspace does not reveal any new information for this dataset.

The other dataset features marginal distributions identical to the ones of dataset A. The difference is that in dataset B there is a distinctive relationship between the attributes $s_1$ and $s_2$. This correlation allows the data objects to form regions of varying or unexpected densities over the total possible area that would be consistent with the marginal distribution. We observe (a) cluster-like dense agglomerations of objects and (b) sparse or even empty regions. Besides a trivial outlier $o_1$, the subspace also features an other outlier $o_2$. This time the outlier is hidden in all one-dimensional subspace projections, where it even appears to be a clustered object. We will call this type of objects non-trivial outliers. For dataset B the evaluation of the two-dimensional subspace was worthwhile and reveals significant insight regarding the data structure. Accordingly, we have found an example for a high contrast subspace in this case.

Once we have found such a high contrast subspace we can apply any density-based outlier ranking algorithm: For instance in dataset B, $o_1$ and $o_2$ both exhibit a much lower density compared to the local neighborhood. Thus, determining the outlierliness in the two-dimensional subspace of dataset B would result in a detection of $o_1$ and $o_2$, i.e., $score_5(o_{1/2}) \gg score_5(o_1)$ for all other objects $o_i$ in the database.

We can also explain the essential idea of our approach to identify high contrast subspaces using this toy example. Depicted on top of each plot in Figure 5.2, we show two different histograms for the $s_1$ axis of both datasets. The first one (red) represents the full data
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sample, i.e., corresponds to the marginal probability distribution \( p_{s_1}(x_{s_1}) \). The blue one shows the conditional probability distribution that is generated by the sample according to the selection range w.r.t. the \( s_2 \) axis (blue area). The comparison of the blue vs. the red histograms for both datasets show a basic property of correlation: Whereas the histograms for dataset A are in good agreement, we see a significant discrepancy between the two histograms for the high contrast subspace B. The proposed HiCS algorithm is based on the evaluation of this discrepancy.

Please note that we design our contrast measure as a conservative subspace selection criterion. The set of selected subspaces is a proper superset of the subspaces containing non-trivial outliers. We will later show that high contrast is a necessary condition for non-trivial outliers. Still, the result may contain subspaces without any outliers.

In the following we will focus on non-trivial outliers only. The reason is simple: A user might already know about the existence of one-dimensional outliers; One can detect these outliers by existing methods [RL87] without difficulty. Moreover, our subspace search can detect trivial outliers as a by-product of the search for non-trivial outliers. For instance in dataset B, we will always detect \( o_1 \) as outlier as soon as attribute \( s_2 \) is part of any high contrast subspace. In any case, the detection of non-trivial outliers will provide a much higher information gain to the user. Therefore, we focus on the detection of correlated subspaces containing such non-trivial outliers.

**Contrast Based on Dependence of Attributes**

In probability theory, two events \( A \) and \( B \) are called independent and uncorrelated, if and only if the probability of the combined event is given by the product of the individual probabilities, i.e.:

\[
p(A \cap B) = p(A) \cdot p(B)
\]

(5.1)

By putting the notion of correlation in the context of subspaces, we obtain:

**Definition 5.2**

A subspace \( S \) is called an **uncorrelated subspace** if and only if:

\[
p_{s_1, \ldots, s_d}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) = \prod_{i=1}^{d} p_{s_i}(x_{s_i})
\]

(5.2)

Please note that the formal distinction between statistical dependence and correlation is not important for our purpose. Strictly speaking, the term **set of independent attributes** would be the appropriate expression. Instead we prefer to use the more concise term **uncorrelated subspace** to express the statistical independence within a subspace.
To support the observations regarding Figure 5.2, we want to examine the characteristics of outlier mining in uncorrelated subspaces more formally. The observation of a high value of \( \text{score}_S(\vec{x}) \) implies that the object \( \vec{x} \) is located in a region with a low value of the joint pdf \( p_{s_1, \ldots, s_d}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) \). On the other hand, we can evaluate the expected density for \( \vec{x} \) under the assumption of an uncorrelated subspace:

\[
p_{\text{expected}}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) = \prod_{i=1}^{d} p_{s_i}(x_{s_i})
\]

We define the notions of trivial/non-trivial outliers over the comparison of the expected density with the joint density:

**Definition 5.3**

We call an object \( \vec{x}_S \) a **non-trivial outlier** w.r.t. subspace \( S \) if

\[
p_{s_1, \ldots, s_d}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) \ll p_{\text{expected}}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d})
\]

Note that this definition is related to the notion of a subspace outlier from Definition 3.1 in Chapter 3. More specifically, non-trivial outliers are a generalization of subspace outliers, because they relax the invisibility condition to one-dimensional projections. This means that our goal here is more general, i.e., we aim at detecting a superset of true subspace outliers. This simplifies the formalism and obviously still guarantees the detection of all subspace outliers, since they are a subset of non-trivial outliers.

Incorporating the definition of an uncorrelated subspace (Eq. 5.2) into the definition of non-trivial outliers leads to:

**Theorem 5.1**

An uncorrelated subspace \( S \) does not contain any non-trivial outlier.

This follows immediately from Definition 5.3: For an uncorrelated subspace, the joint probability density function \( p_{s_1, \ldots, s_d}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) \) is by definition equal to the product of the marginal pdfs and thus, will never fulfill Eq. 5.4. On the other hand, a correlated subspace allows significantly smaller values of \( p_{s_1, \ldots, s_d}(x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) \) compared to the expected density. Thus, we define subspace correlation as objective function for the subspace contrast.

**Measuring Correlation**

We propose to quantify the subspace contrast by a comparison of different probability density functions. To simplify the notation, we will express all following conditional
probability densities only for $s_i$ without loss of generality. In the case of an uncorrelated subspace, Eq. 5.2 simplifies the definition of all conditional probability densities within the subspace, i.e.:

$$p_{s_i}(x_{s_i}|x_{s_2}, \ldots, x_{s_d}) = \frac{p_{s_i \ldots s_d}(x_{s_i}, \ldots, x_{s_d})}{p_{s_2 \ldots s_d}(x_{s_2}, \ldots, x_{s_d})} = p_{s_i}(x_{s_i})$$ (5.5)

This allows to measure the contrast of a subspace by determining the degree of violation of Eq. 5.5. In other words, we have to compare a conditional pdf of $s_i$ to the corresponding marginal pdf, and we assign a high contrast to a subspace if we observe a significant deviation between the two pdfs. Please note that the correlation analysis within subspaces goes beyond classical correlation analysis approaches, since we may be faced with high contrast subspaces with more than two dimensions. In contrast to, say, the Pearson or Spearman correlation coefficient [Spe87], the proposed approach is not limited in the subspace dimensionality. Furthermore, it is possible to detect any kind of non-linear correlation. Above all, our approach does not require an evaluation of a high dimensional joint pdf, but is based on one-dimensional densities only. Hence, it does not fall prey to the curse of dimensionality.

In the following sections we will discuss (1) how to empirically analyze the the conditional pdf by introducing the notion of subspace slices, (2) how to compare the conditional pdf to the marginal pdf by means of statistical tests, and (3) how to instantiate these statistical tests in our contrast measure.

5.2.3. Evaluation of Conditional Densities

The main challenge for the proposed calculation of the subspace contrast is the empirical analysis of the conditional probability densities $p_{s_i|\ldots|s_d} = p_{s_i|s_2 \ldots s_d}(x_{s_i}|x_{s_2}, \ldots, x_{s_d})$. Since we do not require any knowledge of the underlying density functions, our goal is to obtain a sample of $p_{s_i|\ldots}$ for a specific set of conditions.

**Definition 5.4**

A set of $|S| - 1$ lower and upper conditions $[l_i, r_i]$ is called a **subspace slice** w.r.t. subspace $S$:

$$C = \{x_{s_2} \in [l_2, r_2], \ldots, x_{s_d} \in [l_d, r_d]\}$$ (5.6)

The selection of objects that satisfy a subspace slice condition leads to a subsample of $DB$ with a sample size $N'$. The advantage of these subspace slices over any grid-based density estimation is that we can construct the subspace slices in a way that does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality. The goal is to choose the intervals in the subspace slice $C$ in
such a way that the expectation value for the selection sample size $N'$ is fixed. We derive
the construction of the intervals as follows: Each condition in $C$ can be associated with a
certain selection of objects. Starting with the full sample of $|DB|$ objects, each selection
removes a certain fraction of objects from the current sample. We denote the fraction of
objects that will remain in the sample by $\alpha_i \in (0, 1)$. The suffix emphasizes that $\alpha_i$ is the
probability of an object to be selected in a single condition. By assuming an uncorrelated
subspace, the selections are independent from each other. In this case the probability for
a single object to be selected after $|C|$ equally probable selection steps is $\alpha_i^{\lfloor C \rfloor}$. Thus, the
expectation value of the remaining sample size $N'$ after $|C|$ selections is given by:

$$E [N'] = N \cdot \alpha_i^{\lfloor C \rfloor} \quad (5.7)$$

We can utilize this step-wise selection in the algorithm to generate subspace slices that
automatically adapt the selection intervals $[l_i, r_i]$ to provide a desired target statistic size
$N'$, independent of the dimensionality of the subspace. The implementation details are
given in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.4. Quality Criterion for Subspace Contrast

As mentioned before, our subspace contrast definition is based on the degree of violation
of Eq. 5.5. Since we do not require density functions explicitly given, we introduce the
following notation to emphasize that we refer to estimated density distributions from a
data sample:

- $\hat{p}_s$ refers to the marginal density of some attribute $s \in S$ w.r.t. the full dataset.
- $\hat{p}_{s|C}$ refers to the density of $x_s$ w.r.t. the remaining dataset that fulfills a certain
  condition set $C$.

We are now looking for a function \textit{deviation} ($\hat{p}_s, \hat{p}_{s|C}$) that compares $\hat{p}_s$ to $\hat{p}_{s|C}$, measures
the discrepancy between the two distributions and outputs a value that is propor-
tional to the deviation. There are many ways to define such a function. With HiCS we
focus on two different statistical tests, namely Welch's t-test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, which will be described in Section 5.2.5. We will call the two resulting variants
HiCS$_{WT}$ and HiCS$_{KS}$.

In terms of statistical testing, we define the null hypothesis as: \textit{Both samples originate
from the same underlying pdf}. In other words, the null hypothesis states that the differ-
ences between $\hat{p}_s$ and $\hat{p}_{s|C}$ are within the limits of statistical fluctuations. Due to these
fluctuations, the significance of a single statistical test is very limited. In order to achieve
a high statistical precision, the HiCS algorithm performs a large number $M$ of different
tests. Thus, the definition of our quality criterion of the subspace contrast is given by:
5.2. High Contrast Subspaces

**Definition 5.5**

**Subspace contrast**

\[
\text{contrast}(S) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i}^{M} \text{deviation}(\hat{p}_{s_i}, \hat{p}_{s_i|C_i})
\]  

(5.8)

HiCS computes the subspace contrast with a Monte Carlo approach. The algorithm performs \(M\) iterations. For each iteration, we randomly pick an attribute \(s_i \in S\) and generate a random subspace slice \(C_i\). The respective samples are passed to the deviation function, i.e., a function that performs the statistical test. We calculate the final result of the subspace contrast by averaging the deviations of all \(M\) statistical tests.

### 5.2.5. Statistical Tests

Regarding the implementation of the deviation\((\hat{p}_A, \hat{p}_B)\) function, we have employed and examined two different statistical tests.

The first approach uses Welch's t-test, which is a variation of a Student's t-test. The idea of this solution is to first extract estimations of statistical moments from both samples, and then perform a comparison based on these characteristics. The difference between Welch's t-test over the classical Student's t-test is that it utilizes more statistical moments: While the test statistic for Student's t-test only requires the sample means, Welch's t-test also uses information from the estimated sample variances. The test variable is defined as:

\[
t = \frac{\hat{\mu}_{s_i} - \hat{\mu}'_{s_i}}{\sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2_{s_i}}{N} + \frac{\sigma'^2_{s_i}}{N'}}}
\]

(5.9)

Intuitively, the test variable \(t\) will have small absolute values if both samples are taken from the same distribution, i.e., the sample moments are similar. Strong discrepancies between both samples will result in large values for \(|t|\). In principle, we could use this test statistic directly as measurement for our deviation, but it has turned out to be preferable to convert the \(t\) value into a probability \(p_t\) as a means of normalization. This can be achieved by considering the distribution of the \(t\) values for a fulfilled null hypothesis. If the null hypothesis is true, i.e., if both samples originate from the same probability density, the test statistic \(t\) follows a \(t\)-distribution with a degree of freedom which can be obtained by the Welch-Satterthwaite equation [Sat46]. Based on the \(t\)-distribution, we can calculate the probability \(p_t\) by integration of the \(t\)-distribution.

Thus, the detailed steps to calculate the value of the deviation function are:

- First, determine the required statistical moments for both samples: \(\hat{\mu}_A, \hat{\sigma}_A^2, \hat{\mu}_B, \hat{\sigma}_B^2\).
• Calculate the test statistic $t$ using Equation 5.9.

• Determine the degree of freedom of the underlying t-distribution $f_t(x)$. The problem of finding the degree of freedom is solved by the Welch-Satterthwaite equation.

• Calculate $p_t$ by evaluating the area of the two-tail integral over $f_t(x)$ for $|x| > t$. This means that $p_t$ is the probability to observe a larger absolute value than $|t|$ by chance if the null hypothesis is fulfilled.

• Finally, we set $\text{deviation}(\hat{\mu}_A, \hat{\sigma}_A^2, \hat{\mu}_B, \hat{\sigma}_B^2) = 1 - p_t$.

The second approach uses a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare the distributions [Ste70]. This test operates on the data samples themselves and does not rely on statistical moments. To calculate the deviation, we first have to build the empirical cumulated distribution functions for both samples. The empirical cumulated distribution function of a sample of $x_{s_i}$ consisting of $N$ objects is defined by:

$$F(x_{s_i}) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{y \in DB} I[y_{s_i} < x_{s_i}]$$

(5.10)

where $I[\text{cond}]$ is the indicator function, equal to 1 if the condition $[\text{cond}]$ is fulfilled and equal to 0 otherwise. In other words, the value of $F$ at a certain point $x_{s_i}$ is the percentage of objects in the sample that have a value less than $x_{s_i}$. After the construction of $F_A$ and $F_B$ for the two samples, we can calculate the deviation as:

$$\text{deviation}(\hat{p}_A, \hat{p}_B) = \sup_{x_{s_i}} |F_A(x_{s_i}) - F_B(x_{s_i})|$$

(5.11)

Thus, the deviation value is defined by the maximal difference of the two empirical cumulated distribution functions.

Comparing the two approaches for the statistical test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test features two favorable properties from a theoretical point of view. First, it uses the full information of the data samples and does not rely on the indirect calculation of statistical moments. The other problem with all types of t-tests is that the formal derivation requires Gaussian distributed samples. On the other hand, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does not make any assumptions on the sample distributions. Nevertheless, our evaluation in Section 5.4 shows that both approaches can achieve good results, even for datasets that differ significantly from a Gaussian distribution.

5.3. **HiCS Algorithm**

Our algorithm consists of three logically independent parts:
• The calculation of the subspace contrast takes a specific subspace as input, and the output is its contrast.

• The subspace framework is responsible for the generation of subspace candidates that should be evaluated. All results are collected and will be filtered and sorted in a post-processing.

• The application of an outlier ranking on the list of high contrast subspaces.

5.3.1. Contrast Calculation

Overall, we implement the contrast calculation as a Monte Carlo algorithm, operating according to the sampling formalism in 5.2.4. Algorithm 1 shows the overall structure of the algorithm. Each Monte Carlo iteration consists of these two steps: (1) generate a random subspace slice and (2) determine the respective deviation value using a statistical test. Besides the subspace \( S \) to use for the contrast calculation, the algorithm has two other input parameters:

• The number of Monte Carlo iterations \( M \), i.e., the number of statistical tests to perform.

• The desired average size of the test statistic. In our implementation we allow to specify the size by a ratio \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) that determines the sample size dynamically in relation to the total size of the database.

As overall output, the algorithm combines all deviation results to obtain a single contrast value for the subspace.

Algorithm 1 calculation of subspace contrast

\[
\text{Input: } S, M, \alpha \\
\text{Output: } \text{contrast}(S) \\
\text{1: for } i = 1 \rightarrow M \text{ do} \\
\quad \text{2: Permute list of subspace attributes } s \in S \\
\quad \text{3: Initialize boolean vector } \text{selected\_objects} \text{ for all objects: true} \\
\quad \text{4: for } i = 1 \rightarrow |S| - 1 \text{ do} \\
\quad\quad \text{5: Select random index block of attribute } s_i \text{ with a size of } N \cdot |S| \cdot \sqrt{\alpha} \\
\quad\quad \text{6: Mask index block with } \text{selected\_objects} \\
\quad \quad \text{end for} \\
\text{8: Compare distributions: } \\
\quad \text{7: deviation} (\hat{p}_{s_i}, \hat{p}_{s_i}|\text{selected\_objects}) \text{ for the remaining attribute with } i = |S|. \\
\text{9: end for} \\
\text{10: Combine the results of all statistical test (cf. Equation 5.8).}
\]
The generation of the random subspace slice includes to always pick a random attribute that is used for the deviation evaluation. In the pseudo-code, this is denoted as a combination of creating a random permutation of the subspace attributes (line 2) and using the last element of the permutation for the comparison (cf. line 4 and 8). We will refer to this attribute as reference attribute.

Once the reference attribute is chosen for one Monte Carlo iteration, the algorithm has to generate a subspace slice w.r.t. all remaining attributes. The idea of the adaptive subspace slices is implemented as follows: Instead of defining the condition intervals $[l_i, r_i]$ directly in the domain of the underlying variables $x_i$, we precalculate one-dimensional index structures for all attributes of the database. This allows to perform the selection over the sorted indices (lines 5 and 6): To generate a condition interval w.r.t. $s_i$, we first pick a random object rank $j \in [1, N]$, which acts as a centroid of the condition. We then mask a block of objects as "selected" depending on the difference of their rank $k$ in the current attribute $s_i$ compared to the centroid rank $j$. Overall, we select the indices of the $N_t$ objects which have the closest rank to $j$ in $s_i$. If the centroid rank $j$ is not on the border of the distribution, this will typically result in selecting $N_t/2$ objects in both directions from the centroid. If the rank $j$ is close to the maximum or minimum, the selection will still use the closest $N_t$ elements. In this case the selection will become asymmetric, since we simply select more elements in the direction where objects are available. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the overall goal of the selection is to always produce a sample of a fixed size $N \cdot \alpha$ (under expectation value). By using the formula for the expectation value (cf. Eq. 5.7), we can express the number of objects $N_t$ that have to be selected in a single condition by parameter $\alpha$:

$$
E[N] \approx N \cdot \alpha = N \cdot \alpha^{\lceil|S|-1\rceil} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \alpha_i = \frac{(|S|-1)\sqrt{\alpha}}{N_t \cdot \alpha} \quad \text{or} \quad N_t = N \cdot \alpha^{\lceil|S|-1\rceil}\sqrt{\alpha}
$$

This selection process is repeated for every attribute in $S$ except for the reference attribute. The total result of all selections can be obtained by a conjunctive boolean combination of the selection blocks for the individual attributes. Note that this processing scheme allows a highly efficient implementation, since generating the conditions can be fully implemented based on boolean combination of object indices. Accessing the original data is not necessary at all for the condition generation. Thus, it is possible to compute and store all index rankings as a preprocessing step, allowing to reuse them in all Monte Carlo iterations even for the contrast calculation of different subspaces $S$.

Following the adaptive random selection process, Algorithm 1 compares the marginal and the conditional distributions in the reference attribute to obtain a deviation value (line 8). When all Monte Carlo iterations are performed, the algorithm combines all deviations, resulting in the final value for the subspace contrast (line 10).

In Figure 5.3, we illustrate the algorithm based on our previous example data. Each row of Figure 5.3 corresponds to a single Monte Carlo iteration. For a two-dimensional data
Figure 5.3: Example results for three random slice evaluations
set, a subspace slice is one-dimensional, i.e., it only contains one condition. We can see that the algorithm picked $s_1$ as reference attribute in iteration 1 and 3, and $s_2$ in the second iteration. In each case, a centroid rank is picked from the remaining attribute. In the first iteration, the centroid lies in a region of rather high density. Both datasets have a size of $N = 2000$. Using a typical value of $\alpha = 10\%$ means that we will select 100 objects in both upper and lower direction (blue slice). Since the density is high, the resulting slice is rather narrow in the first iteration. In iteration 3 we can see how the algorithm adapts the width of the slice, in case a centroid lies in a region of lower density. In the margins of each plot, we can see the comparison of the marginal distribution (red) and the conditional distribution (blue) which corresponds to the sample of the subspace slice. In general, there is a significant deviation between the distributions for the left dataset, while they agree very well for the data on the right. In such an obvious case, performing only these three Monte Carlo iterations would suffice to clearly distinguish between the high and the low contrast subspace.

5.3.2. Subspace Framework

The subspace generation for HiCS works as follows: In each step we evaluate the contrast of the current $d$-dimensional subspaces. The subspaces that have a contrast above a certain threshold will be used for the generation of $(d + 1)$-dimensional subspace candidates. This step-wise generation of higher dimensional subspace candidates resembles the principle of the well-known Apriori algorithm [AS94], and is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

![Figure 5.4: Illustration of the Apriori principle](image)

In contrast to Apriori, the HiCS starts with two-dimensional instead of one-dimensional subspaces, since the definition of a one-dimensional subspace contrast would not be reasonable (no notion of correlation). Another difference to Apriori is that it is not possible to formally derive a monotonicity criterion for the correlation of subspaces. To see this, we can construct a simple counterexample, such as the dataset shown in Figure 5.5. Each box corresponds to a cluster and all four clusters have the same density. In this
example, the three-dimensional joint pdf is not given as the product of the three marginal distributions, i.e., the space is correlated. On the other hand, all two-dimensional subspace projections are equally distributed and, therefore, show no correlation at all. But this example also demonstrates that the construction of such a case requires an extremely specific setup. In real world data, higher dimensional correlation is very likely to be visible in lower dimensional projections. Thus, one can combine lower dimensional subspaces to find correlations in higher dimensional spaces. Based on this heuristic, we can apply the Apriori-like subspace generation to the search of correlated subspaces.

Like with other Apriori algorithms, the threshold for the candidate generation – in our case a lower bound on the contrast value – has a considerable impact on the results. Setting the value too high will result in a very restrictive subspace search, with only low dimensional subspaces or possibly even an empty list of subspaces. In contrast, if the value is much too low, the algorithm will consider almost all possible attribute combinations, resulting in an exponential runtime w.r.t. the total number of attributes.

Since our goal has been to design the algorithm in a way that allows a direct application to unknown datasets, we have solved this problem by means of an adaptive threshold. In contrast to conventional Apriori-like approaches, we postpone the decision whether to keep a candidate or not to the point when the contrast of all \( d \)-dimensional candidates is available. This allows to sort all current candidates and to keep only a certain number. We use the number of maximally retained candidates as parameter. Setting this
candidate_cutoff parameter allows a much more precise prediction of the runtime than specifying a reasonable minimum contrast threshold for a specific dataset.

The subspace generation process terminates when the Apriori merge step produces an empty list for the \((d+1)\)-dimensional subspace candidates. In the HiCS algorithm, the subspace generation is followed by a pruning step. The idea is to remove redundant subspaces from the output to ensure that the final subspace ranking contains only important subspaces \([MAG+09]\). We remove a redundant \(d\)-dimensional subspace \(T\) if the subspace list contains a \((d+1)\)-dimensional subspace \(S\) that has a higher contrast score than \(T\).

### 5.3.3. Subspace Outlier Ranking

As final step, HiCS has to apply an external outlier ranking algorithm to the list of detected subspaces and aggregate all results. For our evaluation we use LOF as outlier score \([BKNS00]\). As aggregation functions we considered maximum and average. In practice taking the maximum is very sensitive to fluctuations of the outlierness and will lead to poor results, especially if the number of detected subspaces is large. Therefore we have used the average of the outlier ranking values throughout our experiments (cf. Definition 5.1). This also ensures that the outlierness is cumulative: If an object deviates in several subspaces, its total outlierness will increase compared to objects that only appear as outlier in a single subspace.

### 5.4. Experiments

To evaluate the quality of our HiCS approach we perform experiments on synthetic and real world datasets. We treat the problem of outlier ranking independently from the selection of high contrast subspaces. Thus, we evaluate HiCS against a series of other subspace search algorithms as pre-processing to a common outlier ranking algorithm. We focus on LOF \([BKNS00]\) as a widely used reference algorithm for full-space outlier mining. We abstract from any enhancements by recent or future techniques \([PKG03, KShZ08, MSS10, KKS11]\), which can be used as instantiations of the outlier ranking as well. We compare HiCS against the following competitors:

- the full-space LOF outlier ranking \([BKNS00]\)
- dimensionality reduction PCA \([Jol86]\) + LOF \([BKNS00]\)
- the baseline approach using random subspaces \([LK05]\), referred to as RANDSUB
- state-of-the-art subspace search: ENCLUS \([CFZ99]\) and RIS \([KKW03]\)
5.4. Experiments

For all subspace methods, we adapted LOF to measure object distances only w.r.t. the given subspace, as proposed by [L Kos]. To ensure comparability, we applied the same LOF outlier model with identical parameter settings (i.e., the MinPts value) for all competitors. We use only the best 100 subspaces from the results of all subspace search methods, to enforce a concise subspace selection.

We quantify the quality of the obtained outlier rankings by calculating the area under curve (AUC) of the ROC curve. To ensure comparability for runtime evaluation, we implemented all algorithms in C++ and performed all experiments on an Intel® i3-550 Processor with 4 GB RAM. In addition, we provide all datasets and parameter settings online\(^\d\), to ensure repeatability of our experiments.

5.4.1. Experiments on Synthetic Data

For scalability experiments, we have generated synthetic datasets of different size and dimensionality. We randomly selected 2-5 dimensional subspaces out of the full data space and generated high density clusters in these subspaces. In each subspace we picked 5 objects and modified them to deviate from all clusters in the selected subspace. To ensure the challenge of non-trivial outlier detection, this deviation was done in a way that the object will not be visible as outlier in any lower dimensional projection. Please note that this generation allows an object to be an outlier in multiple subspaces independently. This fulfills the real world observation of outliers hidden in multiple subspace projections (cf. Section 5.1).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.6.png}
\caption{Quality (AUC) of outlier rankings w.r.t. increasing dimensionality}
\end{figure}

\(^\d\) http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/HiCS/
Quality Evaluation

To evaluate the quality of HiCS we compare it with the competing algorithms in a series of experiments based on AUC. We focus on the scalability of all competitors w.r.t. the dimensionality of the data space. In Fig. 5.6 we depict the average AUC and its standard deviation for each algorithm (derived out of three randomly generated databases). HiCS outperforms the competing approaches. In particular, it scales with increasing dimensionality and shows high quality results even for high dimensional databases. Only Enclus shows similar scalability but with lower overall quality. However, a detailed examination of the subspaces selected by Enclus shows that it mainly found all two and some of the three-dimensional subspaces. This is expected because the grid based entropy measure is likely to fail for higher dimensional subspaces. In contrast, HiCS is able to detect even a high contrast in most of the five-dimensional subspaces. On the other hand, full-space runs of Lof show a degradation with increasing dimensionality, due to the curse of dimensionality. Traditional dimensionality reduction techniques such as Pca, should cope with the curse of dimensionality. However, as shown, Pca fails as pre-processing technique for outlier ranking. Please note that we have evaluated two strategies for dimensionality reduction: PCAlof1 (reduction to 50% of the total dimensionality) and PCAlof2 (constant reduction to 10 PCA-attributes). For the 10-dimensional datasets, the second strategy does not reduce the dimensionality, hence it shows the same quality as Lof. For all other cases Pca shows the worst performance (with AUC values close to 50%). This means that the resulting outlier ranking is equivalent to random guessing. We exclude Pca from further consideration, as preliminary experiments had indicated similar bad results for the following experiments as well.

Runtime Evaluation

In addition to the quality evaluation, we depict the runtime w.r.t. increasing dimensionality in Fig. 5.7. All experiment runs are identical to the previous experiment on quality evaluation, but we consider only the competitors that are based on subspace rankings. We always specify the total processing time, i.e., the time for both the subspace search and the outlier detection. Overall, the results show the scalable processing of HiCS. In particular we observe almost no increase in runtime for more than 30 dimensions. This results in a runtime comparable to the simple grid-based processing of Enclus, which is the fastest algorithm in this test but with drawbacks in terms of quality. This scalability effect of HiCS is due to our candidate_cutoff parameter in the subspace generation framework. It is set to 400 in this experiment. For the experiments with a dimensionality below 30, HiCS never generated more than 400 candidates. Thus, the runtime increases with more dimensions and more possible combinations of attributes. When we reach 40 dimensions, the cutoff is applied for the first time. It ensures both high quality, by maintaining the top-400 highest contrast subspaces, and low runtime, by pruning low contrast subspaces.
Besides the scalability w.r.t. data dimensionality, we have been interested in scalability w.r.t. the database size. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.8. The minimum runtime of all competitors is determined by the runtime of LoF and the number of selected subspaces. The latter one is fixed for all algorithms to the 100 most promising subspaces. Due to the quadratic complexity of the LoF algorithm, we expect at least a quadratic total processing time for all competitors. For Ris we observe a cubic complexity w.r.t. the database size, and accordingly this technique does not scale very well. For HiCS and EnCLUS, the overhead for the subspaces detection is almost negligible if the database is sufficiently large. If we compare these two subspace search algorithms to the naive random selection, we observe that RandSub actually consumes more time. This is because it generates much larger subspaces on average. This seems to have a bigger impact on the runtime than the execution of a subspace search algorithm.

**Parameters**

In our comprehensive quality experiment (cf. Fig. 5.6), we have noticed a high sensitivity w.r.t. parametrization for our competitors. For Ris and EnCLUS in particular, we have observed that finding good parameter settings is difficult. Therefore we had run the whole experiment with a large number of configurations for these two algorithms. We have shown only the best values in the previous graphs. To evaluate the robustness of our parameter settings, we describe more detailed experiments in the following. We evaluate both variants of our statistical instantiation HiCS\textsubscript{WT} and HiCS\textsubscript{KS} as defined in Section 5.2.5, and we used HiCS\textsubscript{WT} as default setting in all other experiments.
The first parameter is the number of statistical tests $M$ that are performed for each subspace or, in other words, the number of iterations of the Monte Carlo algorithm. This trade-off between runtime and the influence of statistical fluctuations does not have a critical impact on the results. Fig. 5.9 shows the AUC quality measure contingent on the number of statistical tests. We recommend to use 50 as a default value for this parameter, as used in all other experiments.

Furthermore, we evaluated the influence of the test statistic size $\alpha$ as depicted in Fig. 5.10. The experiment shows that the resulting quality is fairly robust w.r.t. the parameter $\alpha$. For very low values ($\alpha < 5\%$, i.e., less than 50 objects in this experiment) we noticed a slightly
increased fluctuation of the quality. This effect becomes more important when we also reduce the number of statistical tests. Thus, having more statistical tests helps to decrease the influence of $\alpha$. For larger $\alpha$ values, the statistical tests are less sensitive, resulting in a minor quality reduction.

![Graph showing the dependence on the size of the test statistic ($\alpha$)](image)

*Figure 5.10: Dependence on the size of the test statistic ($\alpha$)*

The last parameter `candidate_cutoff` limits the number of candidates in the bottom-up subspace processing. Thus, it influences the total runtime and the maximal dimensionality in the subspace ranking. To avoid any dataset dependence of this parameter, we have evaluated the qualities on several synthetic datasets. The following graphs always show average values. In Fig. 5.11 we can see a peak in the quality at around 500. For lower values, the quality is reduced, since the cutoff may remove some good candidates from the subspace list. The reason for this quality decrease can be found by analyzing the resulting subspace ranking: We observed that the selection starts to contain many redundant subspaces. This redundancy leads to a slight quality loss in the resulting outlier score. Please note that the fluctuations introduced by this parameter still are relatively small if we compare them to the results in Fig. 5.6. In addition to the quality evaluation we depict the influence of the cutoff parameter on the runtime in the lower part of Fig. 5.11. We see that the `candidate_cutoff` parameter allows to control the total runtime precisely. In combination with the previous quality experiments we conclude that not all candidates are required and can be pruned without a significant quality loss.

5.4.2. Experiments on Real World Data

To evaluate HiCS in a real life situation, we chose eight real world benchmark datasets from the UCI ML Repository [FA10]: Thyroid (ANN version), Arrhythmia, Breast Cancer, Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic), Diabetes, Glass, Ionosphere and Pendigits.
The main dataset characteristics are summarized in Table 5.12. Since outlier mining is conceptually similar to detecting objects that belong to a rare class, we focused on datasets where the class definitions featured a clear minority class. We assume this class to contain the outliers in these datasets. For the Pendigits dataset, all classes have equal frequencies. In this case we reduced the number of objects for one class (corresponding to the digit “0”) by a factor of 10%.

Before we applied any subspace outlier algorithm, all datasets were prepared with the same preprocessing strategy: We removed nominal attributes and rescaled each attribute to the unit interval $[0, 1]$. Furthermore, we excluded attributes that show a strong discretization characteristic. The problem with such attributes is that LOF requires a non-zero $k$-neighbor distance for all objects, where $k$ is equal to the utilized $MinPts$ parameter.
5.4. Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Outlier Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann-Thyroid</td>
<td>3772</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>4.29 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>23.74 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (diagnostic)</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37.26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34.90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.21 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35.90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendigits</td>
<td>6870</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.27 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12.: Real-world datasets

Therefore, we excluded attributes that have less than 10 different values or attributes in which more than 50% of all objects share the same numerical value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LOF</th>
<th>HiCS</th>
<th>Enclus</th>
<th>Ris</th>
<th>RandSub</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann-Thyroid</td>
<td>86.16</td>
<td>95.11</td>
<td>94.32</td>
<td>95.16</td>
<td>93.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>62.92</td>
<td>62.29</td>
<td>62.11</td>
<td>63.61</td>
<td>63.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>56.42</td>
<td>59.31</td>
<td>59.55</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (diagnostic)</td>
<td>86.94</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>94.19</td>
<td>90.77</td>
<td>87.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>70.98</td>
<td>72.47</td>
<td>71.15</td>
<td>71.63</td>
<td>71.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>76.86</td>
<td>80.05</td>
<td>79.73</td>
<td>80.65</td>
<td>78.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere</td>
<td>77.97</td>
<td>82.34</td>
<td>82.37</td>
<td>80.93</td>
<td>79.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendigits</td>
<td>93.54</td>
<td>95.04</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>90.74</td>
<td>93.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13.: AUC results on real-world datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LOF</th>
<th>HiCS</th>
<th>Enclus</th>
<th>Ris</th>
<th>RandSub</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann-Thyroid</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>574.0</td>
<td>674.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2216.1</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (diagnostic)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>668.2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendigits</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>1194.5</td>
<td>2195.6</td>
<td>11282.7</td>
<td>3326.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14.: Runtime results on real-world datasets
The results of all real world experiments are shown in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14. The best AUC values are highlighted in bold, and high quality results that are within 1% of the best are not grayed out. The results demonstrate that HiCS achieves a very good overall performance. It is the best algorithm for three datasets and is close to the best result in four other experiments. Other approaches achieve high quality only for a small subset of the datasets and show a higher quality variation depending on the dataset used. HiCS is the only algorithm with high quality on most of the datasets. Considering runtime, HiCS is among the fastest subspace search algorithms. Only Enclus shows similar runtimes.

In addition, we show the individual ROC curves for all datasets in Fig. 5.15. It is interesting to note that the HiCS algorithm shows a tendency to reach the maximal true positive rate earlier than other methods. Thus, it is perfect for applications that require a high recall of outliers with best precision of the outlier ranking. On the other hand, we observe a minor weakness of HiCS if one is interested in very low false positive rates: In the Ionosphere dataset for example, the outlier ranking seems to miss some full space outliers. This results in a reduced steepness of the ROC curve for low false positive values. The reason for this might be the focus on multi-dimensional subspaces. After all, we did not remove any outliers that are trivially visible in one-dimensional projections. Therefore it might be possible to improve the quality of HiCS even further by applying a pre-processing step that takes care of the detection of trivial outliers. This would result in even higher quality, while the overall results of all AUC values show that we already obtain very good quality without such a pre-processing. Overall, HiCS shows excellent results on a broad variety of datasets, with robust and easy-to-use parameters, and a scalable processing w.r.t. the dimensionality of databases.

5.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we developed an approach that is able to detect subspaces for outlier mining in high dimensional databases. We proposed the first subspace search method that selects high contrast subspaces for density-based outlier ranking. We focus on the detection of outliers that are neither visible in the full space nor in a single attribute. These non-trivial outliers show up in high contrast subspace with a strong correlation in the selected dimensions. In our two-step approach, we measure the contrast of subspaces and select the most promising ones for outlier ranking. In this decoupled processing, we propose a first contrast measure based on correlation analysis. It uses the difference between marginal and conditional pdfs of a subspace as a criterion for high contrast. The extensive set of experiments shows that our HiCS approach outperforms existing subspace search techniques, both on synthetic and on real world datasets.
Figure 5.15: ROC plots on real world data sets
6. Subspace Contrast as a Correlation Measure

In Chapter 5, we have developed HiCS motivated by the final goal of detecting outliers. In the following chapter we want to look at the contrast measure of HiCS from an entirely different perspective – correlation analysis. Analyzing correlations is one of the most fundamental problems in data analysis. Given a high dimensional data set, often one of the first questions is: What exactly are the relations between all quantities of the system? In this chapter, we investigate the potential of the subspace contrast to answer this question. Therefore, we will compare HiCS against common approaches of correlation analysis. We will see that HiCS's contrast measure offers excellent properties for correlation analysis.

6.1. Bivariate Correlation Measures

For high dimensional data, the common approach in correlation analysis is to break the problem down into multiple pairwise analyses, i.e., one considers all possible variable pair combinations of a data sets [RRF⁺11]. For each pair, a bivariate correlation measure is used to quantify the amount of correlation. This allows to rank all variable pairs depending on the correlation, which facilitates a manual assessment of very strong or weak dependencies. We summarize the most important bivariate correlation measures in the following.

**Pearson correlation coefficient.** The Pearson coefficient is arguably the most popular correlation measure. However, it is only sensitive to a linear dependence between variables. The possible numeric range is $[-1, +1]$, with zero indicating neither positive nor negative correlation. A value of zero however does not imply statistical independence: In many cases the data distribution contains a superposition of positive and negative trends which cancel each other. Therefore, many non-linear dependencies are missed by linear methods. On the other hand, the Pearson coefficient allows for a very efficient computation due to its simplicity.

*Note that we again use the term correlation in its common, broader sense of “deviation from statistical independence”, i.e., correlation refers to any kind of dependence. This must not be confused with the simpler notion of correlation corresponding to the formal definition of linear correlation coefficients.
**Spearman correlation coefficient.** The Spearman coefficient is a minor modification of the Pearson coefficient: Instead of operating in the original domain of the variables, it computes the dependence based on rank orders. As a result, it is not only sensitive to linear relations, but to any monotonic dependence in general. Apart from that, it shares the same basic properties of the Pearson coefficient.

**Mutual Information (MI).** In information theory, mutual information is a ubiquitous measure for the mutual dependence of two random variables. Intuitively, mutual information \( I(X, Y) \) is equal to the reduction of uncertainty on one random variable \( X \) given knowledge of another variable \( Y \). It is a symmetric measure, i.e., \( I(X, Y) = I(Y, X) \). Most commonly, mutual information is measured in the unit *bits*, which facilitates interpretation. A high mutual information indicates a large reduction of uncertainty, i.e., the variable pair shows a strong mutual dependence. There is however no upper limit for the value of mutual information. For a perfect functional dependence – like for instance the identity function \( y = x \) – mutual information is infinite, since all uncertainty is removed, i.e., one can specify \( y \) to arbitrarily many digits of accuracy by knowing \( x \). Regarding the lowest possible value, mutual information is zero if and only if the two variables are independent. Compared to other dependence measures, like for instance Pearson or Spearman correlation, mutual information is not limited to specific kinds of dependence, e.g., linear or monotonous, but captures every possible type of dependence in the distribution function. On the other hand, the generality of mutual information leads to a significant challenge regarding estimation: Obtaining an unbiased estimate of mutual information from empiric data is a non-trivial problem. For instance, in the case of a perfect functional dependence, no estimation scheme can actually return the proper result of an infinite mutual information. Due to the limited statistics, they will instead return arbitrary finite (but large) values. In Chapter 9 we will take a more detailed look at the problem of estimating mutual information. In the following evaluation of mutual information as a correlation measure, we will use an implementation of the Kraskov estimator [KSG04], which is a general-purpose state-of-the-art estimation algorithm for mutual information [KA13].

**Maximal Information Coefficient (MIC).** In a recent work [RFR+11], Reshef et al. have proposed a new correlation measure called *maximal information coefficient (MIC)*. It is basically a normalized variant of mutual information. Algorithmically, MIC is defined by maximizing the following expression over all possible binning schemes in the XY-plane:

\[
MIC[X; Y] = \max_{|X||Y|<B} \frac{I[X; Y]}{\log_2(\min(|X|, |Y|))}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( I[X; Y] \) is the grid-based estimate of mutual information, and \(|X|\) and \(|Y|\) refer to the number of bins in \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively. The denominator in the equation corresponds to the theoretical maximum of \( I[X; Y] \) for the specific binning. Therefore, \( MIC \) is normalized in the interval \([0, 1]\). A perfect functional dependence would have \( MIC = 1 \), since both the numerator and the denominator will have the maximal mutual information.
value that is possible with a certain binning. Thus, in contrast to traditional mutual information, \( MIC \) does no longer have the numerical issues of mutual information in case of full dependence. However, the advantage of the normalization comes at the prize of a very high computational complexity: The formal definition requires to iterate over all possible two dimensional binnings, where the total number of bins \( |X| \cdot |Y| \) is below a certain threshold \( B \). The leads to an exponential complexity with respect to the total number of data points \( N \). Therefore, Reshef et al. propose an approximate algorithm which avoids exponential complexity, but cannot guarantee to find the binning that maximizes Equation 6.1. In the experiments we present in this chapter, we use the official \( C \) implementation of this approximate algorithm provided by MinePy [AFV+13].

Overall, the publication of \( MIC \) has lead to much controversy in the research community. One of the essential aspects in the original publication [RRF+11] is that the authors claim that \( MIC \) has a property which they call equitability. Intuitively, this property means that the \( MIC \) value should be the same for the same level of noise independent of the specific dependency. However, Reshef et al. do not provide a formal definition of equitability, and try to show that the property is fulfilled by simulations only. Later, Kinney et al. have provided a formalization of equitability [KA13]. Based on this formalization it is possible to prove formally that \( MIC \) does not satisfy equitability, or rather, that there cannot be any correlation measure satisfying the equitability condition. Furthermore, they also show that the equitability observed in the simulations is an artificial result of small sample sizes. In response to this, Murrel et al. further investigate the formal definition of equitability in [MMM14]. They find that whether or not equitability is satisfiable depends on the noise model. With the noise model in [KA13], equitability is indeed never satisfiable – however, when the noise model is not allowed to have a trend depending on \( f(x) \), equitability can theoretically be fulfilled. However, \( MIC \) also does not satisfy this formalization of equitability. But despite the fact that this key property of \( MIC \) is not fulfilled formally, one can observe empirically that the \( MIC \) values are similar for different dependencies with the same noise level. In the following we motivate why an entirely different kind of equitability is required for our purposes.

6.2. Requirements for our Contrast Measure

Before evaluating our contrast measure in terms of its properties regarding correlation analysis, we point out essential differences to the approaches mentioned above. As a result of HiCS’ actual purpose – a subspace search for outlier analysis – there is key difference to traditional correlation measures: Subspace contrast is inherently a multivariate measure. In contrast to this, traditional measures are commonly limited to a bivariate analysis. This is because the extension of traditional correlations measures to the multivariate case is non-trivial either on a technical level or in terms of the interpretation of the multivariate measure. For instance, mutual information can be specified for the ternary
case [Krio9]. However, this definition of mutual information no longer has a minimum value of zero, i.e., mutual information can suddenly take negative values as well. There has been many attempts to come up with a meaningful interpretation of such a correlation measure. Unfortunately, independence can also no longer be detected by observing a mutual information of zero, i.e., a mutual information of zero can actually have a strong deviations from independence. While the estimation problem is also more difficult for the multivariate case, this issue is not an artifact of estimation but already arises formally. A comprehensive analysis of the interpretation of such multivariate mutual information [Krio9] comes to the conclusion that they have little practical use. Due to the lack/issues of other multivariate correlation measures, analyzing the multivariate case would not be very interesting. Instead, we focus on a comparison of the bivariate case in the following, where we can compare our contrast measure against the large number of important competitors mentioned before.

In the light of these issues of traditional correlation measures, we want to summarize the necessity of a novel contrast measure regarding our design of the HiCS framework. The requirements for a contrast measure to perform a subspace search within the HiCS framework are:

**Subspace Equitability.** We adopt the term equitability in the sense of a general notion of comparability. However, from the point of view of subspace search, our concern is not comparability w.r.t. similar noise levels. What is important for the evaluation of subspaces though, is an equitability w.r.t. different subspaces, especially subspaces of different dimensionality. In fact, this requirement was the primary motivation behind reducing the contrast evaluation to the one-dimensional comparison of marginal and conditional distributions. In combination with our dimensionality-adaptive slicing scheme, we obtain subspace equitability by design: The comparison mechanism is the same for every subspace of every possible dimensionality. For instance when using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the contrast measure always has the same semantic – the maximal difference in the cumulative empirical distributions. Therefore, the resulting contrast measure of different subspaces are immediately comparable. From the point of view of the subspace search framework, this allows to filter out promising subspace candidates and obtain a meaningful ranking of all subspaces as final output.

**Generality.** We require that the measure is general, i.e., it can detect any kind of dependence and is not limited to very specific relationships like the linear correlation coefficients.

**Computational Efficiency.** Since the subspace search framework has to evaluate the contrast of a large number of subspaces, computational efficiency is mandatory. We will see that the complexity of our contrast measure is split into a constant pre-processing part (only has to be calculated once for a data set) and another part, which is necessary to actually compute the contrast of a specific subspace. This means that once the pre-processing is done, a batch evaluation of a large number of subspaces can be performed very efficiently.
Robust Parametrization. Regarding the parameters of the contrast calculation, our goal was to provide easy-to-use parameters which allow a robust computation of the subspace contrast.

The development of our novel contrast measure is a result of the fact that no existing correlation measure satisfies all these requirements.

6.3. Properties of the Contrast Measure

Since our contrast measure is realized as a Monte Carlo algorithm, the possibilities of a theoretical analysis are limited. Instead we will provide a thorough empirical analysis of its properties in the following sections. In general, subspace contrast is the average result of all underlying statistical tests. In this chapter, our focus is on the HiCS variant which uses the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In this case, the quantity obtained in a single test is the maximal difference in the cumulative empirical distributions:

\[ D = \sup_x |F_{\text{marginal}}(x) - F_{\text{conditional}}(x)| \]

By definition this difference is bounded by 0 ≤ D ≤ 1. Accordingly, the overall contrast measure is bounded by the range of D as well. Furthermore, we can fully calibrate the contrast measure to satisfy contrast \( \approx 0 \) for independence and contrast \( \approx 1 \) for a perfect functional dependence. To achieve this, we determine the expected values of D for these two extreme cases. Specifically:

- To determine \( D_{\text{min}} \), the lowest possible expectation value of the KS-test, we draw random samples of size \( N' = \alpha \cdot N \). By drawing random samples, we can exactly simulate what happens in the case of constructing condition slices w.r.t. a fully independent variable. \( N' \) is exactly the same sample size that the conditional samples obtained from the slicing will have. We repeat this random sampling with a fixed number of Monte Carlo iterations. The resulting average deviation \( D_{\text{min}} \) will reflect the deviations that one observes in a two-sample KS-test with the given distribution and sample sizes \( N, N' \) under the assumption of full independence.

- To determine \( D_{\text{max}} \), the largest possible average deviation of the KS-test, we simulate the case of a perfect functional dependence, e.g., \( y = x \). In case of this perfect correlation, all nearest neighbors in \( X \) are exactly the same in \( Y \). Therefore, when we select a slice (i.e., a block of neighboring points) in \( X \), we get the exact same block of points in \( Y \). The cumulative distribution of this conditional sample will therefore be maximally steep. In the extreme case of \( N'/N \to 0 \), i.e., the size \( N' \) of the conditional sample is negligible w.r.t. the total sample size \( N \), the conditional distribution will approximate a Dirac delta, since an infinitely small slice in \( X \) is as well infinitely narrow in \( Y \). Thus, the resulting cumulative distribution will
approximate a $\Theta$ function. The average of placing the slices randomly in this case will result in $D_{max} = 0.75$, since we average over a maximal deviation, which is 1 at the left border of the distribution, 0.5 in the center of the distribution and again 1 at the right border. For a non vanishing $N'/N$ we can simply perform the same calculation by iterating over all possible selection blocks and taking the average. This will provide the exact value of the expectation value of $D_{max}$, because the random selection of the index blocks itself is uniform, and therefore we can obtain the expectation value analytically.

By considering these two extremes, we can calibrate all subsequent results of the statistical tests used for the contrast calculation:

$$D' = \frac{D - D_{min}}{D_{max} - D_{min}}$$

In our experiments we will use the calibrated version of the statistical test.

Note that the above procedure is not limited to the KS-test. We only wanted to show that for some tests either $D_{min}$ or $D_{max}$ can even be obtained analytically. For other statistical tests where there is no analytic result for $D_{max}$, one could always fall back to a Monte Carlo simulation as well. Thus, the contrast measure can always be calibrated to $[0, 1]$, as long as the test statistics are bounded.

### 6.4. Correlation Analysis Results with HiCS

In this section we illustrate the properties of HiCS when utilized as a traditional bivariate correlation measure. We compare the properties to those of Pearson/Spearman correlation, mutual information (MI), and MIC. To this end, we generate a variety of data sets from various distributions showing different types of dependence or independence. For all data generators, we generate a total of 100 data sets, each with a sample size of 1000. We compute all correlation measures for each data set, allowing to determine both the mean and the standard deviation of each measure for a particular distribution. Regarding the parameters of HiCS we use $\alpha = 0.05$ and 1000 Monte Carlo iterations in the following.

We begin by the most basic type of dependence: Invertible functional dependencies. Figure 6.1 shows various functions of this type, ranging from linear relationships over cubics right up to exponential/logarithmic functions. All functions are injective w.r.t. the defined domains, i.e., there is a one-to-one mapping for each $x$ to each $y$ value and vice versa. In summary, we observe:

- Traditional correlation measures work reasonable well on these data sets. In case of a strong non-linear characteristic, the Pearson coefficient drops to about $|0.86|$. Since Spearman correlation only requires monotonicity, it captures all cases with $\pm 1$. 

### 6.4. Correlation Analysis Results with HiCS

![Figure 6.1: Invertible functional dependencies; The functions y = f(x) are (in default writing direction): x, -x, 1/x, x, x^2, x^3, e^x, e^-x, log x, sqrt(x). The domain of x has been restricted to ensure invertibility.](image)

- Estimating mutual information on noiseless invertible functions is challenging: The theoretical value of mutual information is \( \infty \) in all cases. We can see that from a sample size of 1000, the estimation result is still only a few bits. Furthermore, the estimation result depends on the slope of the functions. For instance the estimated mutual information for a linear relation with slope \( \pm 1 \) is almost double the result for the linear relations with very steep/shallow slopes (to make the slopes visible in Figure 6.1 we do not have normalized the coordinate axis of the top four plots – all other plots are normalized).

- MIC is exactly 1 in all cases, since there always is a perfect binning in the examples.

- For HiCS we can see that the result is also \( \approx 1 \) for all invertible functional dependencies. Due to its Monte Carlo nature, the result is not exactly equal to 1. However,
the fluctuations are very low, which is reflected by very low standard deviations compared to the absolute magnitude of the contrast value.

|       | HiCS    | Pearson | Spearman | MI      | MIC     | HiCS    | Pearson | Spearman | MI      | MIC     |
|-------|---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|
|       | 0.710 ± 0.011 | 0.000 ± 0.037 | 0.004 ± 0.041 | 6.447 ± 0.035 | 1.000 ± 0.000 | 0.711 ± 0.011 | 0.007 ± 0.034 | 0.006 ± 0.043 | 5.199 ± 0.044 | 1.000 ± 0.000 |
|       | 0.696 ± 0.012 | 0.502 ± 0.020 | 0.503 ± 0.027 | 7.255 ± 0.022 | 1.000 ± 0.000 | 0.695 ± 0.012 | 0.502 ± 0.025 | 0.502 ± 0.031 | 7.255 ± 0.022 | 1.000 ± 0.000 |
|       | 0.576 ± 0.012 | 0.333 ± 0.025 | 0.334 ± 0.027 | 6.705 ± 0.025 | 1.000 ± 0.000 | 0.579 ± 0.011 | 0.668 ± 0.016 | 0.667 ± 0.018 | 4.956 ± 0.049 | 0.717 ± 0.019 |

Figure 6.2: Non-injective dependencies

In the next set of dependencies we take a look at functional dependencies which are not injective. This means that there are either $x$ or $y$ values, which map to multiple values in the other dimension. Such dependencies can come from either non-invertible functions (e.g., symmetric functions like a parabola), or from dependencies which are a superposition of several functional dependencies. Figure 6.2 shows examples of such cases. The observations for such relationships are:

Regarding traditional correlation coefficients, the result depends on the question whether the relation maintains a linear trend. For symmetric relations like in the first row of Figure 6.2, the trend vanishes, and thus no dependence is detected by traditional methods. This observation will apply to all the following examples, and we will therefore not repeat it explicitly.

The most fundamental difference when comparing HiCS to both $MI/MIC$ is that HiCS can distinguish between injective and non-injective relationships: In comparison to the results for the invertible functions from Figure 6.1, we can see that both $MI$ and $MIC$ provide results, which are numerically identical in both cases. For $MI$ the values are again in the area of $> 4$ bits. For $MIC$, the theoretically correct result has to be exactly 1 in all cases, since there always is a binning where all points fall into one bin, while all other bins are fully empty. In fact, the only result where the empirically determined $MIC$ value is not exactly 1 is a result of estimation limitations, which we will see in more detail in the later examples.
In contrast to this, HiCS does distinguish between the cases of a one-to-one or a one-to-many relationship – a property which we will call *multiplicity sensitivity*. This is a result of the fact that the contrast function compares the differences in distribution in both directions, and averages over all deviations. For instance in the case of a parabola, a selection slice corresponding to e.g. large \( y \) values yields a conditional sample which has two peaks in \( x \). Therefore, the deviation in distribution is less pronounced compared to the case of a single peak. This is in contrast to invertible functions, where a selection slice always produces a single peak in the other dimension. Numerically we can see that HiCS reflects the non-invertibility by returning a subspace contrast of about 0.7. We can also see that the value is similar if the topology of the dependence is identical: For instance, we observe similar subspace contrasts for a parabola and a superposition of two linear functions. Furthermore, we can see that the subspace contrast also reflects multiplicity, i.e. the number of possible mappings between \( x \) and \( y \). For instance for the examples in Figure 6.2, the cases with a 3:1 multiplicity have a significantly lower contrast (≈ 0.58) compared to cases of 2:1 multiplicity (contrast ≈ 0.7). Overall, this multiplicity sensitivity is a very important property of HiCS, since other techniques are not able to capture the degree of multiplicity in functional relationships. Therefore, our subspace contrast provides a very interesting alternative to existing measures. In our opinion it makes sense for a correlation measure to incorporate this degree of determination in the correlation model, since it allows further differentiation between dependencies.

![Figure 6.3: Examples for dependencies with varying functional multiplicity](image-url)

Figure 6.3.: Examples for dependencies with varying functional multiplicity
Another example where we can see multiplicity sensitivity is to consider functions with very large multiplicity. The most common case of functions with high multiplicity are periodic functions like a sine, where e.g. one $y$ value can map to a very large number of possible $x$ values. Figure 6.3 shows examples of sine waves of different lengths resulting in different multiplicities. If we restrict the domain to one quarter of a period, the resulting relation is invertible, and we can see that HiCS is again $\approx 1$ as expected. In case of a half period, the resulting function is topologically equivalent to a parabola, and HiCS does indeed return an identical contrast value. An interesting observation is that the contrast of a full sine period is in fact larger than the contrast of the half-period. However, this is not an effect of multiplicity, since in both cases, the majority of all $y$ values have two possible $x$ values. Still, it makes sense to observe a higher contrast for the full period, since knowing the $y$ value does provide more global information on $x$: Positive $y$ values restrict the two possible $x$ values to the lower half of the $x$ domain, while negative $y$ values are only possible for $x > x_{\text{middle}}$. Considering that the resulting relation even shows a significant linear trend, it is reasonable to assign a higher contrast to the full period. For any further increment of the number of periods, we can see the effect of multiplicity sensitivity again: For two periods the contrast drops to $\approx 0.6$, for five periods it is $\approx 0.4$, and $\approx 0.18$ for ten periods. In the second to last example the number of periods is 20. In this case the sample size is far to low to fully represent the high frequency oscillations in the relationship. Around the center, the resulting distribution looks more like an independent uniform distribution. The only slight hint for a deviation from independence is the remaining discretization of $x$ values at the upper and lower borders. The assigned contrast in this case is slightly above zero, at the edge of a statistically significant deviation from independence.

This example also illustrates one of the major issues of the main design principle of MIC – the requirement to obtain $MIC = 1$ for any possible noiseless functional dependence. The problem with this assertion is that the theoretical value of $MIC$ is in fact always 1 when all $x$ and $y$ values are distinct, which has also been pointed out by [KA13]. The effect of this is visible in the last example of Figure 6.3, where the number of periods has been increased to 100. Given a sample of size 1000, it is impossible to properly infer the underlying relation due to lack of statistics. All correlation measures except $MIC$ reflect this by a result corresponding to full independence. $MIC$ on the other hand should return exactly 1 in this case as well. The reason for the actual result of $\approx 0.2$ lies in the parameter $B$ of $MIC$, which limits the total number of bins $|X| \cdot |Y|$ (cf. Equation 6.1). Modifying this parameter yields entirely different $MIC$ values, from exactly 1 down to $\approx 0$. Similarly, the parameter has significant effects for any data set where $x$ and $y$ values are distinct, because the results depend entirely on the maximally allowed complexity of the binning. Since for continuous quantities it is common to have distinct values, $MIC$ is often affected by this parameter choice in practice. We will see in Section 6.5 that the parameters of HiCS are very robust, and do not have this issue of fluctuating from full dependence to full independence.

In the next example, we take a look at relationships described by step functions. Figure 6.4 shows a few exemplary dependencies. An interesting property of step functions is that
the interpretation of mutual information is straightforward in this case. This is because
knowing the $y$ value removes the uncertainty about $x$ exactly corresponding to the total
number of steps, while the precise position in $x$ still remains uncertain within the step
range. For instance in Figure 6.4, the total number of possible $y$ values is 4 in the first
row and 8 in the second row. Therefore, the theoretical mutual information value is 2 bits
and 3 bits respectively. We can see that the $MI$ estimation algorithm is very close to these
theoretical results. Comparing the first row with the second row, the general results of
$MI$ make sense: In the second row, knowing $y$ provides more information about $x$, i.e.,
there is a stronger dependence, and thus, $MI$ is increased. In contrast, $MIC$ does not
detect this increase in information: Since all functions in Figure 6.4 are noiseless, $MIC$
is always exactly 1. The subspace contrast of HiCS in turn does capture the stronger
dependence of step functions with higher resolutions: The contrast increases from $\approx 0.82$
for a 4-step resolution to a contrast of $\approx 0.9$ for 8 steps. By increasing the resolution
further the contrast would converge to 1 in the limit of an infinite step resolution, as we
can conclude from the linear case.

A comparison of the columns in Figure 6.4 again reveals HiCS’s multiplicity sensitivity:
$MI$ and $MIC$ both allow the individual steps to be split into arbitrarily complex patterns
which are resolvable by their estimation principles. In contrast to this, HiCS can detect
that for instance the lowest $y$ value has a simpler connection to $x$ in the left column
compared to the figures in the right column. We can see that multiplicity sensitivity
also makes sense in these examples, since the functional dependencies of the examples
on the right are obviously more complex. For these more complex relationships, HiCS
still detects a strong dependence. At the same time, the subspace contrast reflects the
difference in complexity of the patterns. A similar behavior can be found in relationships
involving block-uniform dependencies as shown in Figure 6.5. In this illustration the
relationships in the top row have a theoretical $MI$ of 1 bit; the lower examples have 2 bits.
Again the multiplicity sensitivity allows HiCS to clearly distinguish between simpler (left)
and more complex cases (right).
Figure 6.5.: Relationships involving block-uniform dependencies

Figure 6.6.: Noiseless manifolds

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show further examples commonly used to compare correlation measures. In Figure 6.6 we focus on noiseless, one-dimensional manifolds. We can see that all non-linear correlation measures can clearly detect the dependence in these shapes. However there are differences in how the shapes are ranked: For HiCS and MIC, the strongest correlation is observed for the upper left example. This pattern is commonly called a non-coexistence relationship, referring to the fact that a non-zero value can only occur in either $x$ or $y$ but never in both (which is a fairly common pattern in real-world data, e.g., also found in [RBF+11]). Both HiCS and MIC observe the least correlation for the star manifold. It is interesting to see how similar HiCS and MIC behave in these examples despite their different nature. MI on the other hand shows an almost opposite ranking in these examples.

In Figure 6.7 we show examples of noisy distributions. The first two rows contains examples from previous relations now with added noise. The noise model used is as follows: For both $x$ and $y$, we add Gaussian noise with a standard deviation corresponding to 5% of the standard deviations in the original distribution. We can see that such noise levels lead to reductions of the contrast by an intuitively appropriate degree. In the last two rows we also have included Gaussian distributions with different covariances, and a
6.4. Correlation Analysis Results with HiCS

Figure 6.7: Examples of noisy dependencies

distribution which is almost uniform – it deviates from full independence since a small area at the edge has been spared out. Overall, we can see that HiCS and MIC again show very similar behavior in these cases.

Figure 6.8: Fully independent variables; in default writing direction: Both variables uniform, both variables Gaussians, uniform in x and Gaussian in y, 4 Gaussian clusters.

In the last experiment, we take a look at the case of fully independent variables. Figure 6.8 shows examples of distributions which are entirely independent. We can see that HiCS shows a very good zero calibration, i.e., full independence can be clearly detected by a
contrast value of 0. This is in contrast to MIC, which still reports an artificial dependence in these examples. This overestimation of fully independent relationships has also been visible in examples in the original publication [RRF+11]. Thus, detecting independence is more reliable with HiCS due to the possibility of a precise calibration of the subspace contrast.

6.5. Parameter Evaluation

![Parameter Evaluation](image)

*Figure 6.9.: Parameter evaluation: Monte Carlo iterations and α*

In this section we want to investigate how the parameters of HiCS affect correlation evaluation. Furthermore, we will also evaluate how difficult it is to estimate subspace contrast from small samples, where measuring correlation is most challenging. To this end we propose the following experimental setup: First, we have selected 10 exemplary
data generation schemes from the previous section including relationships like linear, sines, Gaussians, independent variables etc. For each of these data generators we then perform 500 experiments consisting of:

- generate a random sample from the generator,
- pick a random value of the parameter to evaluate,
- and determine the contrast for this parameter/data set combinations.

Regarding the range of the parameters we analyze the following combinations:

- The parameter $\alpha$ is varied from 0.005 to 0.3 (i.e., slice widths are between 0.5% and 30% of the data size) – in this case with a fixed number of Monte Carlo iterations of 100, and a fixed sample size of 1000.
- The number of Monte Carlo iterations is varied from 5 to 1000 – with a fixed $\alpha$ of 0.05, and a fixed sample size of 1000.
- The sample size is varied from 20 to 500, now with fixed number of Monte Carlo iteration of 100, and fixed $\alpha$ of 0.05.

Figure 6.9 shows the results of this sensitivity analysis for $\alpha$ and the number of Monte Carlo iterations. Overall, we can see that the subspace contrast is very robust w.r.t. the parameter choice. Regarding the number of Monte Carlo iterations we can see that $\approx 50$ iterations already provide very stable results for most distributions. The most challenging data distributions seem to be the composed function and the sine generator – here 100 Monte Carlo iterations are required for precise estimation.

Regarding the parameter $\alpha$, we can see that most data sets do not show any dependence on this parameters. The only distributions where a slight effect is visible are the circle manifold and the 1-bit block-uniform distribution. The subspace contrast has exactly opposite dependence on $\alpha$ in these two cases, which is plausible: For the circle manifolds, broader slices hampers to see the fine-grained details of the noiseless manifold, and thus, increasing $\alpha$ reduces the visible contrast. For the block-uniform distribution on the other hand, details do not play a role in the dependence and the deviation actually becomes clearer by using broader slices. This means that the parameter $\alpha$ can be used to slightly shift the focus from global to local details and vice versa.

In Figure 6.10 we show the results for varying sample sizes. Overall, there is almost no bias of the subspace contrast for very low sample sizes. The most challenging distribution in terms of the sample size seems to be the circle manifold. This also makes sense since it requires a larger statistic to capture the complexity of this manifold compared to simpler structures like linear functions. Overall we can conclude that HiCS shows very robust estimation results regarding both its parameters and in case of low statistics.
6.6. Performance

We conclude our experiments by turning to the question of the scalability of the correlation measures w.r.t. the data size $N$. Regarding the complexity of our contrast measure, it is important to keep in mind its primary purpose – the batch evaluation of the contrast of a huge number of subspaces within HiCS. To speed up the overall subspace processing, the algorithm performs the following two steps as a preprocessing for every dimension:

- Generate the index data structure, which requires to sort the dimension. Thus, this step amounts to $O(N \log N)$ and it is the only step which does not have linear complexity.

- Perform the calibration of the minimal/maximal result of the statistical test in that dimensions. This involves a Monte Carlo simulation with the same number of iterations as used later for the actual contrast calculation.

In terms of the overall structure of HiCS this means that there is a small constant overhead for the preprocessing of all dimensions. During the actual subspace search, this precomputed information per dimension can be reused. This leads to a tremendous speed up, since most dimensions will be involved in a large number of subspace evaluations. On the other hand, this preprocessing strategy is slightly out of proportion if we use the contrast measure only to evaluate a single attribute pair. Therefore, we evaluate both runtimes for HiCS, the isolated runtime of the contrast computation alone, and the total runtime including the preprocessing of the two dimensions plus contrast computation. Figure 6.11 shows how the runtimes depend on the size of the data set. We can see that HiCS shows excellent scalability w.r.t. the sample size. Including preprocessing, it outperforms MIC when the sample size exceeds 1000. Note that the algorithm for MIC
already is the approximate version which avoids exponential complexity. Still, \( \text{MIC} \) does not scale to large data sets. The much lower algorithmic complexity of \( \text{MI} \) and Pearson correlation results in runtimes which are orders of magnitude below \( \text{MIC} \). An interesting result is the runtime of HiCS when only considering the contrast computation. In this case, HiCS is even much faster than estimating mutual information. In practice this is a very useful result, because in many cases the complexity of the preprocessing is negligible. For instance, a typical use case is to use a correlation measure on all \( D(D - 1)/2 \) variable pairs of a \( D \)-dimensional data set. In this case, it is possible to fully benefit from HiCS preprocessing scheme: We can preprocess each dimension once, and reuse the results in all \( (D - 1) \) pairwise combinations. In contrast to this, all other correlation measures do not allow any speed up when dimensions are evaluated multiple times. Note that this benefit of the preprocessing scheme is especially pronounced for very high dimensional data. Thus, compared to other state-of-the-art correlation measures, HiCS has the potential to deal with both large data sets and a large number of variable pairs.
7. Knowledge Discovery: From High Contrast Subspaces to Outlier Rules*

7.1. Introduction

In general, outlier mining has two aspects: (1) identification and (2) description of outliers. So far, our main concern was the problem of identifying outliers. In this section, we now to turn to the question of describing outliers. In general, mining outlier descriptions is still an open issue in the research community, as discussed in Chapter 4.6.1. The common goal in description mining is to encode or visualize the mining results in a way that provides humans an immediate understanding of outlier reasons. Thus, these techniques assist humans in verifying the outlier characteristics. Without such outlier descriptions, humans may be overwhelmed by outlier mining results that cannot be verified manually due to large and high dimensional databases. Humans might miss outlier reasons, especially if outliers are deviating w.r.t. multiple contexts. Therefore, humans depend on appropriate descriptions. This situation enforces the development of novel outlier description algorithms and their comparison in a unified framework.

In this thesis, we propose an approach which is based on the results of mining high contrast subspace structures. In other words, our goal is to use the information of high contrast subspaces to explain why a certain object is anomalous. Since the main motivation for mining high contrast subspaces was based on their intuitive interpretation, it is now the natural step to utilize these results as a basis for the descriptions. This will also highlight the general connection of outlier mining and attribute relationships: The descriptions we generate will semantically represent relationships between attributes. The meaning of these relationships however is coupled to the results of outlier mining.

In the following, we will present OutRules†, a framework for mining outlier descriptions that enable an easy understanding of multiple outlier reasons in different contexts. We introduce the notion of outlier rules as a novel outlier description model. A rule illustrates the deviation of an outlier in contrast to its context in which the object shows normal

---

* This chapter is an extended version of OutRules: A Framework for Outlier Descriptions in Multiple Context Spaces published in the Proceedings of the European Conference on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECML PKDD) 2012 [MKBB12].

† Project website: http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/OutRules/
behavior. Our framework highlights the practical use of outlier rules and provides the basis for future development of outlier description models.

With OutRules we extend the outlier mining framework SOREX [MSG*10], which is based on the popular WEKA toolkit. The idea behind OutRules is to extract both regular and deviating attribute sets for each outlier and present them as so-called outlier rules. We utilize the cognitive abilities of humans by allowing a comparison of the outlier object within its regular context. This comparison enables an easy understanding of the individual outlier characteristics. For instance, in a health-care example with attributes age, height, and weight (cf. Fig. 7.1), a description for the marked outlier could be “the outlier deviates w.r.t. (1) height and weight, and (2) height and age”. However, this first description provides the deviating attribute combinations only. In addition, we present groups of clustered objects (e.g., in attributes weight and age) as the regular contexts of the outlier. Overall, we present multiple contexts as regular neighborhoods from which the outlier is deviating. Reasoning is then enabled by manual comparison and exploration of these context spaces.

![Figure 7.1: Example of an outlier deviating w.r.t. multiple contexts](image)

7.2. Describing Outliers by Outlier Rules

Our description model is based on the intuitive observation that each outlier deviates from other objects that are considered to be normal. Outlier rules accordingly represent these antagonistic properties of regularity on the one side and irregularity on the other side. As depicted in our example, there are multiple attribute combinations in which the object is an outlier, and there are multiple contexts in which it is regular. This multiplicity of context spaces is a general pattern of subspace-based approaches. OutRules is the first framework that exploits these multiple context spaces for outlier rules. It illustrates the similarity among clustered objects and the deviation of the individual outlier. Therefore, it provides information about multiple contexts and highlights the differences to its local neighborhoods in these context spaces.
We consider each outlier individually and compute multiple outlier rules for each object. Each outlier rule is a set of attributes that show highly clustered objects on the one side, and on the other side, an extended set of attributes in which one of these objects is highly deviating. For instance in our previous example the outlier occurs under the attributes age and height. A first rule could be “the age is normal but the person is significantly too short”. In this case the description might lead to the casual explanation that the represented person suffers from impaired growth. This outlier rule can be represented as \{age\} \Rightarrow \{height\}. Formally, an outlier rule is defined as follows:

**Definition 7.1**

**Outlier Rule** \(A \Rightarrow B\)

For an object \(o\), the rule \(A \Rightarrow B\) describes the cluster membership of \(o\) in attribute set \(A \subseteq \mathcal{A}\) and the deviating behavior in \(A \cup B \subseteq \mathcal{A}\), where \(\mathcal{A}\) is the set of all attributes.

The notion of clustered and deviating behavior can be instantiated arbitrarily, e.g., by an underlying outlier score.

Syntactically, an outlier rule is composed of a left hand side \(A\), and a right hand side \(B\). We call \(A\) the context of \(o\) in which it shows regular behavior. Note that this definition of an outlier rule does not aim at providing all attributes in which an outlier is regular. This is because for a high dimensional database an outlier often is regular in the majority of the attributes. Returning this information would not lead to deeper insight. Instead, an outlier rule alludes to the very interesting property of subspace outliers that we have discussed in Chapter 3: If an object is a strong outlier in the attribute set \(A \cup B\), it is a surprise to observe a fully regular or even strongly clustered behavior in a subset \(A\) of these attribute. This indicates that the anomaly can only be explained by the combined structure that is hidden in the attribute set. In other words, we have found a striking example of a non-trivial subspace outlier.

As depicted in our example, there might be multiple reasons for an outlier deviation. Hence, our algorithm has to detect multiple contexts in which \(o\) is clustered. Since the actual reason for an outlier is highly application-dependent, it is hard to make a binary decision of relevant and irrelevant rules. Therefore we propose to output a ranking of all extracted rules. This requires to introduce a criterion, which evaluates and quantifies the quality of a rule based on the data distribution in \(A\) and \(A \cup B\).

**Definition 7.2**

**Strength of an Outlier Rule** \(A \Rightarrow B\)

We define the strength of an outlier rule \(A \Rightarrow B\) as an abstract quality criterion that, based on the data distribution, simultaneously quantifies both aspects:
In our framework we have instantiated the strength criterion by a combination of kernel density estimation for the clustered aspect, and LoF for the deviating property. Regarding the kernel density, our approach follows the idea of a dimensionality-dependent normalization as presented in [MSS11]. We use a parameter that allows to weight the two aspects individually, defaulting to equal weight for both. In general the framework is open for any other instantiation of the strength quality criterion, e.g., for outlier rules in a specific application scenario.

OUTRules’ algorithm to mine all outlier rules is implemented as follows. As a first step, the framework will run HrCS on the data set to extract subspaces that may contain subspace outliers. In the second step, we apply an outlier model (LoF) to the top ranked subspaces. The number of subspaces used is a free parameter of the framework. In general, processing more subspaces increases the number of analyzed outlier rules, thus leading to more output information, at the cost of an increased runtime. However, since the subspaces are ranked according to their contrast, it often suffices to process only a few subspaces to detect high quality rules. Finally, the combination of outliers and subspaces is utilized to generate the possible outlier rules corresponding to each subspace. This step can be performed interactively for specific objects selected by the user (cf. visualization example in Section 7.3). For each pair of object and subspace, we iterate over all possible left hand sides $A$ given a subspace $S = A \cup B$. For each possible left hand side, we evaluate the strength of the corresponding outlier rule, by computing a kernel density estimate in $A$. Overall, this leads to a list of all rules for the specific outlier. We rank the list according to the strength, allowing a user to investigate the rules depending on the quality. In summary, we can see that the algorithmic aspects are straightforward, given we have solved the problem of detecting high contrast subspaces. This shows that HrCS is the key component for mining outlier rules.

7.3. Outlier Rules Visualization

The visualization of outlier rules in OUTRules consists of three components.

- An overview of all outliers is presented in the outlier ranking component (cf. Figure 7.2(a)). The outliers are ranked according to their average outlierness over all subspaces considered. Thus, the top ranked outliers are either strongly deviating in only one (or a low number of) subspaces or they may be ranked high as a result of a moderate deviation in many subspaces. Switching to a different aggregation
like the maximum or the median is obviously straightforward, but we observed that in practice the average is often a very good starting point for a manual evaluation.

- Individual outliers can be chosen from this ranking for further exploration. For each outlier, we show a list of all possible outlier rules. The outlier rules are sorted by their respective strength (cf. Figure 7.2(b)), allowing to examine the most plausible explanations first.

- The last component is the visualization of individual outlier rules; each outlier rule can be explored in more detail by looking at the underlying data distribution. For example, we have implemented scatter plots, distribution statistics, density-distributions in individual attributes, and more enhanced visual representations such as well-established parallel coordinate plots (cf. Figure 7.2(c)).

In the following we will give an example of the visualization capabilities of the OutRules framework. In the example, we use the Thyroid (ANN version) dataset from the UCI ML repository [FA10], which consists of various thyroid function test measurements of a
total of 3772 patients. Typically interpreting mining results of such a dataset requires a considerable domain knowledge. However, we will see that the properties of an outlier rule and the nature of an outlier become clearer by the comparison with similar objects provided by OutRules.

In Figure 7.2(c), we show the visualization of the first outlier rule (highest strength) of one of the highly ranked outliers. If we consider all objects in the database (left plot), we observe that the outlier (red line) is quite regular for all attributes from a global point of view. We now examine the underlying outlier rule, which is \( \{TSH\} \Rightarrow \{T_3, FTI\} \). In our parallel coordinate plots we show the attributes belonging to the rule as fully visible, while other attributes are grayed out (in Figure 7.2(c) we only show 5 out of all 21 attributes due to space constraints). To analyze the meaning of the outlier rule \( \{TSH\} \Rightarrow \{T_3, FTI\} \), we restrict the visualization (right plot) to the local neighborhood in attribute TSH (the patient's level of thyroid-stimulating hormone). We can see that there is a clear cluster with similar TSH levels containing the outlier. However, we now can also see that these patients with similar TSH levels typically show a very different characteristic in terms of their level of triiodothyronine \( (T_3) \) and their free thyroxine index \( (FTI) \). In this context, the outlier shows a high deviation from the local neighborhood. Apparently, the low TSH level by itself is not exceptional. However, it is exceptional to have such a low TSH level in combination with a moderate \( T_3 \) and a high \( FTI \) level. We can see that the visualization of outlier rules greatly simplifies to find such a pattern. This is especially useful if the underlying patterns are unknown, or as in our example, are only obvious to true domain experts. But even for a domain expert the visualization capabilities of OutRules generates added value. For instance, a domain expert might be aware of the above pattern behind the rule \( \{TSH\} \Rightarrow \{T_3, FTI\} \). In this case, the ranking of the outlier rules according to their strength allows to swiftly skim the top ranked rules until a rule appears that may even be non-trivial from the point of view of an expert.
8. Adaptive Subspace Search

8.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we deal with one of the most basic challenges of outlier mining in general: Depending on the application domain, the notion of anomalousness, i.e., what actually defines an anomaly, can be highly individual. To tackle this problem, many different outlier models have been proposed, as discussed in Chapter 4. Each model considers different outlier properties. For instance, some models are sensitive to distance deviations [KN98]; others capture deviation in the local density [BKNS00]; yet other models prefer angle-based [KShZo8] or statistical deviation [RL87]. Examples of three different notions are given in Figure 8.1, showing an example from energy consumption measuring, e.g., smart meter data. In these subspaces, the local density model would for instance clearly detect the green object \(o_1\) in the left figure, due to its high local density variation. The red object \(o_2\) in the middle figure would also be detected by local density- or distance-based models, while an angle-based model would not focus on this anomaly. Furthermore, depending on the parametrization the yellow object \(o_3\) in the left figure would either be detected as outlier or as part of a microcluster. As each outlier model is meaningful for different application domains, we do not want to discuss the pros and cons or even parametrization aspects of the different models. Instead, we focus on the orthogonal problem: How can we incorporate any possible outlier model into subspace search?

![Figure 8.1.: Example of different outliers in subspaces](image)

---

* This chapter is an extended version of Flexible and Adaptive Subspace Search for Outlier Analysis published in the Proceedings of the 22nd ACM International Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM) 2013 [KMB13].
To solve this problem, the approach envisioned must have the following two properties: It must be both

- *flexible* – the method allows to exchange the outlier model at all, and
- *adaptive* – the method furthermore performs the search tailored to the outlier model.

Adaptiveness is a stronger condition and implies flexibility. Figure 8.2 shows the idea behind the processing we propose in comparison to related work. Existing techniques from the field of subspace outlier mining [AY01, KKSZ09, MSS11, KKSZ12] rely on a fixed outlier model. The model cannot be exchanged depending on the application domain. Therefore, these techniques are neither flexible nor adaptive. On the other hand, our HiCS approach proposed in Chapter 5 is agnostic w.r.t. the outlier model, which only is applied as a post-processing step. Therefore, HiCS is flexible, but it is not adaptive to the model. In order to make subspace search adaptive, the search results must be tailored to the outlier characteristics of individual outliers. A subspace search scheme with this property is applicable to a broad range of application domains. Furthermore, adaptiveness allows to search for relevant subspaces individually for each outlier, and hence also improves outlier description by revealing specific outlier properties.

![Subspace Outlier Mining](image)

**HiCS:**

**In this chapter – RefOut:**

*Figure 8.2. Processing scheme in comparison to related work*

As the main contribution of this chapter we propose RefOut, a flexible and adaptive subspace search framework for outlier mining. It finds relevant subspaces by a refinement process that adapts to the given outlier model. The key idea is based on the observation that traditional outlier detection methods (applied to subspaces) do capture at least small deviations of an outlier even though some irrelevant attributes are included. In the distance-based outlier model for instance, \( o_2 \) is a clear outlier in subspace \( S_2 = \)
In a high dimensional database it is hard to detect this subspace directly. But when considering random subspaces $T$ with $|T| \geq |S_2|$, some of these random spaces will contain $S_2$. When applying the distance-based model to evaluate $o_2$ in such a space $T \supseteq S_2$ the model will report a relatively high outlier score. In contrast to this, we measure relatively low outlier scores in all other spaces $T \not\supseteq S_2$ in which $o_2$ shows no irregular behavior w.r.t. the distance-based model. Our main idea is to detect these score discrepancies of high outlier scores in $T \supseteq S_2$ over low scores in $T \not\supseteq S_2$ for individual objects. We extract information hidden in outlier scores to make a conclusion which subspace induces a high outlier score for the given outlier model. We use this information to refine a pool of random subspaces according to the discrepancies in the outlier scores. This means that if we for instance perform RefOut with an angle-based outlier model in our example, it would ignore $o_3$ and $S_2$ and instead focus on angle-based outliers and their respective subspaces.

Figure 8.3.: Combinatorial problem for outliers of Figure 8.1

Figure 8.3 illustrates the idea behind the proposed algorithm. Our illustration shows the result of evaluating both $o_1$ (left) and $o_2$ (right) by a density-based outlier model in a pool of random subspaces. A binary attribute vector represents each subspace (green = attribute is part of the subspace, red = attribute not used). The subspaces are sorted by the outlier score of the object in the respective subspace. We can see that the two objects have different relevant subspaces in the top rows. Considering $o_1$, there is a discrepancy in the outlier scores for the different subspaces: The outlier score is high for the top three subspaces, which are supersets of $S_1$, and low for other spaces which are not. This discrepancy of the outlier score serves as an indication of the relevance of $S_1$. In this simple case, we can conclude that there is a dependency between a high outlier score and the attribute combination \{Harmonic Content, Voltage Magnitude\}. On the other hand, for the outlier $o_2$ we observe a dependency between the outlier score and other subspace attributes. The idea is to extract such discrepancies and the corresponding dependencies to iteratively refine the pool of subspaces. Since the approach directly operates on the
outlier scores, the refinement results can be different depending on the underlying outlier model. Therefore, ReFOUt fulfills both flexibility and adaptiveness.

With ReFOUt, we make the following contributions:

- We formalize outlier characteristics in different subspaces resulting in a so-called score profiles and use their properties in our adaptive search.
- We derive the score discrepancy problem, which provides a new theoretical perspective on subspace search.
- We propose the first subspace search approach based on the score discrepancy problem providing outlier descriptions for individual objects.

To the best of our knowledge ReFOUt is the first subspace search technique that is both flexible and adaptive w.r.t. different outlier models. In our experiments we show that this adaptivity leads to an enhanced quality for various outlier models.

8.2. Basic Notions

Let $DB$ be a database consisting of $N$ objects, each described by a $D$-dimensional real-valued data vector $\tilde{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_D)$. The set $\mathcal{A} = \{1, \ldots, D\}$ denotes the full data space of all given attributes. Any attribute subset $S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_d\} \subseteq \mathcal{A}$ will be called a $d$-dimensional subspace projection. For calculations in specific subspaces we constrain the vectors to the respective attributes, i.e., $\tilde{x}_S = (x_{s_1}, \ldots, x_{s_d})$. This allows to deploy notions such as distance, density, and outlierness directly at the subspace level.

To define an adaptive outlier detection framework, we formalize the notion of an outlier model:

**Definition 8.1**

An outlier model is a function that maps every object of the database to a real-valued outlier score w.r.t. a given subspace $S$:

$$score(\tilde{x}_S) \in \mathbb{R} \quad \forall \tilde{x} \in DB$$

8.2.1. Pre-processing Outlier Scores

Since our framework evaluates individual objects in different subspaces, the only necessary requirement is that the outlier scores are comparable among different subspaces. Most outlier models do not immanently provide this comparability among subspaces. However, comparability can always be enforced by applying a normalization scheme. We assume
that the normalization ensures that the outlierness distribution of the majority of regular objects has (1) a mean of default_out and (2) a variance of 1 independent of S. For examples of such normalization schemes for arbitrary outlier models we refer to unification techniques [KKSZ11]. For the outlier models used in this work we obtain the required transformation by applying the following transformation:

\[
\bar{\text{score}}_S = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{\tilde{x} \in DB} \text{score}(\tilde{x}_S)
\]

(8.1)

\[
\text{Var}(\text{score}_S) = \frac{1}{N - 1} \sum_{\tilde{x} \in DB} (\text{score}(\tilde{x}_S) - \bar{\text{score}}_S)^2
\]

(8.2)

\[
\text{score}'(\tilde{x}_S) = \frac{\text{score}(\tilde{x}_S) - \bar{\text{score}}_S}{\sqrt{\text{Var}(\text{score}_S)}}
\]

(8.3)

In the remainder of this work, we apply this transformation to all outlier models utilized. For the sake of presentation, we also assume an increasing sort order of score(\tilde{x}_S), i.e., higher values correspond to stronger outlier characteristics. Finding alternative normalization schemes is orthogonal to our work. We focus on the selection of subspaces only and use this existing pre-processing scheme.

8.2.2. Formalization of Outliers in Subspaces

In Chapter 3, we have discussed the challenges posed by outliers hidden in subspaces. In the following, we want to formalize these observations based on the notion of outlierness profiles. In our formalism we focus on one individual object \(\tilde{x}\) and consider the outlier score properties evaluated over different subspaces by keeping one subspace \(S\) fixed for comparison. This allows to define:

**Definition 8.2**

The **outlierness profile** of an individual object \(\tilde{x}\) w.r.t. subspace \(S\) is a function over random subspaces \(T\) with \(|T| = d'\) defined as

\[
\text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(d') = \begin{cases} 
E[\text{score}(\tilde{x}_T)] & \text{with } T \subset S, \text{ for } d' < |S| \\
\text{score}(\tilde{x}_S) & \text{for } d' = |S| \\
E[\text{score}(\tilde{x}_T)] & \text{with } T \supset S, \text{ for } d' > |S|
\end{cases}
\]

Based on this outlier profile, we are able to compare the outlier score of \(\tilde{x}\) in subspace \(S\) with all of its super- and sub-spaces \(T\). Considering various spaces \(T\) with different dimensionality \(d'\) we derive the definition of a true subspace outlier as follows:
**Definition 8.3**

An object \( \tilde{x} \) is a **true subspace outlier** with respect to subspace \( S \) if and only if

\[
\text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(|S|) = \max_{d' \in \mathbb{D}} \text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(d') \gg \text{default}_{out}
\]

We call this maximum value the **peak** of \( \tilde{x} \) in subspace \( S \) and we further require:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(d') &< \text{peak} \quad \forall d' < |S| \\
\text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(d') &> \text{default}_{out} \quad \forall d' > |S| \\
\text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(d') &< \text{profile}_{\tilde{x},S}(d' - 1) \quad \forall d' > |S|
\end{align*}
\]

We will also refer to **true subspace outliers** as **\( d \)-dimensional outlier** with \( d = |S| \), the dimensionality of the subspace.

---

Figure 8.4 illustrates these definitions. The plot shows an idealized outlierness profile of an individual object (blue line) that fulfills the true subspace outlier conditions. The red area shows the distribution of regular objects (unit variance as a result of normalization). At \( d' = |S| \), we can see the clear outlier score peak, deviating by several standard deviations.

When considering random superspaces of \( S \) (\( T \supset S \)), the expectation value of the outlier score decreases monotonically. It is precisely this manifestation of the curse of dimensionality [BGRS99] that is commonly observed in reality: Adding irrelevant attributes hampers the outlier detection. Thus, the measured outlier score decreases with increasing dimensionality since all objects become more and more alike. Comparing the blue curve of an individual outlier with the red distribution of regular objects shows that at some
point the deviation of our true subspace outlier is comparable with the average deviation of regular objects. Thus, it is no longer possible to detect the true subspace outlier.

For lower dimensional subspaces \( d' < |S| \) the object is projected in random subspaces of \( S \). The defining property \( \text{profile}_{\tilde{z},S}(d') \ll \text{peak} \) for these spaces means that the true subspace outlier is projected into regions of regular densities in these subspace projections. This effect is also very common in reality. Think of \( o_1 \) from our example in Figure 5.1. This object clearly has a peak \( \equiv \text{profile}_{\tilde{e},S}(2) \). Projecting the two dimensional subspace \( S_i = \{\text{Voltage Magnitude, Harmonic Content}\} \) to its one-dimensional subspaces will project \( o_1 \) into regions of high density. In none of these subspaces the object shows an exceptional outlier score, thus, \( \text{profile}_{\tilde{e},S_i}(1) \ll \text{peak} \). By assuming that no other attribute contributes to the deviation of \( o_1 \), all properties are fulfilled and \( o_1 \) is a true subspace outlier in \( S_i \).

Regarding higher dimensional true subspace outliers (i.e. large \(|S|\)), the condition

\[
\text{profile}_{\tilde{z},S}(d') \ll \text{peak} \forall d' > |S|
\]

implies that the object is not exceptional in all lower dimensional projections. For instance, a true subspace outlier in a 4-dimensional subspace \( S \) appears to be regular in all 3-, 2-, and 1-dimensional projections of \( S \). Only the joint consideration of all attributes makes the object exceptional, and no single attribute of \( S \) is responsible for the anomalousness alone. This property of true subspace outliers makes their detection exceptionally hard. Note that, if an object deviates in for instance two attributes \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \), this object is not a true subspace outlier in \( S = \{s_1, s_2\} \) since it suffices to clearly detect the outlier by considering the attributes separately. Thus, we would consider this object to be a true (1-dimensional) subspace outlier in both \( S_1 = \{s_1\} \) and \( S_2 = \{s_2\} \).

Please note that our definition of true subspace outliers is not a binary definition. For our detection framework we output the size of the peak as final outlier score for each object. Thus, we provide an outlier ranking with the most prominent true subspaces outliers ranked first. Also note that Definition 8.3 is a formalized version of our informal definition of a “subspace outlier” in Chapter 3 (cf. Definition 3.1). We therefore use the term “true subspace outlier” here to differentiate the formal version from our previous generic definition.

To corroborate our model of outlierness profiles and of true subspace outliers, Figure 8.5 shows examples of real outlierness profiles. For the sake of illustrating outlierness profiles we introduce profile instantiations: We draw a single line corresponding to one specific sequence of random subspaces \( T \) over the dimensionality range (each point corresponds to the outlier score in a random subset/superset of \( S; T = S \) at the peak). This allows to visualize outlier score distributions and expectation values by plotting a large number of these instantiations. The first figure shows a real world outlier from the Breast dataset, detected as 4-dimensional true subspace outlier in our evaluation. The outlierness profile was generated based on the local density outlier model. As a reference we show profiles of
regular objects in gray. The second figure shows the outlierness profile of a different object with a 3-dimensional peak, this time evaluated with a distance-based model. Overall, the observed outlierness profiles are in good agreement with our model. In fact, such observations of true subspace outliers on real world data were the primary motivation for the development of RefOut. We also generate our synthetic data according to these observations (cf. Sec. 8.4) and include hidden outliers of different subspace dimensionalities. The third figure shows examples from our synthetic data; this time evaluated with an angle-based model. Note that the three examples are generated based on outlier models with vast differences in their raw outlier score distributions, but the general shape of outlier profiles is preserved after normalization.
All these examples illustrate the need for subspace selection: Outliers can be clearly detected in the peaking subspace. In addition, this subspace is a valuable description of the individual outlier characteristics.

### 8.3. RefOut Algorithm

Our RefOut approach consists of two building blocks. The first one is the definition of a general framework for an adaptive subspace analysis based on traditional outlier scores. The underlying idea is based on the transformation of the subspace search problem into a score discrepancy analysis problem (Section 8.3.1 and Section 8.3.2). The second building block of RefOut deals with the question of how to solve this novel score discrepancy problem. We will propose our solution in Sec. 8.3.3.

#### 8.3.1. The Score Discrepancy Problem

Identifying outlier in subspaces is computationally expensive. In principle, an exhaustive search for true subspace outliers requires scanning through all possible subspaces $2^A$ for each object in the database. Due to the exponential number of subspaces, this would only be feasible for very low dimensional databases. To achieve a scalable subspace outlier detection it is necessary to drastically reduce the search space. To this end, we follow the idea of random subspace sampling [LK05] as a basis for our adaptive subspace search.

In order to take a new perspective on the subspace search problem, we look at the effects of applying a given outlier model in subspaces selected randomly. In the following, we focus on a single object $\bar{x}$ that is a true subspace outlier in subspace $S$ under the outlier model. To simplify the analysis, we further assume that the object $\bar{x}$ is not a true subspace outlier in any other subspace. We denote the set of irrelevant attributes as $I = A \setminus S$.

Let $T$ be a random variable of subspaces, i.e., $T$ is drawn uniformly from $2^A$. We refer to the sample over these random subspaces as subspace pool $\mathcal{P} = \{T \mid T \text{ drawn iid from } 2^A\}$. By applying the given outlier model to the random subspaces $T$, we obtain a sample of outlier scores:

$$\mathcal{O} = \{\text{score}(\bar{x}_T) \mid T \in \mathcal{P}\}$$

The subspace $S$ of $\bar{x}$ plays an important role in the random sampling process: It partitions both the subspace pool $\mathcal{P}$ and the outlier scores $\mathcal{O}$ depending on whether the random subspace $T$ is a superset of $S$ or not. We denote the split of the subspace pool $\mathcal{P}$ as

$$\mathcal{P}_S^+ = \{T \mid T \supset S \land T \in \mathcal{P}\}$$

$$\mathcal{P}_S^- = \{T \mid T \not\supset S \land T \in \mathcal{P}\}$$
and the partition of the outlier scores \( \mathcal{O} \) as:

\[
\mathcal{O}_S^+ = \{ \text{score}(\tilde{x}_T) \mid T \supset S \land T \in \mathcal{P} \}
\]

\[
\mathcal{O}_S^- = \{ \text{score}(\tilde{x}_T) \mid T \not\supset S \land T \in \mathcal{P} \}
\]

We now examine the two outlier score populations \( \mathcal{O}_S^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_S^- \) by considering our observations w.r.t. the outlierness profiles. We know that for the spaces in \( \mathcal{P}_S^+ \), the outlier score is described by the outlierness profile (cf. Fig. 8.4), since they are supersets of the true subspace \( S \). This means that for score \( o \in \mathcal{O}_S^+ \) we have \( E [ o ] > \text{default}_{\text{out}} \), i.e., the expectation value of the score is increased over \( \text{default}_{\text{out}} \). Note that this observation only applies for the expectation value of the score; in reality one can obtain \( o < \text{default}_{\text{out}} \) by chance.

For the spaces \( T \in \mathcal{P}_S^- \) the true subspace \( S \) is never completely covered. We have to consider two cases when analyzing the population \( \mathcal{O}_S^- \). The first case is that \( T \) partially covers \( S \), i.e., \( T \) includes some but not all attributes of \( S \). This means that we obtain a subspace which projects the true subspace outlier into a region of regular density. Regarding the outlierness profile, this corresponds to the left side of the peak. Thus, in this case we have \( E [ o ] \approx \text{default}_{\text{out}} \) for \( o \in \mathcal{O}_S^- \). The second case is that the random subspace \( T \) and true subspace \( S \) are completely disjunct. Thus \( T \not\supset I \), i.e., \( T \) exclusively consists of attributes that are irrelevant for this true subspace outlier. In these attributes \( \tilde{x} \) is completely regular, thus, \( E [ o ] \approx \text{default}_{\text{out}} \).

Combining these observations implies that we observe a discrepancy between the expectation values of the outlier score populations \( \mathcal{O}_S^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_S^- \), namely:

\[
E [ \mathcal{O}_S^+ ] > E [ \mathcal{O}_S^- ]
\]  

(8.4)

The main idea behind our framework is to exploit this discrepancy.

**Effects of random sampling:** Before we reformulate the problem statement, we analyze how the random sampling of \( T \) influences this discrepancy. The general goal is to keep the total number of analyzed subspaces \( |\mathcal{P}| \) low to ensure a feasible processing, i.e., \( |\mathcal{P}| \ll 2^k \).

This means that in practice we have to deal with the limited size of the populations \( \mathcal{O}_S^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_S^- \). It is reflected in the statistical uncertainty when comparing \( \mathcal{O}_S^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_S^- \) as in Eq. 8.4. This statistical uncertainty is influenced by the dimensionality \( |T| \) of the subspaces \( T \in \mathcal{P} \).

We have to consider the effects of both high and low dimensional \( T \):

- **Low \(|T|\):** Considering the dimensionality dependence of the outlierness profile (cf. Fig. 8.4), it is obvious that the observed outlierness difference becomes statistically more significant when the subspace \( T \) is more similar to \( S \), i.e., when the superset \( T \) contains only a small number of additional irrelevant attributes. In Fig. 8.4, this corresponds to subspaces with a dimensionality close to the outlierness peak. This means that we can maximize the discrepancy in Eq. 8.4 by reducing the dimensionality of the subspaces in \( \mathcal{P} \) to a dimensionality that is only slightly larger than \(|S|\).
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- **High |T|**: On the other hand, we have to consider the underlying combinatorial problem: What is the probability that a random subspace T is a superset of S? Since the subspaces are drawn independently, we can use the hypergeometric distribution to quantify the probability that a space $T \in \mathcal{P}$ is a superset of subspace S. For a database consisting of $D$ attributes, we obtain the **coverage probability**:

$$P(T \supset S) = \frac{\binom{D-|S|}{|T|-|S|}}{\binom{D}{|T|}}$$

Figure 8.6 illustrates this relation. The rhombus visualizes the possible subspaces per dimensionality, and the connections represent inclusion of subspaces. As an example, the superspaces of the 2-dimensional space $S = \{1, 2\}$ are highlighted in green. The relative coverage of these subspaces clearly increases with the number of dimensions. Figure 8.7 gives an example of the coverage probability in relation to the relative dimensionality of T. Intuitively, the coverage probability increases if either |T| is large (large covering subspace) or |S| is small (small subspace to cover). For instance, in a database with $D = 100$ attributes and $|T| = 25$ the coverage probability is 6.06% for a two-dimensional subspace and 0.07% for a five-dimensional one. Increasing the size of the sampled subspaces to $|T| = 75$ increases these probabilities to 56.1% and 22.9% respectively. As we can see, if the subspaces in $\mathcal{P}$ are low-dimensional, it becomes more and more likely that $\mathcal{P}$ does not contain any superspaces of S. For a limited subspace pool sample $\mathcal{P}$, the superset samples $\mathcal{P}^+_S$ and $\mathcal{O}^+_S$ become very small or even empty. This means that the comparison $\mathcal{O}^+_S$ and $\mathcal{O}^-_S$ is affected by a high statistical uncertainty. Thus, we require high dimensional subspaces T to ensure that the superset populations $\mathcal{P}^+_S$ and $\mathcal{O}^+_S$ are large enough to allow a statistical inference with a high significance level.

**Problem Statement**: To finally transform the problem of searching for relevant subspaces into a new formulation of the problem statement, we reverse the interpretation of Eq. 8.4 in the following. So far, we have assumed a given true subspace S and analyzed
its influence on \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{O} \). We now turn to the question of searching for an \( S' \) given a subspace pool \( \mathcal{P} \) and outlier scores \( \mathcal{O} \). We have found that for a true subspace outlier the corresponding true subspace \( S \) causes a partition of subspaces and outlier scores. For this partition we observe the discrepancy of \( E[\mathcal{O}_S^+] \) and \( E[\mathcal{O}_S^-] \). The reversal yields our problem statement: Given a subspace pool \( \mathcal{P} \) and outlier scores \( \mathcal{O} \), which refinement \( S' \) causes a partitioning that maximizes the discrepancy of the outlier score populations \( \mathcal{O}_{S'}^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_{S'}^- \)? For the given object, this \( S' \) is the best possible approximation of the underlying true subspace \( S \) given the limited sample size of \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{O} \). For the construction of our adaptive framework, we consider this to be a stand-alone problem and only require a subspace refinement function of the form:

\[
\text{Refine}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{O}, d') \rightarrow S'
\]

This function takes a subspace pool \( \mathcal{P} \) and outlierness scores \( \mathcal{O} \) of the considered object as input. The third parameter \( d' \) determines the dimensionality of the output candidate, i.e., \( |S'| = d' \). The output \( S' \) is the refined subspace candidate. Formally, this refined candidate is the subspace maximizing the discrepancy, i.e.:

\[
\arg \max_{S'} (E[\mathcal{O}_{S'}^+] - E[\mathcal{O}_{S'}^-])
\]

Intuitively, this \( S' \) is the best possible \( d' \)-dimensional subspace that lets the given object appear anomalous. In other words, we can use \text{Refine} to get the best lower dimensional attribute explanation why the considered object is an outlier for the given outlier model. The \text{Refine} function is the key component of our adaptive framework and is used to refine the subspaces adaptively to the outlier score of an individual object. We postpone the discussion of an instantiation of the \text{Refine} function to Section 8.3.3 and continue with the overview of our framework in the following.

\[\text{Figure 8.7: Coverage illustration and coverage probability for } |S| \in \{2, 3, 4, 5\}, D = 10 \text{ (blue), } D = 100 \text{ (green)}\]
8.3.2. Adaptive Subspace Search Framework

At a glance, the RefOut framework consists of three steps: (1) perform outlier mining on the subspaces of an initial subspace pool \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) consisting of random subspaces; (2) refine \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) resulting in a refined subspace pool \( \mathcal{P}_2 \) that contains subspaces tailored to the given outlier model; (3) perform outlier mining on \( \mathcal{P}_2 \) to obtain the final output. The first step of the framework can be considered a modified version of the random feature bagging approach proposed in [LK05]. However, our approach goes beyond this random guessing by performing an adaptive refinement in the second step.

**Step 1:** The objective of the first step is to collect as much information about objects and subspaces as possible. We randomly draw subspaces of dimensionality \( d_1 \) without replacement and add them to \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) until \( |\mathcal{P}_1| \) reaches a threshold \( \text{size} \). Note that this allows RefOut to perform an exhaustive search on dimensionality level \( d_1 \) for very low dimensional databases or large \( \text{size} \), but in general \( \binom{D}{d_1} \gg \text{size} \). The dimensionality parameter \( d_1 \) controls the trade-off between a good subspace coverage probability (large \( d_1 \)) or a less severe curse of dimensionality (low \( d_1 \)). The framework then applies the given traditional outlier model to all subspaces \( T \in \mathcal{P}_1 \). To ensure the desired property of comparable outlier scores amongst different subspaces, we apply the normalization (Eqs. 8.1-8.3) to the outlierness distribution in every subspace. The framework stores these normalized outlier scores for every object in every subspace.

**Step 2:** The goal of the second step is to exploit the information collected in Step 1 by refining the subspaces adaptively to the outlier scores resulting in the refined subspace pool \( \mathcal{P}_2 \). Note that the subspace refinement operates per object, i.e., every object has an individually refined subspace. In principle it would be possible to produce a refined subspace for every object in the database, resulting in \( |\mathcal{P}_2| = N \). However, if an object does not show anomalous behavior in any of the subspace projections of \( \mathcal{P}_1 \), it is very likely that this object simply is regular. Thus, to speed up the processing, the framework excludes these inliers for subspace refinement. Instead of processing all objects, the framework ranks all objects according to their maximum outlier score over all subspaces in \( \mathcal{P}_1 \). A parameter \( \text{optc} \) controls the number of objects (expressed as ratio of the database size) that are considered for subspace refinement, i.e., we consider the top \( [\text{optc} \cdot N] \) objects from this ranking. Since each subspace refinement adds one subspace to the refined pool, this also determines the size \( |\mathcal{P}_2| \). The target dimensionality of the subspace refinement is given by parameter \( d_2 \), i.e., \( |T| = d_2 \) \( \forall T \in \mathcal{P}_2 \).

**Step 3:** The third step applies the outlier model again – this time to the refined pool \( \mathcal{P}_2 \). As in Step 1, we normalize the outlier scores of each subspace to ensure comparability. The final outlier score of an object is the maximal normalized outlier score observed over all subspaces in \( |\mathcal{P}_2| \). Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps of the RefOut framework.

To analyze the complexity of this algorithm, we look at the search space processed. A naive algorithm would check all \( z^A \) subspaces, which clearly does not scale. In contrast,
we only look at a limited set of subspaces. The search space is limited by the parameters \( \text{psize} \) and \( \text{opct} \). Furthermore, the subspace candidate refinement requires only a small number of subspaces considered in the pool. The total number of subspaces processed is \( (\text{psize} + \lfloor \text{opct} \cdot N \rfloor) \). Thus, the complexity of the framework itself is \( \mathcal{O}(N) \). In terms of the underlying outlier model to check these subspaces, we depend on the complexity of the detection algorithm, which range from \( \mathcal{O}(D \cdot N) \) for efficient distance-based [GPOo08], \( \mathcal{O}(D \cdot N^2) \) for density-based methods [BKNSoo], up to \( \mathcal{O}(D \cdot N^3) \) for the basic version of angle-based methods [KShZo08].

8.3.3. Instantiation of the Refinement Function

The goal of the refinement function \( \text{Refine} \) is to obtain the \( d' \)-dimensional subspace \( S' \) that maximizes the discrepancy of the populations \( \mathcal{O}_{S'}^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_{S'}^- \). The input of \( \text{Refine} \) is the set of subspaces \( \mathcal{P} \) and the corresponding outlier scores \( \mathcal{O} \) of an individual object \( \hat{x} \). To simplify the notation we treat both input sets \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{O} \) as sequences with an arbitrary but fixed order. Since there is an outlierness value for every subspace \( T \in \mathcal{P} \), we define the order \( \mathcal{P} \equiv (T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_M) \) and \( \mathcal{O} \equiv (o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_M) \) such that \( o_i = \text{score}(\hat{x}_{T_i}) \). We will use the notation \( (T_i, o_i) \) to refer to a pair of subspace and corresponding outlier score.

To illustrate the problem to solve, we introduce a running example in Figure 8.8. The table shows the measured outlier scores of an outlier with true subspace \( S = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \) evaluated in random subspaces of dimensionality 9 within a database of dimensionality 12. A green box indicates that an attribute is included in the random subspace. To ease presentation, we have ordered the \( (T_i, o_i) \) tuples according to the outlier score of the object in the respective subspaces. If we partition the rows according to \( T \supset S \) vs \( T \nsubseteq S \), we obtain the rows with the ranks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 as population \( \mathcal{P}^+_S \). Considering the corresponding outlier score populations \( \mathcal{O}^+_S \) and \( \mathcal{O}^-_S \) clearly shows that \( \mathcal{O}^+_S \) is stochastically

\[ \text{Algorithm 2 Adaptive Subspace Search} \]

**Input:** \( DB \), outlier model \( \text{score}(.), d_1, d_2, \text{psize}, \text{opct} \)

**Output:** score and best subspace description for each object

1. \( \mathcal{P}_1 = \) random subspaces of dimensionality \( d_1 \)
2. Apply \( \text{score}(. \) to all \( T \in \mathcal{P}_1 \) and normalize outlier scores
3. Rank objects according to maximal outlier score
4. for \( \hat{x} \in [\text{opct} \cdot N] \) top ranked objects do
5. Extract \( \mathcal{O} \) for individual object \( \hat{x} \)
6. \( S' = \text{Refine}(\mathcal{P}_1, \mathcal{O}, d_2) \)
7. Insert \( S' \) in \( \mathcal{P}_2 \)
8. end for
9. Apply \( \text{score}(. \) to all \( T \in \mathcal{P}_2 \) and normalize outlier scores
10. Output maximum score and subspace for each object
greater than $O_{S'}^r$. Ideally, for any $d' \geq 4$ the goal of the $\text{Refine}$ function is to detect this discrepancy and return a refined subspace $S' \supseteq S$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Occurrence of Attributes 1-12</th>
<th>Outlier Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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*Figure 8.8.: Score discrepancy for $S = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$*

In the following we point to the three major challenges of the refinement problem and explain how we deal with them in our proposed solution.

**Uncertainty of populations:** This challenge refers to the general problem of comparing populations. For instance, the example demonstrates that the two populations are not strictly separable in general due to statistical fluctuations: We observe that the subspace on rank 7, which is a superset of the true subspace, is ranked below two irrelevant subspaces that coincidentally show a high outlierness for the object. Hence, any solution of the refinement problem must handle uncertainty in outlier score distributions. Another issue is that for a high dimensional $S'$, the partition may yield a very small sample $P_{S'}^r$ due to the low coverage probability of high dimensional subspaces. In this case the size of the outlier score populations becomes unbalanced, i.e., $O_{S'}^r$ is much smaller than $O_{\hat{S}}^r$. For instance, if we consider an $S'$ that corresponds exactly to the top ranked subspace in the example, the statistical significance of comparing $O_{S'}^r$ and $O_{\hat{S}}^r$ is low since $|O_{S'}^r| = 1$. Therefore, we propose to rely on statistical tests that are designed for comparing populations and
properly handle uncertainty. To quantify the separation power for a given candidate \( C \), our approach requires an instantiation of the following function:

\[
\text{discrepancy} \left( \mathcal{O}_C^+, \mathcal{O}_C^- \right) \equiv \text{p-value of a statistical test}
\]

that is sensitive to

\[
E \left[ \mathcal{O}_C^+ \right] > E \left[ \mathcal{O}_C^- \right]
\]

By using the p-value we leave the question of the statistical significance to the underlying test: In case of a very small population \( \mathcal{O}_C^+ \), any reasonable test will report lower p-values, since it is not possible to reject the null-hypothesis of identical populations with a high certainty. There are many possibilities to instantiate the statistical test. For instance, we can use the one-sided versions of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test or the Student’s t-test. We evaluated several instantiations in our experiments. Although we observed only minor differences, we obtained the overall best results with Welch’s t-test (a Student’s t-test without assuming equal variances of the samples). The reason could be that a t-test is more sensitive to outliers compared to the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, which only considers the ranks of the populations. While the t-test’s sensitivity to outliers is an issue in other domains, it actually is useful in our case: For a high dimensional true subspace \( S \) the coverage probability is low. Thus, we might only have a few matching subspaces in the subspace pool. Fortunately, the t-test captures this discrepancy well compared to a rank test. According to our experiments, this property seems to outweigh the fact that the Gaussian assumption of a t-test does not necessarily apply to the outlier score distributions.

**Joint occurrence property**: We know from the outlierness profiles that only the joint occurrence of the attributes \( S \) causes an increased outlier score of a true subspace outlier. In projections of \( S \), the object falls in regions of regular density. In the given example, we observe that the individual occurrences of attributes \( \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \) below Rank 7 are completely random and independent from each other since the complete set is never included in these subspaces. Detecting joint occurrences highlights the set-like property of the problem and its exponential characteristic: An exhaustive search to find the exact \( d’ \)-dimensional subspace \( S’ \) that maximizes the discrepancy of \( \mathcal{O}_{S’}^+ \) and \( \mathcal{O}_{S’}^- \) would require to evaluate the discrepancy of all possible \( \binom{d’}{d} \) partitions. Thus, it is not feasible to search for an exact solution. Instead we propose a heuristic search for a subspace \( S’ \) that approximately maximizes the discrepancy. We define the quality of a candidate subspace \( C \) according to the discrepancy of the corresponding partition:

\[
\text{quality}(C) = \text{discrepancy} \left( \mathcal{O}_C^+, \mathcal{O}_C^- \right)
\]

Based on this quality function we perform a beam search of the candidates in a bottom-up processing. A parameter \( \text{beamSize} \) determines the number of candidates that we keep on each dimensionality level. We start with all possible one-dimensional candidates. In each iteration we calculate the quality \( \text{quality}(C) \) of all candidates \( C \). We rank the candidates depending on their quality and discard all candidates that have low quality, i.e.,
we only keep the top-\textit{beamSize} ones. These top candidates are used to construct higher dimensional candidates. This construction is similar to constructing higher dimensional candidates in frequent itemset mining [AS94]: We form a \((d+1)\)-dimensional candidate in case our candidate set contains all its \(d\)-dimensional projections. If it is not possible to construct a higher dimensional candidate, the processing stops.

To highlight the rationale of such a processing we discuss the question whether there is some kind of monotonicity in the candidate generation. In frequent itemset mining, monotonicity refers to the fact that when the quality criterion of a candidate \(C\) (in this case the itemset support) is above a certain threshold, so it is for all subsets of \(S\). In our score discrepancy problem, we are faced with a quality criterion which is more complex than a simple count of items, and monotonicity does not hold. However, we observe that our problem has a property which we would call \textit{per-level-monotonicity}. On a fixed dimensionality level \(d\), we have

\begin{equation}
\text{quality}(C_{\text{true}}) > \text{quality}(C_{\text{rand}})
\end{equation}

where \(C_{\text{true}}\) are \(d\)-dimensional subsets of \(S\) and \(C_{\text{rand}}\) are random \(d\)-dimensional candidates which do not share attributes with \(S\). We can see this by noting that \(O^+_{C_{\text{true}}} \geq O^+_S\). Thus, the population \(O^+_{C_{\text{true}}}\) contains all increased scores of the true population \(O^+_S\) plus a random sample of \(O^-_S\). When taking expectation values, we still have:

\[E\left[O^+_{C_{\text{true}}}\right] > E\left[O^-_{C_{\text{true}}}\right]\]

For random candidates \(C_{\text{rand}}\) the expectation values of the samples \(O^+_{C_{\text{rand}}}\) and \(O^-_{C_{\text{rand}}}\) are the same, and thus, Eq. 8.5 holds. This per-level-monotonicity ensures that by keeping the top candidates on each level in the beam search, we maximize the likelihood of finding the correct \(S\) in each step.

To finally obtain the refined \(d'\)-dimensional output subspace, we proceed as follows: During the bottom-up beam search we keep a record of all candidate qualities ever evaluated. We rank all candidates according to their \(\text{quality}(C)\), i.e., their \(p\)-values expressing how well they separate the outlier score populations. To collect exactly \(d'\) attributes for the output candidate, we iterate over this list, starting with the top ranked candidates. We add the attributes of the candidates in the ranking to the output candidate \(S'\) until \(|S'| = d'\). In case of adding a candidate \(C\) completely would yield \(|S'| > d'\), we rank the attributes \(a \in C\) according to their one-dimensional qualities \(\text{quality}(\{a\})\) and only add the best attributes until \(|S'| = d'\).

\textbf{Limited size of subspace pool:} Another challenge is introduced by the limited size of the subspace pool. If this number is low, combinatorial interferences are likely to occur. For instance, the last attribute in Figure 8.8 is not part of the relevant subspace. But since it was never excluded from the top ranked subspaces, there is no way to detect that it is an irrelevant attribute for the given object. Due to the limited number of combinations, the attribute must be added to the set of relevant attributes as a false positive. In order
to completely avoid false positives, it would be necessary to evaluate all \( \binom{D}{d} \) possible \( d \)-dimensional subspaces on each level. Clearly this is not feasible. However, we can reduce the issue of false positives by relaxing the general goal of the subspace refinement. After all, any reduction of irrelevant attributes already improves outlier detection. Thus, detecting the true \( S \) precisely is unlikely unless we construct a huge subspace pool. Instead, the framework increases outlier detection quality by refining the subspace to a dimensionality level \( d_s \). This allows the refinement step to output an \( S' \supseteq S \) which may include some false positive attributes. From the framework's point of view, the main goal is achieved: It has been possible to remove \( (d_s - d_a) \) irrelevant attributes, adaptively on the underlying outlier model, allowing enhanced outlier detecting by scoring an object in its individually best subspace \( S' \).

We conclude this section with a brief summary of our solution: The proposed \texttt{Refine} function extracts a refined subspace individually for each object based on the outlier scores according to the underlying outlier model. These properties, per-object processing and adaptiveness, distinguish our approach from existing subspace search techniques [CFZ99, KKKW03, KMB12, NMV+13]. The refined subspace is obtained by maximizing the discrepancy in outlier score distributions. Our algorithm performs a beam search that exploits the per-level-monotonicity. Exploiting this special property of our problem distinguishes our approach from approaches e.g. in subgroup detection [Wro97], where such a property does not hold. Furthermore, we have proposed a construction of the output subspace which allows \( S' \supseteq S \), and thus, is tailored to the idea of refining subspaces within the enclosing \texttt{ReFOUt} framework.

### 8.4. Experiments

Our experiments focus on the interplay of traditional outlier models with subspace search approaches. From the field of outlier models we chose three representative techniques: (1) Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [BKNSo0], (2) distance-based outlier detection (DB) [KN98], and (3) angle-based outlier mining (ABOD) [KShZ08]. Our general evaluation scheme is to combine these three models with the following subspace selection schemes: (1) random subspace selection (RS) and (2) the full attribute space (FS) as two baselines; (3) HiCS [KMB12] as representative of subspace search techniques; (4) \texttt{ReFOUt}. For HiCS and RS we always use the maximum outlier score of all subspaces. To ensure repeatability, we provide details on our experiments online.†

Our main focus is to analyze outlier detection quality on real world data. We use the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as quality criterion. To perform scalability experiments and to evaluate all \texttt{ReFOUt} parameters, we utilize synthetic data. Our synthetic data generator injects true subspace outliers in a database as follows: We partition the attributes of the

† [http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/ReFOUt/](http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/ReFOUt/)
database of dimensionality \( D \) in subspace components of dimensionality \( d \) randomly between 2 and 8 with equal probability. To create a structure of regular objects in each subspace component, we draw random values satisfying \( x_{s_1} + \ldots + x_{s_d} = 1 \). We inject a true subspace outlier by deviating one object slightly from this hyperplane, satisfying that all its lower dimensional projections are in a region of regular density. This special type of true subspace outlier can be detected clearly by all three outlier models in the subspace components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset (size x dim)</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>Peaks in Dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABOD</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (198 x 31)</td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>0 139 40 16 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>58 81 44 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABOD</td>
<td>36 67 52 29 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast Diagnostic (569 x 30)</td>
<td>ABOD</td>
<td>0 284 187 98 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>101 268 155 45 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>94 177 177 121 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Meter (1205 x 23)</td>
<td>ABOD</td>
<td>6 217 405 577 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>99 537 393 176 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOF</td>
<td>197 374 413 221 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8.9: Datasets and dimensionality of peaks*

### 8.4.1. Adaptiveness on Real World Data

As already illustrated in our toy example in the introduction, it is clear that a LOF outlier is not necessarily an ABOD outlier. Since the true subspace outliers are individual to each model, it would be desirable to have a ground truth of true subspace outliers of each type. To this end, we introduce a novel evaluation approach for detection quality of true subspace outliers in dependence on the outlier model. We propose to perform an exhaustive search to obtain a ground truth of true subspace outliers for each model. That is, we scan all subspaces of a dataset exhaustively with each model up to an upper dimensionality level. This is obviously a very time-consuming operation. Therefore, we have to focus on datasets of moderate size and dimensionality to reach a reasonable upper dimensionality level. We chose the datasets Breast, Breast Diagnostic [FA10] and a larger Electricity Meter dataset from a collaboration partner. Note that we had to drop two discrete attributes from the Breast dataset to ensure a well defined local outlier factor. We further normalized all attributes to a unit interval. We scanned up to a dimensionality of 4 for Breast Diagnostics (31,930 subspaces for each model) and Electricity Meter (5,488...
subspaces), and up to level 5 for Breast (206,367 subspaces). The overall scanning took several days, mainly spent on running ABOD (using the FastABOD version [KShZo8]).

Since in Sec. 8.2 we defined the target function to quantify true subspace outliers to be the height of the peak, we store the maximal peak for each object and the corresponding subspace during our exhaustive scan. A first insight is that the three models show very different distributions regarding the dimensionality in which each object showed its maximal subspace outlierness. These results are given in Table 8.9. For instance, we can see that for Breast and Breast Diagnostic LOF tends to see more high dimensional peaks, while for Electricity Meter ABOD detects more high dimensional peaks. Note that for ABOD the outlierness rarely peaks in 1-dimensional subspaces, since the ABOD score degenerates to a (still meaningful) variance over reciprocal distance products in one dimension.

![Figure 8.10: True subspace outlier detection quality (AUC) on real world data](image)

For the following experiments we rank the peaks (for each model and dataset) and extract three different true subspace outlier ground truths for each model corresponding to the top 2%, 5%, and 10% of the peaks. This allows us to investigate interesting cross evaluations and analyze questions like how well does LOF detect ABOD outliers, or which one of the
true subspace models is the hardest to detect in the full space? To this end, we evaluate all 12 combinations of \{FS (full-space), RS (random-subspaces), HiCS, RefOut\} \times \{ABOD, DB, LOF\} on all ground truths. The average AUC values of these experiments are shown in Fig. 8.10. Each row corresponds to a certain ground truth model ABOD/DB/LOF. We highlight the blocks where a subspace approach uses the same outlier model as the ground truth, and intuitively we expect the best results in this case. We can see that this for instance is strongly pronounced for Breast Diagnostic with the DB model. On the other hand, we were surprised to find that the ABOD ground truth is sometimes better detected using DB/LOF instead of ABOD itself as detection model.

Regarding the adaptiveness of the subspace search models, we can see that the static selection scheme of HiCS does not perform well in general, especially in combination with ABOD. Using random subspaces shows better overall adaptation simply by making no assumption for the selection at all. In most cases RS improves over a full-space detection, but not when combined with ABOD. Regarding RefOut, we can see that its adaptive design clearly improves the subspace selection for all models. We observe the most pronounced improvement over the other subspace techniques in combinations with ABOD. The systematic quality improvement of RefOut comes along with a slightly increased runtime: The average runtimes over all models and datasets were: 41.6 sec for RS, 49.0 sec for HiCS, and 76.2 sec for RefOut, which is still several orders of magnitude below the runtime for exhaustive searching and is worth to be invested when looking at the improved detection and description of individual outliers.

8.4.2. Scalability with Dimensionality

To analyze the dependence of the detection quality with the database dimensionality we performed experiments on different dimensionality levels. We generated 5 random datasets on each dimensionality level 25, 50, 75, and 100 with subspace outliers of a random dimensionality up to 8. For this experiment we focus on a single outlier model to keep the number of results manageable. We chose the LOF outlier model due to its high popularity. We kept the LOF parameter MinPts = 10 constant for all approaches. For the random subspace detection we chose the same dimensionality level as the dimensionality of the initial pool of RefOut (75% of D) to highlight the improvement due to subspace refinement. We keep the total number of evaluated subspaces equal for RS, HiCS, and RefOut. Fig. 8.11 shows the results. Regarding quality, we can see that even the random subspace approach consistently outperforms a fullspace subspace detection. Regarding HiCS we can see that it can improve over random subspaces on average. But we also see the effect of its non-adaptiveness: Sometimes the subspaces detected by HiCS match quite well (on the 50 dimensional level); other times HiCS outputs subspaces that are of no use to the outlier model (on D = 75). For RefOut we observe a very good scalability with respect to the dimensionality: The subspace selection consistently outperforms the other subspace approaches. The price for the increased quality is a slightly increased
runtime. However, we can see that the increase over the runtime baseline defined by RS is rather low: This means that the majority of the runtime is spent on applying the outlier model itself and not on the subspace refinement framework. Overall RefOut shows a linear scalability w.r.t. the number of dimensions, making it capable of handling high dimensional databases.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 8.11:** Scalability w.r.t. increasing dimensionality on synthetic data (from left to right in each group: FS, RS, HiCS, RefOut)

### 8.4.3. Parameter Evaluation

We performed a thorough analysis of all parameters in RefOut, again based on the LOF model. We evaluated each parameter configuration on the pool of 20 datasets for Sec. 8.4.2. This means that the dataset pool contains both difficult and more easier datasets. In our opinion this is important to ensure that we do not analyze the influence of a parameter for a single database dimensionality. In order not to use absolute values for $d_1$ and $d_2$, we set these parameters as percentage of $D$. Our default parameters were $p\text{size}=100$, $op\text{c}=20\%$, $d_1=75\%$, $d_2=30\%$, and a $beam\text{Size}=100$. Starting from this configuration we performed a sensitivity analysis by varying each parameter individually. The results are shown in Fig. 8.12. We can see that in general the parameters are robust and slight variations of a parameter do not harm the results significantly. Note that the main fluctuations in the results are caused by the broad spectrum in difficulty of the datasets. As expected, increasing the pool size has a positive influence on the results, although we did not observe further improvements above a pool size of 125. The $op\text{c}$ parameter that controls how many objects are considered for subspace refinement is also straightforward to set up: Higher values produce better results since the detection quality of the high dimensional subspace scan is less relevant. Our primary choice of 75% for $d_1$ was motivated by the idea that we wanted both good subspace coverage while keeping the number of irrelevant attributes low. The results show that this choice was still a bit too high: Checking subspaces of a dimensionality of 60% gave slightly better results. This indicates that RefOut works
well with a low subspace coverage; the influence of irrelevant attributes is the bigger issue. We did not observe a significant influence of the beamSize in our bottom-up subspace refinement on the results, which shows that even low values in the beam search can find reasonably good refinement candidates.

8.4.4. Study of Descriptive Power

In addition to the quality and runtime results, we study the descriptive power of ReFOUT in a real-world scenario. Therefore, we conclude our experiments with an evaluation of the individual outlier subspaces provided by ReFOUT for the Breast Cancer (diagnostic) dataset. We interpret the subspaces as individual anomaly descriptions in the context of breast cancer diagnostics. The dataset features patient records, and each patient is described by 30 real-valued attributes. The attributes are computed from a digitized image of a fine needle aspirate of a breast mass [FA10]. This includes for instance the radius of a cell nucleus, its symmetry and its concaveness. In Table 8.13 we present an excerpt of ReFOUT’s results for patients with a malignant tumor.

To illustrate, the top ranked anomalous patient shows a deviation in a specific subspace, including different properties such as the deviation of the cell nucleus area or its fractal dimension. This specific anomaly is detected with a very high outlierness value. This is a result of selecting the subspace which maximizes the deviation of this patient compared with the majority of healthy patients. A full-space analysis of this patient is likely to show a much lower deviation due to irrelevant attributes. It might even miss the anomaly.
We now look at another diseased patient, for instance the one with ID 12. We can see that the disease manifests itself in a completely different anomaly pattern this time. For this patient, the anomalous context contains the deviation of the cell nucleus texture, next to other attributes. Since this anomaly context is rare, it might be possible to identify a different disease pattern from a medical point of view.

Overall, we can see that the anomalous context varies considerably for different diseased patients. The individual subspace search of RefOut is the first decoupled approach that identifies anomalous objects and their individual subspace context at the same time. This example also points to two possible contributions of the individual subspace search: First, it helps physicians to detect and describe an anomalous health status of a patient. Second, it allows to develop new insights regarding different clinical pictures of a disease by analyzing individual anomalous contexts.

8.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we present a flexible and adaptive subspace search technique for outlier mining. It refines a pool of random subspaces by exploiting the score discrepancy in different subspaces. Based on the statistical comparison of outlier scores, we achieve an adaptive search tailored to the underlying outlier model. This allows us to inherit the properties (quality, performance, etc.) of various well-established outlier definitions for the subspace search. This results in an improved outlier detection but also in individual outlier descriptions for each object.
Part III.

Attribute Relationship Analysis on Data Streams
9. Estimating Mutual Information on Data Streams*

In the following part of the thesis we will turn our attention to attribute relationships in the context of data streams. Clearly, the long term goal for data streams is the same as for static data, i.e., to solve the challenges of subspace outliers by means of studying attribute relationships. However, as a result of the dynamics of data streams, the problem of analyzing attribute relationships changes fundamentally: For data derived from a stream, the attribute relationships themselves can vary over time. Therefore, it is no longer enough to consider the question “what is the relationship between a certain set of attributes?” Due to the dynamics of data streams, every statement regarding attribute relationships must be tied to a temporal context, i.e., a time frame extending from a certain time \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \). Thus, the question becomes: “What is the relationship between a set of attributes within a certain time frame?” This means that now analyzing attribute relationships is no longer only a problem of combining attributes, but also a problem of considering all temporal contexts. Thus, the resulting problem has a significantly higher complexity compared to the static case. Accordingly, the full problem of analyzing attribute relationships on data streams has not been studied thoroughly in the scientific literature. Even for the case of pairwise attribute relationships, the scientific literature is scarce for a strictly online scenario. Therefore, as a first step towards a subspace search on data streams we propose to consider the problem in its most basic form. Specifically, we will focus on the case of

- bivariate attribute relationships, and
- temporal contexts which are externally specified by the user.

This simplifies subspace search to a two-dimensional subspace query problem, i.e., the aim is to enable answering questions like “what is the relationship between a certain attribute pair in a certain time frame”. Since even this problem does not have a general solution on data streams, we think it is an important step to address this basic, unsolved problem first. In the long term, such a simplified subspace search can provide a basis for future extensions. Such extensions can either move from bivariate to multivariate subspaces, or include an automatic mining of temporal contexts as well.

---

* This chapter is an extended version of Estimating Mutual Information on Data Streams published in the Proceedings of the 27th International Conference on Scientific and Statistical Database Management (SSDBM) 2015 [KMB15].
Another motivation for focusing on bivariate attribute relationships results from the observation: Multivariate relationships on static data are often the result of not incorporating temporal effects. To illustrate this observation, think of a scenario where one performs a daily measurement of soil moisture and the amount of rainfall. For most times of the year, these two measurements will show a strong correlation. But even with such a simple and strong relation, there are possibilities for exceptions. For instance, the relation might change in midsummer or winter in case of artificial watering or freezing effects. Thus, the bivariate relation itself might change over time. Storing the measurements in a static database without temporal information does not allow to see such changes directly, since the different periods would be mixed up in the database. However, they may be visible indirectly in the form of a multivariate relationship. For instance, consider we store an additional measurement average daily temperature. In this case, there will be a multivariate dependence in the three dimensions, because the average daily temperature will serve as a temporal hint: For very high and very low temperatures (hint for midsummer/winter), the dependence of moisture/rainfall will be lower than for moderate temperatures (hint for spring/autumn), resulting in a typical example of a ternary relationship. Note that this is a result of the fact that one dimension encodes temporal information, regardless of the impreciseness of this information. On static data, this effect can always be observed when a bivariate relationship changes over time, and a third quantity allows to roughly distinguish between the different time periods. Thus, many multivariate relationships which are visible in a static view on the data are often artifacts of dynamic effects. Such an indirect reconstruction of temporal effects from multivariate dependencies must obviously be less precise compared to considering the temporal effects explicitly. The reverse conclusion from these observations thus becomes: By incorporating temporal effects directly, many static multivariate relationships can break down into temporary bivariate relationships. This further motivates our focus on the bivariate case as the first step on data streams.

9.1. Overview

In information theory, mutual information is a ubiquitous measure for the mutual dependence of two random variables. First introduced in 1948 as part of Claude Shannon’s fundamental contributions to information theory, mutual information has a long history in both theory and application [DH07, Qiu12, JYX13, LLZG10, HS10, SS12]. Intuitively, mutual information I(X, Y) is equal to the reduction of uncertainty on one random variable X given knowledge of another variable Y. It is a symmetric measure, i.e., I(X, Y) = I(Y, X). Most commonly, mutual information is measured in the unit bits, which facilitates interpretation: A high mutual information indicates a large reduction of uncertainty, i.e., the variable pair shows a strong mutual dependence. Compared to other dependence measures, like for instance Pearson or Spearman correlation, mutual information is not limited to specific kinds of dependence, e.g., linear or monotonous,
but captures every possible type of dependence. As a result of these properties, mutual
information has furthermore played an important role in the development of specialized
mutual dependence measures \[ \text{RRF}^{*11} \].

Calculating the theoretical mutual information value is straightforward when the un-
derlying probability density functions are known. On real-world data however, the
distributions are commonly unknown. Proper estimation of mutual information from
real-valued data is a non-trivial problem and has been covered in the literature extensively.
Amongst the traditional mutual information estimators, Kraskov estimation has emerged
as a leading approach \[ \text{KSG04, KBG}^{+07}, \text{WWL09, KA13} \]. Consequently, we build upon
this estimation principle in this work. Traditional estimation algorithms however focus
on the case of a fixed, static data sample. The notion of time is not considered explicitly.
This is a fundamental difference to data originating from a stream. By its nature, a data
stream is evolving and changing over time, is infinite, and comprises multiple time scales.
Given these properties, the analysis of data streams has become a challenging task in the
database research community.

To illustrate, think of analyzing the mutual dependence in a stream of stock prices. Detect-
ing a mutual dependence of stocks provides important information for financial analysis,
investment management, or return prediction. In general, the mutual dependence be-
tween stocks fluctuates over time, and one may observe periods of high or low mutual
information. Furthermore, the changes in mutual dependence may occur on a broad
range of time horizons: In some cases a mutual (in-)dependence lasts for decades, while
in other cases a dependence appears and disappears within seconds. An analyst might
for instance find a dependence of a pair of stocks in July. This leads to questions like
whether the dependence did also exist in June, when it has appeared first, or whether it
also exists on different time scales like a yearly time horizon or when looking at hours or
minutes. Overall, we make the following key observation: Since the dependencies are
dynamic, each analyst may be interested in a different time window. That is, analysts
want to estimate mutual information based on an arbitrary window size, and the window
may be shifted arbitrarily into the past.

**Challenges.** This observation has a direct implication when designing a data stream
management system (DSMS) that supports mutual information queries: The DSMS must
allow a user to explicitly specify the query window boundaries individually for each query.
In general, such queries are so-called ad-hoc one-time queries \[ \text{BBD}^{+02} \], and they are
most challenging since this is the most general type of query. Supporting such queries
even raises the question: Is it possible at all to answer mutual information queries in any
window without storing the entire data stream? Naively, one could approach the problem
by (1) storing the entire stream and (2) running a static mutual information estimator for
every incoming query. Clearly, this naive approach has severe limitations and is not in
line with the so-called “streaming model” \[ \text{BBD}^{+02} \]: First, storing the stream obviously
contradicts the idea of stream processing. The second issue affects query performance; we
illustrate it using our example scenario: If there are many analysts working simultaneously,
the DSMS has to answer many queries as well; the rate of incoming queries may even exceed the data rate of the stream. In such a case, the naive approach will collapse since it has to expensively recompute a mutual information estimate for every single query—even if the windows of two queries have a significant overlap. Therefore, a challenge is to develop a summarization data structure which provides aggregated information that is useful for many queries.

**Our Contributions.** In this work, we propose the framework Mise (Mutual Information Stream Estimation) which tackles the challenge of answering mutual information queries in arbitrary time windows. To avoid storing the whole data stream, we exploit the multiscale nature of time. We illustrate the idea in our example scenario: For financial analyses, time scales can vary significantly, ranging from seconds right up to years or decades. In such analyses, the query window size and the amount the query window is shifted into the past often show a certain relationship. We exploit this by dividing the space of all possible queries into multiscale equivalence classes depending on the ratio of the window size \( w \) and the offset \( o \) into the past. For instance, the following two queries are equivalent: (I) a query with \( w = 1 \) second and an offset of \( o = 5 \) seconds, and (II) a query with \( w = 5 \) years and an offset of \( o = 25 \) years. In this work we will tackle the essential question that arises with multiscale equivalence: How can a DSMS answer equivalent queries with equal quality? As a key contribution we provide a solution to this question by deriving the proper sampling distribution out of this requirement. We will see that the common principle of more detail on more recent data emerges naturally as a result. Based on the sampling distribution required, we develop two different multiscale sampling schemes which have either constant or logarithmic complexity over time. They are the first sampling schemes that inherently provide equal quality over multiple time scales.

As another important contribution, we introduce the notion of a query anchor, which is a novel dynamic data structure for mutual information estimation. In a nutshell, a query anchor keeps track of quantities that allow to estimate mutual information according to the Kraskov principle. These quantities include nearest neighbor relationships and counts of data points in the marginal distributions. While the computation of these quantities is straightforward on static data, the challenge with data streams becomes: To obtain an efficient estimation, it is necessary to keep track of all changes in these quantities over time. By proposing the query anchor data structure, we solve this problem and enable an incremental computation of these quantities. Consequently, query anchors provide aggregates that can be used for different queries. This leads to a significant speed-up of query execution time.

Summing up, our contributions to deal with the challenges mentioned are as follows: We deal with

- **the stream's dynamic nature** by design, i.e., by allowing the user to query the stream in arbitrary windows,
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- **the stream's infinite and multiscale nature**, by introducing the novel multiscale sampling paradigm,
- **a large number of online queries**, by efficient incremental computations within the query anchor data structure.

Furthermore, we provide a detailed analysis of both our multiscale sampling schemes and the query anchor data structure. To complement our analysis, we demonstrate the high quality of Mise in a broad range of experiments, including several real-world scenarios.

This chapter is structured as follows: We first review estimation of mutual information on static data in Section 9.2. In the following Section 9.3, we give an overview of related stream summarization techniques. We proceed by introducing the Mise framework in Section 9.4, and provide a formal analysis of the complexity in Section 9.5. The empirical analysis of the Mise framework follows in Section 9.6. Section 9.7 provides a concluding summarization and takes a look at future work.

9.2. Static Estimation Paradigms

Estimation of mutual information on static data has been studied in many publications, including several surveys [PSMP07, WWL09, KBG+07]. Estimators can be categorized according to the underlying formula of the estimation. The first estimation paradigm is based on the integral definition of mutual information:

\[
I(X, Y) = \int \int p(x, y) \log \frac{p(x, y)}{p_X(x)p_Y(y)} \, dy \, dx
\]  

(9.1)

where \( p(x, y) \) is the joint probability density function, and marginal distributions are denoted as \( p_X(x) \) and \( p_Y(y) \). Estimators of this type replace these theoretical functions by density estimates; they are hence called plug-in estimates [PSMP07]. A common problem of such estimators is that, since the underlying distributions are unknown, they are prone to underestimating the variability of the distributions based on a finite sample. This leads to a heavily biased estimate of mutual information, which has been studied extensively [Pano3, Scho4, DV99, DSSK04]. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no general purpose density estimation technique that allows to query density estimates in arbitrary windows over a data stream. Therefore, we will focus on the second estimation paradigm in this work. Estimators of this kind are based on the entropic definition of mutual information:

\[
I(X, Y) = H(X) + H(Y) - H(X, Y)
\]  

(9.2)

where \( H(.) \) denotes entropy. Therefore, estimating mutual information can be achieved by an estimation of entropy. The Kozachenko-Leonenko-Estimator [KL87] is a famous non-parametric approach to estimate entropy based on nearest neighbor information.
The problem regarding estimation of mutual information is that the errors of estimating the marginal and the joint entropies do not cancel. This was solved by Kraskov et al [KSG04], leading to a mutual information estimator with excellent estimation properties: Comparative studies [KBG+07, WWL09, KA13, KSG04] have shown that the Kraskov estimator (1) shows a very fast convergence, (2) is unbiased in case of independent variables, and (3) shows very low bias in general compared to estimators of the first paradigm. However, it is an open research question how to incorporate its principles into the estimation process for data streams. Our goal is to make these favorable estimation properties available for online processing.

9.3. Related Work

Analyzing related work shows that certain issues recur. Therefore, we first summarize recurring limitations before analyzing related work in detail.

- **FixedWindow**: Many data stream techniques do not allow the user to specify arbitrary query windows. Summarization techniques typically maintain a synopsis aggregated either over the whole stream, a sliding window, or – as generalization of these paradigms – aggregated based on a certain (smooth) time decay function. In either case the scope in time is fixed, i.e., the “query window” is inherently bound to the aggregate computation. In particular, most techniques focus on keeping track of the most recent aggregate value. This prevents the user from querying the aggregate in any window that is strictly in the past.

- **LimitedDomain**: Many data stream summarization techniques are exclusively designed to operate on data streams consisting of discrete items or integer values within a limited range. Compared to real-valued attributes, the finite attribute domain simplifies any summarization task since it allows to operate on item frequencies, which again allows to make use of various sketching techniques [CGHJ12]. From an estimation theoretic perspective, the major challenge of estimating mutual information on continuous data is a result of the infiniteness of the attribute domain. Therefore, making any assumptions regarding the domain is not feasible when constructing a general purpose estimator.

- **Univariate**: Many of the techniques discussed below are designed for summarizing a single univariate stream. In order to leverage them to estimate mutual information, it would be necessary to modify them to the bivariate case. In many cases such a modification is non-trivial or impossible.

- **Biased**: Many ideas discussed below would result in a mutual information estimator based on Equation 9.1, and would come with all the issues discussed in Section 9.2.
**Estimation Foundations.** We now review stream summarization techniques as proposed in the scientific literature that may serve as a foundation for computing a mutual information estimate. For instance, one might be tempted to leverage techniques which summarize quantiles to estimate mutual information. This problem of summarizing \( \varepsilon \)-approximate quantiles has been solved for both the single pass [GK01] and the sliding window [AM04] paradigms. Such an approach would suffer from FixedWindow (inability to specify arbitrary queries) and Biased (due to the binning characteristic of quantiles), and most notably it remains a non-trivial problem to extend the notion of summarizing one-dimensional quantiles to the bivariate case (Univariate). Similarly, maintaining histograms as a summary [DGIM02, GP06] suffers from FixedWindow and Biased as well. Another problem that has been addressed is estimating entropy over data streams [LS06, BG06, CCM07]. Even if there might be (non-trivial) solutions to issues FixedWindow and Univariate for these techniques, a severe problem remains: The techniques heavily rely on the assumption of a limited attribute domain (LimitedDomain). Overall we can see that all existing summarization techniques are affected by several issues. This highlights the necessity to develop a novel summarization data structure.

**Correlation Analysis.** Mutual information in the broader context of (pairwise) dependence measures in general is related to work on online correlation tracking. In particular the so-called all-strong-pairs correlation query problem [XSTK04] has been solved for data streams [ZX08, ZX11]. While issues FixedWindow and LimitedDomain apply for these techniques as well, the major difference is the problem statement itself: Compared to linear binary correlations, mutual information can capture much more complex dependence types.

**Sampling.** The principle of more detail on recent data plays an important role in many approaches on data streams. This concept has been applied for instance to the problem of maintaining specific aggregates according to a time-decay weight function [CTX07, CKT08, CSSX09], and to sampling with a weighted reservoir [ES06, Agg06]. However, none of these approaches derives the weight function from quality requirements on the queries. As a major contribution we will derive the particular weight function that is required to ensure the equal treatment of queries over multiple time scales. We will see that this basic requirement results in a unique dynamic weight function, which does not allow a straightforward application of existing weighted sampling schemes.

**Nearest Neighbor Querying.** Section 9.4.2 will show that estimating mutual information according to the Kraskov principle requires knowing the nearest neighbors. Thus, our approach is remotely related to work on nearest neighbor (NN) monitoring in spatio-temporal databases. Given a set of objects and a set of query points, continuous k-NN querying addresses the case that both the objects and query points move over time. Techniques like [ISS03] make strong assumptions on the trajectories of the objects, e.g., they must move with a constant velocity. Later work [MPH05, YPK05, XMA05] relaxes these assumptions, but does not explicitly consider the appearance/disappearance of objects or
queries. To some degree this has been addressed in [MMPP07] (by incorporating a sliding window model into continuous queries) and [BOPY07] (by allowing objects/queries to expire after a certain time). While these concepts are somewhat similar with what is needed here, fundamental differences remain. We will discuss these differences after we have proposed an exact problem statement in Section 9.4.1.

9.4. Proposed Approach

In what follows, we will structure the presentation of our approach into three steps. First, we introduce a summarization data structure, a so-called query anchor, which is responsible for collecting the dynamics of nearest neighbor relationships in the data stream (Section 9.4.1). As the next step, we move to the bigger picture, by explaining how the overall algorithm makes use of these query anchors (Section 9.4.2). We will see that, once we are able to keep track of the changes in nearest neighbors over time, we can extract an online mutual information estimation from the query anchors. Finally we turn to the question of how to solve the challenges introduced by the infinite and multiscale nature of the stream (Section 9.4.3). Our solution to this problem will exploit the equivalence of multiple time scales for sampling.

Subject of our analysis is data streams formed by a pair of one-dimensional continuous random variables $X$ and $Y$. We do not make any assumption on the underlying distributions of $X$ and $Y$. We assume a fixed sampling rate of the data stream, i.e., samples arrive after a fixed time interval. Extending our approach to variable-rate data streams or more than two variables is part of future work. We denote the pair of realizations at time $t$ as $Q_t = (X_t, Y_t)$, where $X_t$ and $Y_t$ are the samples at time $t$. We will refer to subsequences of the data stream with the notation $Q = \{Q_t, Q_{t+1}, \ldots\}$. In general a subsequence $Q$ can be sparse, i.e., does not necessarily contain consecutive data samples. In order to constrain a subsequence to a certain time window starting at $t_s$ and ending at $t_e$, we use the following notation:

$$Q_{t_s}^{t_e} = \{Q_t \in Q \mid t_s \leq t \leq t_e\}$$

Regarding time points, our convention is to use the time $t_o$ to refer to the present time, i.e., the current or most recent time point available.

9.4.1. Query Anchors

We now introduce the summarization data structure that we use to collect information from the data stream. The computation of a mutual information estimate according to the Kraskov principle requires knowledge of nearest neighbor relationships in both the joint and the marginal spaces. While the computation is straightforward in the case of static data, it becomes a challenge in the online case: Nearest neighbor relationships are
no longer static but inherently change over time, making it necessary to incrementally track changes over time. We will model these dynamics in the following.

**Definition 9.1**

**Distance:** We define the distance between two data points \( Q_t \) and \( Q_{t'} \) according to the maximum norm denoted as:

\[
\text{dist}(Q_t, Q_{t'}) = \max (|X_t - X_{t'}|, |Y_t - Y_{t'}|)
\]

Using the maximum norm is in line with Kraskov and ensures that estimation errors cancel each other out [KSG04].

**Definition 9.2**

**\( k \) Nearest Neighbor Distance:** We define the \( k \) nearest neighbor distance of \( Q_t \) for a subsequence \( \mathcal{Q} \) as the distance to the \( k \) nearest neighbor of \( Q_t \) in \( \mathcal{Q} \). The \( k \) nearest neighbor is a point \( Q_{t^*} \in \mathcal{Q} \) satisfying:

\[
|\{Q_{t'} \in \mathcal{Q} \setminus \{Q_t\} | \text{dist}(Q_t, Q_{t'}) < \text{dist}(Q_t, Q_{t^*})\}| = k - 1
\]

We denote the \( k \) nearest neighbor distance as follows:

\[
k\text{NND}(Q_t, \mathcal{Q}) \equiv \text{dist}(Q_t, Q_{t^*})
\]

When the subsequence does not have a length of \( k \), the \( k \) nearest neighbor distance is undefined. Please note that for the definition of \( k\text{NND} \) it is irrelevant whether the \( k \) nearest neighbor is unique.
We illustrate these definitions by an example given in Figure 9.1. It shows how a nearest neighbor relationship can evolve over time. For simplicity we consider the \( k = 1 \) nearest neighbor. Our point of reference is the point at time \( t = 0 \), located near the center in the plots. The points are labeled according to their time of occurrence in the stream. The left plot shows the subsequence \( Q_0^6 \), i.e., contains all points \( Q_t \) with \( 0 \leq t \leq 6 \). We can see that the \( k = 1 \) nearest neighbor up to time \( t = 6 \) is the data point \( Q_1 \). The square centered on our point of reference corresponds to \( kNND(Q_0, Q_0^6) \). The next plot shows the subsequence extended by one data point. This leads to an update of the nearest neighbor, reducing \( kNND \) given \( Q_7^6 \).

Based on the nearest neighbor information, we now define the notion of marginal points, which plays a key role in the estimation process:

**Definition 9.3**

**Marginal Points:** Given a point of reference \( Q_t \), we call a data point \( Q_{t'} \neq Q_t \) an \( X \)-marginal point of \( Q_t \) if and only if

\[
|X_t - X_{t'}| < kNND(Q_t, Q)
\]

where \( Q \) is a subsequence containing both \( Q_t \) and \( Q_{t'} \). We define the marginal points w.r.t. \( Y \) correspondingly.

We illustrate this notion using Figure 9.1. Intuitively, marginal points are points that fall into the slices corresponding to the \( kNND \) box. For the subsequence \( Q_0^6 \) (left plot) and our point of reference \( Q_0 \), we identify \( Q_1 \), \( Q_4 \), and \( Q_5 \) as marginal points in \( Y \). With respect to \( X \), only \( Q_2 \) and \( Q_6 \) are marginal points – \( Q_1 \), which defines the \( k \) nearest neighbor distance itself, is not included due to the “less than” condition. In the second plot corresponding to subsequence \( Q_7^6 \) we observe that some points have lost their marginal point property due to the update of \( kNND \). In the \( Y \) direction for instance, all three former marginal points are no longer located within the slice.

**Definition 9.4**

**Marginal Counts:** Given a point of reference \( Q_t \) and a subsequence \( Q \) containing \( Q_t \), we define the marginal counts as the number of marginal points in the subsequence, i.e.:

\[
MC_x(Q_t, Q) = |\{ Q_{t'} \in Q \mid Q_{t'} \text{ is } X \text{-marginal point of } Q_t \}|
\]

Accordingly, we refer to the number of \( Y \)-marginal points in \( Q \) as \( MC_y \).

The table on the right in Figure 9.1 shows the development of the marginal counts over time. In the following discussion we focus on only one dimension (\( Y \) w.l.o.g.). When a
new data point arrives, there are in general three possibilities: (1) The data point does not fall into the current $Y$ slice, leaving $MC_y$ unchanged. (2) The data point falls into the slice but has no influence on the current $kNND$. This increments $MC_y$ by one. (3) The data point leads to an update of the $kNND$. Note that for $k > 1$, the new point does not have to be the new best nearest neighbor itself; it can take any position within the top-$k$ ranked neighbors. In general this will result in a new distance of the neighbor on rank $k$. After such a $kNND$-update, the marginal points have to be re-evaluated. In general the decrease in the $k$ nearest neighbor distance means that $MC_y$ may drop to a lower value. Figure 9.2 shows an exemplary plot of $MC_y$ over time, summarizing these dynamics of the marginal count: As long as $kNND$ is unchanged, $MC_y$ increases monotonically; updates of $kNND$ lead to sudden drops of $MC_y$. We will further analyze the growth rate of marginal counts over time in our complexity analysis in Section 9.5.

In order to handle these dynamics of marginal counts, we now define the notion of a query anchor:

**Definition 9.5**

**Query Anchor:** We define a query anchor as a data structure that precomputes and stores marginal counts. It is associated with a certain data point $Q_t$, i.e., is located at time $t$ and has knowledge on $X_t$ and $Y_t$. A query anchor provides

- a method `insertRight(Q_{t'})` which adds a data point $Q_{t'}$ in forward time direction, i.e., $t' > t$,

- a method `insertLeft(Q_{t'})` which adds a data point $Q_{t'}$ in backward time direction, i.e., $t' < t$,
Figure 9.3: Information on marginal counts stored in a query anchor in forward and backward time direction

- a method \texttt{QUERY}(t_1, t_2) which returns the marginal counts \( MC_y(Q_t, Q_t^i) \) and \( MC_j(Q_t, Q_t^i) \), and the total number \( N \equiv |Q_t^i| \) of data points that have been shown to the query anchor by its insert operations.

Note that in general the number \( N \) can be smaller than the window size \( t_2 - t_1 \), if the query anchor has only seen a sparse subsequence of the data. Compared to our example from Figure 9.1, a query anchor differs in the sense that it has to keep track of the marginal counts in both time forward and time backward direction. Therefore, by proposing query anchors we allow to incrementally add data from the future or the past by means of the \texttt{INSERTLEFT} and \texttt{INSERTRIGHT} functions. Figure 9.3 shows a two-dimensional illustration of the marginal count \( MC_j \) for both time directions: The “increase and drop” behavior from Figure 9.2 can now be observed in forward and backward time direction. We will turn to the question of implementing query anchors in Section 9.5, providing a solution to efficiently store the information contained in Figure 9.3.

\textbf{Differences to Continuous k-NN Queries.} Having formulated the problem statement, it becomes clear that the problem has fundamental differences to work on continuous k-NN queries:

- There, a continuous query always targets at the \textit{current} state. Here in turn, a query anchor has to evaluate queries \textit{w.r.t.} \textit{any} time window containing the query anchor.
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- Symmetry of time directions: For a query anchor, the notion of time splits into a time forward and backward component. Work on continuous queries does not consider this issue. We will show that it is possible to exploit this symmetry of both time directions in an implementation (Section 9.5).
- On the other hand, an issue not explicitly studied here, but addressed in related work on spatio-temporal databases is the mobility of objects/queries. Our specific work does not need to take it into account, since both data objects and query points are simply measured values, which cannot change in retrospect.

Overall, these differences highlight that our concept of query anchors is orthogonal to work on continuous k-NN queries.

9.4.2. MISE Framework

Our query anchor data structure provides an abstraction over the dynamics of marginal counts observed in a data stream. This abstraction allows to formulate the Kraskov estimation principle [KSG04, KL87] in the online context:

**Definition 9.6**

**Mutual information estimate:** Given a query anchor for \( Q_t \) and a subsequence \( Q_{t_1}^{t_2} \) with \( t_1 \leq t \leq t_2 \), the mutual information estimate is defined as follows:

\[
\hat{I} = \psi(k) - \psi(MC_x + 1) - \psi(MC_y + 1) + \psi(N)
\]  

(9.3)

where \( \psi \) is the digamma function, \( N \) is the length of the subsequence that the query anchor has seen, and \( MC_x, MC_y \) are the marginal counts returned by \( \text{QUERY}(t_1, t_2) \).

For the theoretical background behind Equation 9.3 we refer to [KSG04]. Briefly sketched, the idea of the Kraskov principle is to formalize the probability that there are \( k - 1 \) objects with a distance lower than \( k \)NND and \( N - k - 1 \) objects with a distance exceeding \( k \)NND. This probability can then be plugged into the integral definition of entropy, leading to a mutual information estimate via Equation 9.2.

Obviously an estimation based on a single query anchor has a large statistical uncertainty. This statistical error can be reduced significantly by taking the average of the estimates from several query anchors. We will exploit this idea in our MISE framework, which we describe in the following.

The MISE framework (cf. Algorithm 3) provides two operations: (1) an \texttt{INSERT} operation to add data from the stream into the system, and (2) a \texttt{QUERY} operation which retrieves a mutual information value for a certain query window. Internally MISE stores a sample of
query anchors. This query anchor sample is modified by a SAMPLING function responsible for the deletion of query anchors. We will discuss the instantiation of this SAMPLING function in Section 9.4.3 and continue with an explanation of the INSERT and QUERY operations.

The INSERT operation first creates a new query anchor which corresponds to the data point $Q_i$ just received. We then perform a forward and reverse initialization: The forward initialization performs an INSERTRIGHT operation on all existing query anchors for the new element $Q_i$. In other words, we show the new element to all existing query anchors in the current sample. The reverse initialization on the other hand adds data points corresponding to the existing anchors to the new anchor by using the INSERTLEFT operation. Finally, we add the query anchor to the sample and invoke a SAMPLING function (cf. Section 9.4.3). In general, the SAMPLING function modifies the current anchor sample by deleting certain anchors. An exemplary result after performing several insert operations is illustrated in Figure 9.4. Each circle corresponds to a query anchor, and the positioning shows the distribution of the query anchor sample over time. The black arrows indicate how much information was added to a query anchor by either INSERTLEFT or INSERTRIGHT. Note that in reverse time direction (INSERTLEFT) the data points are filled sparsely, i.e., not every data point covered by the arrow was actually inserted into the query anchor. In time forward direction on the other hand, all data points can be inserted. In terms of this illustration, the INSERT operation (1) adds a new query anchor at $t_o$, (2) extends the arrows of existing anchors by one step to the right, (3) extends the arrow of the new query anchor to the left, up to the position of the oldest query anchor, and (4) modifies the sample.
The query operation first determines the query anchors that are contained in the query window. We query each anchor in the window for the marginal counts $MC_x$ and $MC_y$, and the number of data points $N$ that a query anchor has seen in the given window. Overall, we obtain a mutual information estimate from each anchor by Equation 9.3 and return the arithmetic sample mean of these estimates. Figure 9.4 illustrates the query operation: The blue shaded area corresponds to an exemplary query window. The green arrows show the query ranges that are used to obtain the marginal counts of the anchors within the query window. Note that for different query windows or a different query anchor distribution it is possible that the green arrows do not extend fully over the query window. In this case the query anchor has only seen a subsample of the whole window, which can still contribute valuable information to the estimation. The overall algorithmic structure of the MISE framework is shown in Algorithm 3.

**Algorithm 3 MISE framework**

```plaintext
1: anchors ← {}                           ▷ interface to add data
2: procedure INSERT($Q_t$)
3:     $a$ ← new query anchor at $Q_t$
4:     for all $o ∈$ anchors do
5:         $o$.INSERT_RIGHT($Q_t$)           ▷ forward initialization
6:         $a$.INSERT_LEFT($o$)              ▷ reverse initialization
7:     end for
8:     anchors ← anchors ∪ {a}
9:     anchors ← SAMPLING(anchors)         ▷ cf. Section 9.4.3
10: end procedure
11: function QUERY($t_1, t_2$)            ▷ interface to query MI
12:     inWindow ← {a ∈ anchors | $t_1 ≤ a ≤ t_2$}
13:     estimates ← ()                    ▷ empty sequence
14:     for all $a ∈$ inWindow do
15:         $MC_x, MC_y, N ← a.QUERY(t_1, t_2)$
16:         $\hat{I} ← \psi(k) - \psi(MC_x + 1) - \psi(MC_y + 1) + \psi(N)$
17:         estimates.INSERT($\hat{I}$)
18:     end for
19:     return MEAN(estimates)
20: end function
```

**Estimation Quality.** An analytic analysis of the estimation variance and bias would require strong assumptions on the data. Since the overall mutual information estimate is based on taking a sample mean of individual estimates, the standard deviation of MISE can be expressed by the standard deviation of the mean: Assuming that the data distribution is static over the query window leads to a standard deviation of $\sigma = \sigma_f / \sqrt{M}$, where $M$ is the number of query anchors in the window and $\sigma_f$ is the standard deviation
of the individual estimates. $\sigma_i$ obviously depends on the distribution of the data. Instead of deriving $\sigma_i$ only for specific distributions, we focus on a very broad empirical analysis of the estimation characteristics in Section 5.4, featuring a large number of real-world data streams.

9.4.3. Multiscale Sampling of Query Anchors

Our goal regarding the sampling function is to exploit the multiscale nature of time. In general, any query window can be specified by its width $w$ and the offset $o$, which denotes how much the query window is shifted into the past (cf. Figure 9.5). Intuitively, the motivation behind our multiscale sampling follows the general equivalence of time scales. Think of a query with a window size of 1 second shifted by 1 second into the past, a query with $w = 1$ hour and $o = 1$ hour, or even a query with $w = 1$ year and $o = 1$ year. Though the queries are defined over vastly different time scales, they are structurally equivalent. In many application a user might want to obtain answers of equal quality for these queries. Traditional sampling approaches like sliding window (SW) or reservoir sampling (RS) have significant issues with queries comprising multiple time scales. In general, we expect SW to fail for queries with a large window size in the distant past and RS to fail for queries with a very small window size in the most recent past. The key question is: How is it possible to answer these queries with equal quality? We will see that this simple requirement automatically generalizes for arbitrary $o / w$ values, and that the more detail on recent data principle emerges naturally as a result. To formalize equivalence of time scales, we will denote the ratio of the query offset $o$ to the window size $w$ as a unit-free quantity $\Delta = \frac{o}{w}$. Based on this quantity, we can partition the space of all possible queries into equivalence classes.
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**Definition 9.7**

**Multiscale Query Equivalence:** We define the multiscale query equivalence relation $\sim$ between queries $A$ and $B$ by: $A \sim B$ iff $\Delta_A = \Delta_B$.

We call the groupings formed by $\sim$ multiscale equivalence classes. Based on the multiscale equivalence of queries, we formalize the key idea behind our approach to operate on various time scales:

**Definition 9.8**

**Multiscale Sampling:** A multiscale sampling is a sampling scheme which provides an equal expected number of sampling elements for all queries which belong to the same equivalence class.

Thus, for a multiscale sampling of query anchors the expected number of query anchors in a window is constant for all queries with the same $\Delta$. Figure 9.5 shows examples of equivalent queries for different $\Delta$ values. When the multiscale property is fulfilled, the queries with the same color have the same expected number of query anchors.

We will now propose a novel sampling scheme that fulfills the multiscale property. More specifically, we derive the sample distribution that is required for multiscale sampling. To simplify the presentation, we temporarily assume a continuous time domain and switch to a discrete time in a second step. Since the sample distribution is only defined for $t < t_0$, we will change to a time domain that is relative to $t_0$ and extends into the past (cf. Figure 9.5). This allows us to use the notion of probability densities to express the expected number of anchors in a query window. We refer to the probability density of our query anchors as $f(t)$. Thus, we are looking for an $f(t)$ which is a probability density function that satisfies the multiscale property. The expected number of query anchors in a query window $[o, o + w]$ is equal to the integral $\int_o^{o+w} f(t) dt$ times the total number of query anchors. By using $o = w \cdot \Delta$, we can write the integral bounds as $[w\Delta, w(\Delta + 1)]$. Definition 9.4,3 requires that, for a fixed $\Delta$, this integral (the expected number of sampling elements) is invariant of the time scale, i.e., it is constant for all $w$. Thus, $f(t)$ must fulfill:

$$\int_{w\Delta}^{w(\Delta+1)} f(t) dt \overset{!}{=} \text{const} \quad (9.4)$$

**Lemma 1.** Sampling according to a reciprocal distribution $f(t) = \frac{C}{t}$ fulfills the multiscale property (with appropriate normalization $C$ corresponding to a finite positive support).

**Proof.** Equation 9.4 requires $\frac{d}{dw} \int_{w\Delta}^{w(\Delta+1)} f(t) dt \overset{!}{=} 0$. Differentiation under the integral according to the generalized Leibniz integral rule yields:

$$(\Delta + 1) f (w(\Delta + 1)) \overset{!}{=} \Delta f (w\Delta) \quad (9.5)$$
By plugging \( f(t) = \frac{C}{t} \) into Equation 9.5, one can see that all \( \Delta \) terms cancel each other out, i.e., the reciprocal distribution satisfies the multiscale property for any \( \Delta > 0 \). □

A striking property of Equation 9.5 is that it is an instance of the famous refinement equation in wavelet theory [SN96]. This is a result of the fact that the general idea of the equivalence of multiple scales plays a central role in wavelet theory as well.

We now turn to the question of how to transform this result to a discrete time domain. Obviously the support of a reciprocal distribution is only defined for \( t > 0 \) due to the singularity at \( t = 0 \). This directly reflects the general issue of estimation from a very small window size \( w \): The smaller the window size, the larger the necessary density of sample points in order to maintain a sample of a fixed size. In a real-world system there commonly are domain specific constraints on the sampling frequency, i.e., the sampling resolution cannot be arbitrarily high. We deal with this issue by allowing a saturation of the discrete distribution in the region where the theoretically necessary sample density exceeds what is physically possible. To formalize the discretization, we will highlight the discretized time domain by using \( n \) as a counter of time steps in the past, starting with \( n = 1 \) as the most recent time point. We discretize the reciprocal distribution at these time points, each resulting in a probability \( P_n \). Each \( P_n \) is equal to the probability that our sample contains the query anchor which is \( n \) time steps in the past:

\[
P_n = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } n \leq \alpha \\
\frac{\alpha}{n} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (9.6)
\]

The resulting distribution† is illustrated in Figure 9.6. The (negative) \( x \)-axis corresponds to the discretized time steps \( n \), and the \( y \)-axis shows the probabilities \( P_n \). The parameter \( \alpha \) controls the decay of the reciprocal distribution, and it will serve as the parameter to control the overall quality of the sampling. Equation 9.6 implies that we must keep the \( \lfloor \alpha \rfloor \) most recent query anchors with a probability of 1, as a result of the shortage of available sampling points. For older query anchors with \( n > \alpha \), the probability to have a certain query anchor in the sample follows the reciprocal function.

So far Equation 9.6 only specifies the necessary probabilities in the query anchor sample at a fixed time \( t_0 \). The essential question now becomes: How do we have to delete existing query anchors when going from one time step to the next in order to maintain an overall distribution according to Equation 9.6? This requires to convert the sampling probabilities \( P_n \) of Equation 9.6 into an incremental deletion scheme.

† The particular shape of this function – a piecewise composition of a reciprocal and a uniform function – makes a direct application of sampling schemes that specify weights in time forward direction [ES06, CSSX09] impossible.
**Definition 9.9**

sampling function: Based on the notion of stepwise sampling probabilities

\[
SP_n = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } n \leq \alpha \\
\frac{p_n}{p_{n-1}} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(9.7)

we define the sampling function as follows: We keep a query anchor of age \( n \) with a probability of \( SP_n \).

This means that we generate a random value \( rand \in [0, 1] \) for every anchor. If \( rand < SP_n \) we keep the anchor; otherwise the anchor is deleted immediately.

**Lemma 2.** Modifying the query anchor sample with the sampling function results in the sampling probabilities \( P_n \) after each time step.

**Proof.** In order to show this, we have to link the stepwise sampling probabilities to the probabilities \( P_n \). Intuitively, the stepwise probabilities slide over a certain time point when time evolves. Since the decisions whether to keep a given query anchor are independent, the final probability that a query anchor still exists after \( k \) time steps is simply the product of the first \( k \) stepwise probabilities. Therefore we have to prove that the product of the stepwise probabilities indeed gives the desired probability \( P_n \), i.e.,

\[
P_n \geq \prod_{k=1}^{n} SP_k
\]

(9.8)
Let \( n^* \) be the smallest \( n > \alpha \). Obviously, Equation 9.8 is fulfilled for all \( n < n^* \) since both sides are 1. For \( n = n^* \) we have \( P_{n-1} = 1 \), and thus, \( SP_n = P_n \), which again satisfies Equation 9.8 given \( \prod_{k=1}^{n-1} SP_k = 1 \). For \( n > n^* \) we conclude by induction:

\[
P_{n+1} = \prod_{k=1}^{n+1} SP_k = \prod_{k=1}^{n} SP_k \cdot SP_{n+1} = P_n \cdot \frac{P_{n+1}}{P_n}
\]

Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 leads us to our final conclusion: It is possible to construct an iterative sampling scheme which always maintains the multiscale property in the query anchor sample.

9.5. Implementation and Analysis

In the following we will discuss implementation details of our approach. To ensure repeatability, we provide both pseudo-code and a ready-to-use executable on a supplementary website,† and focus on the essentials in the following.

**Query Anchor Complexity.** An important aspect of our proposed approach is that it is possible to implement query anchors very efficiently. Our solution is based on the fact that a query anchor can treat the forward and backward time directions independently. For both time directions, we can use dynamic arrays to store the marginal points and changes to the set of the \( k \) nearest neighbors. The insertion of new data works as follows: \texttt{INSERTRIGHT} first checks whether the new data point leads to a change of the \( k \) nearest neighbors in time forward direction. If this is the case, the new set of \( k \) nearest neighbors is appended to the dynamic array storing the neighborhood changes. Estimation theory shows that Kraskov estimation in general requires a very low \( k \) settings (i.e., \( k \leq 4 \), cf. Section 5.4), thus, the \( O(\log k) \) complexity of the set operations are negligible. Next, \texttt{INSERTRIGHT} checks whether the new data point is a marginal point in either \( X \) or \( Y \), and appends the point to the respective dynamic arrays. \texttt{INSERTLEFT} is implemented accordingly, operating in time backward direction. Overall, an insert operation comes down to extending the dynamic arrays, i.e., the amortized insert complexity is \( O(1) \).

The query operation has two substeps: (1) reconstruction of the proper \( k\text{NND} \) for the given query window and (2) counting of marginal points. Step (1) can be implemented efficiently, since the two dynamic arrays storing the changes of the \( k \) nearest neighbor sets in both time directions are sorted by construction. This allows to perform a binary search to retrieve the \( k \) nearest neighbor sets in each time direction. To get the \( k\text{NND} \) over the whole query window, it is simply possible to create the union of both sets and determine the \( k \)-th element. Step (2) counts the marginal points which are within the window boundaries and have a marginal distance lower than the just determined \( k\text{NND} \).

† [http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/MISE/](http://www.ipd.kit.edu/~muellere/MISE/)
Due to the intrinsic sorting of our two-sided insert scheme, a binary search can again solve this efficiently.

Regarding memory complexity, a query anchor obviously requires $O(M)$, where $M$ is the number of marginal points. The question is how the number of marginal points $M$ grows over time. Unfortunately, a respective formal analysis would require assumptions regarding both the data distribution itself and how it changes over time. Even under the assumption of a static data distribution, there is no general result. However, it is possible to derive the general spectrum of possible growth rates. This follows from the findings of extreme value theory [LLR83], which we explain in the following. As illustrated in Figure 9.1 and 9.2, there are two opposing effects: On the one hand, if the size of a slice was fixed, the number of marginal points would simply increase linearly, assuming a static data distribution. On the other hand, the width of the slice can only decrease monotonically over time. Thus, the question is how fast the $k$-NN distance decreases over time. In general the distance distribution of each query anchor is highly individual. Determining the minimum (or the $k$-th smallest element) of a sample drawn from this distance distribution is a standard problem of extreme value theory [LLR83]. Since the metric is bounded by the minimum distance of zero, the domain of attraction is limited to a specific category, the Type III or Weibull family. However, the convergence rate of the minimum does not have a general result in this category. Hence, the overall growth rate of our marginal count can vary; there are the following cases:

- The minimum distance may decrease $\propto \frac{1}{N}$. For instance, this is the case if the distance distribution is an exponential or uniform distribution [LLR83]. In this case the complexity of marginal counts is $O(1)$, due to the rapid decrease of the slice width.
- For some data distributions the growth of marginal counts is $O(N^\alpha)$ with $\alpha < 1$. For example, when a query anchor is placed within a uniform distribution, the growth is $O(N^{1/2})$. We derive this result in the following.
- For (rare) outlier objects the distance distribution mainly produces large distances, and therefore, the rate of convergence of the minimum is low. This yields the worst case complexity of $O(N)$.

In light of these findings, our expectation for the general case of arbitrary data distributions which may change over time is to obtain a mixture of these three cases. Therefore, we perform a thorough empirical analysis of the growth rate in our evaluation (cf. Section 9.6.4).

**Case Study: Uniform Distribution.**

**Lemma 3.** Let $k = 1$ and let $Q$ be a query anchor centered in an independent uniform distribution. The number of points $M$ that lie in a slice of $Q$ grows according to $\frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{2} n^{\frac{1}{2}} + O(n^{-\frac{1}{2}})$.

**Proof.** Let $X$ and $Y$ be independent one dimensional uniform distributions on $[0, 1]$ (w.l.o.g.). Placing the reference point in the middle of the uniform distribution results in one dimensional distance distributions $D_X = |X - 0.5|$ and $D_Y = |Y - 0.5|$, which are
again uniform distributions but on \([0, 0.5]\). Let \(D = \max(D_X, D_Y)\). The CDF of \(D\), i.e. \(F_D(d)\), is given by:

\[
F_D(d) = P(D \leq d) = P(X \leq d \cap Y \leq d) = P(X \leq d)P(Y \leq d) = F_X(d)F_Y(d)
\]

\[
= \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } d < 0 \\
4d^2, & \text{if } 0 \leq d \leq 0.5 \\
1, & \text{if } d > 0.5 
\end{cases}
\]

where \(F_X(d)\) and \(F_Y(d)\) are the (linear) CDFs of \(X\) and \(Y\). The PDF of \(D\) is therefore given by:

\[
f_D(d) = \begin{cases} 
8d, & \text{if } 0 \leq d \leq 0.5 \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

Let \(R_n\) be the size of the box after the query anchor has seen \(n\) data points. This means that \(R_n = \min(D_1, \ldots, D_n)\), where each \(D_i\) is distributed according to \(f_D(d)\). The CDF of \(R\) is given by:

\[
F_{R_n}(r) = 1 - P(R_n > r) = 1 - P(D_1 > r \cap \ldots \cap D_n > r) = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(D_i > r) = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - F_{D_i}(r)) = 1 - (1 - F_D(r))^n = 1 - (1 - 4r^2)^n
\]

which gives the following PDF for \(R_n\):

\[
f_{R_n}(r) = 8nr(1 - 4r^2)^{n-1}
\]

We can now obtain \(P\), the number of points in the slice in dependence of \(R_n\). In order to do so, we have to divide the width of the slice (2\(R_n\)) by the two dimensional area, which contains the remaining uniform distribution (the unit square minus the volume of the box, i.e., \(1 - 4R_n^2\)). Thus:

\[
P_n = \frac{2R_n}{1 - 4R_n^2} (n - 1)
\]

We can get the expectation value \(E[P_n]\) by expressing the transformation from \(R_n\) to \(P_n\) via \(g(r) = \frac{2r}{1 - 4r^2} (n - 1)\) and integrating \(g(r)\) weighted by \(f_{R_n}(r)\), i.e.:

\[
E[P_n] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} g(r) f_{R_n}(r) dr
\]

\[
= \int_{0}^{+\infty} \frac{2r}{1 - 4r^2} (n - 1) (8nr(1 - 4r^2)^{n-1}) dr
\]

\[
= \int_{0}^{0.5} 16r^2 n(n - 1)(1 - 4r^2)^{n-2} dr
\]
\[ MISE \text{ Complexity.} \] Naturally, the most important complexity factor of the MISE framework is the size \( S \) of the query anchor sample. The sample size \( S \) not only determines the overall memory consumption; it also defines the complexity of the \textsc{insert} operation since the \textsc{insert} operation has to connect each incoming data sample to the existing query anchors and vice-versa. Therefore the insert complexity is \( O(S) \). We can express the expectation value of \( S \) after processing \( T \) data points as follows:

\[ E[S] = |\alpha| + \alpha \sum_{k=|\alpha|+1}^{T} \frac{1}{k} = |\alpha| + \alpha \left( H_T - H_{|\alpha|} \right) \]

where \( H_i \) is the \( i \)-th harmonic number. Asymptotic expansion of \( H_T \) reveals a complexity of \( O(\log T) \). We use this result to construct two different versions of our algorithm. The first version MISE\(_D\) works with this slowly growing dynamic query anchor sample. For a second version MISE\(_F\), we fix the sample size \( S \) and instead operate with slow changes of \( \alpha \) over time. This means we modify \( \alpha \) in each step by solving Equation 9.10. This has to be done numerically since the equation has no analytic solutions. In Figure 9.6 this would correspond to a slight change of the decay rate. Obviously each modification to \( \alpha \) introduces a small error since the current query anchors in the sample have been sampled with a probability that has been slightly too large. To account for the accumulation of these slight errors, we delete query anchors with a probability equal to the ratio of the \( P_n \) values calculated once with the old and once with the new \( \alpha \). This exactly corrects the error and maintains a proper reciprocal distribution over time. Overall, the two versions of MISE have insert complexities of \( O(\log T) \) for MISE\(_D\) and \( O(1) \) for MISE\(_F\).

9.6. Experiments

The focus of our experimental evaluation is to analyze MISE regarding both performance and estimation quality. In particular, we will analyze how MISE performs overall in a
typical online setting (Section 9.6.1), how we can match the insert frequency to the stream frequency (Section 9.6.2), and focus on estimation quality in Section 9.6.3. We are not aware of any direct competitor that supports online mutual information queries. Therefore, we compare our approach to a static Kraskov estimation, which we allowed to use a (theoretically) infinite data reservoir. By using the same estimation principle based on an infinite reservoir as a ground truth, we can focus on the effects introduced by our finite summarization of the stream. This frees us from reevaluating the properties of Kraskov estimation in general, and we refer to existing studies [KBG+07, WVL09, KA13, KSG04] for details. The guidelines on choosing parameter $k$ obtained in these studies directly apply in our case as well: The best trade-off between the statistical and the systematic estimation error is typically in the range of very low $k$ values (e.g. $k \leq 4$). Since our evaluation scheme measures the relative estimation error we focus on the case that is most challenging: We use $k = 1$ in all our experiments, which maximizes the statistical error of Kraskov estimation and therefore maximizes the effect of using a finite reservoir in MISE.

A relative evaluation also allows us to run our experiments on a broad range of data streams, including a large number of real-world datasets. These data streams contain natural fluctuations of mutual information over time. Figure 9.7 shows an example of such dynamics found in our real world data: The top plot shows the raw time series themselves; in the example the quotes of the IBM and GE stocks. The middle plot shows mutual information measured using a 6 month sliding window. Compared to the bottom plot, which uses a 5 year sliding window, we can see that mutual information clearly shows different changes over these two different time scales. Such a “running mutual
information estimate” also gives the first impression of the potential of Mise: We can see that our estimation of Mise and the reference implementation give almost identical estimation results, i.e., estimation based on the finite summarization of Mise shows no significant difference to estimation from an infinite reservoir. However, as a result of the online processing in Mise, the total time to generate the graphs in Figure 9.7 were 3.8 minutes for Mise and 112.1 minutes for the reference implementation. In the following we will quantify these performance improvements systematically.

Experimental Setup. We have conducted all experiments on an Ubuntu 12.04 system running on an Intel® i3-550 processor with 8 GB RAM. We have implemented Mise in Scala 2.10 using Oracle JVM 7 as runtime environment.

9.6.1. Overall Performance

Our reference implementation of static mutual information estimation on a data stream works as follows: The insert operation simply appends a data sample to a theoretically infinite reservoir, while the query operation performs Kraskov estimation on the specified query window using the infinite reservoir. Since this reference approach provides no means of query precomputation, there is obviously a pronounced imbalance between the extremely cheap insert operation and the high complexity of the query. Thus, when comparing Mise to this reference implementation the crucial question is how the number of inserts compares to the number of queries. We express the ratio of queries-to-inserts by $QIR = \frac{\text{queries}}{\text{inserts}}$. Obviously, when there are no queries at all ($QIR = 0$), all query precomputations of Mise are futile and there is nothing to speed up. On the other hand, when there is a large number of queries compared to the number of inserts ($QIR \gg 1$), the benefits of Mise’s precomputations can be made arbitrarily high. Therefore, we specifically analyze low $QIR$ values to determine the point where the benefit of Mise begins.

To measure the speed-up we determine the ratio of the total runtimes for Mise and the reference implementation of calculating a “running mutual information estimate” (like shown in Figure 9.7). This running estimate is performed by inserting and querying the stream with a specific $QIR$ ratio, e.g., for $QIR = 0.1$ we perform a query after every 10 inserts. Regarding the time offset of the queries we set $\sigma = 0$. This means that the queries operate in the region of highest query anchor density, and thus, performance of Mise is worst. The data stream was sampled from a Gaussian distribution ($\rho = 0.1$) with a length of 100000. We started the measurement of the total runtime after the number of processed samples exceeded both the window size and the reservoir size in order to exclude warm-up artifacts.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 9.8. The main factors determining the speed-up are the query window size and the size of the reservoir used by Mise. The latter is determined either by $a$ or $S$ for the dynamic or fixed versions. Due to the more
intuitive interpretation of the fixed reservoir size $S$ we focus on this variant. Even though we focus on small $QIR$ ratios, we can see that $\text{Mise}$ can lead to drastic speed-ups. We visualize the speed-up threshold of 1.0 where usage of $\text{Mise}$ starts to make sense by a yellow color; green and red indicate faster and slower runtimes for $\text{Mise}$ respectively. It is interesting to see that a speed-up is even possible for the very low $QIR = 0.01$, where in fact 99% of the precomputations in the inserts were in vain. Overall we can conclude that there is a large potential for speed-ups as a result of our precomputations. Obviously this is especially pronounced for applications where both the window size and offset are free parameters for each query, and thus, having more queries than inserts is usual.

### 9.6.2. Scaling with Stream Frequency

The results of the previous experiment can also be interpreted as follows: Since $\text{Mise}$ performs parts of the necessary query computations while processing the stream itself, it is possible to tune $\text{Mise}$ such that its insert speed perfectly matches the frequency of the stream. This would mean that $\text{Mise}$ performs just as much precomputations as possible to keep up with the stream and leads to maximization of the query quality for the given stream frequency (cf. Section 9.6.3). Thus the essential question becomes: How does the reservoir size of $\text{Mise}$ influence the processing speed of the stream? We evaluate this question for both $\text{Mise}$ versions, i.e., we analyze the insert speed in dependence of $\alpha$ and $S$ for the dynamic and fixed reservoir versions respectively. Intuitively a higher $S$ or $\alpha$ means higher estimation quality, but a slower insert processing. A user typically might want to set $S$ or $\alpha$ to the largest possible value that still allows to process the given stream frequency.

Figure 9.9 shows a measurement of the insert times for different $\alpha$ or $S$ values. It shows how the runtime of a single insert (y-axis) changes with the stream length (x-axis). We obtain the runtime of a single insert from the runtime of performing 5000 inserts in a batch. Again we sampled the data stream from a Gaussian distribution with $\rho = 0.1$. For the fixed $\text{Mise}$ version we can see that the runtime of a single insert indeed becomes
constant once the stream has reached a length corresponding to the fixed reservoir sizes $S=100$, 1000, 10000. For the dynamic version, the insert time slowly increases over time due to the logarithmic growth of the reservoir. We can see that for typical sizes of the reservoir the corresponding stream processing frequency is in the order of $\sim 100$ Hz (for $S = 10000$) up to $\sim 20$ kHz (for $S = 100$). Thus, despite performing query precomputation while processing the stream, it is possible to operate on very fast streams with sampling periods in the order of a millisecond. Furthermore, there is no dependence of insert performance on the stream length for the fixed $\text{Mise}$ version. Thus, there is no degradation over time, which is a key property of efficient stream processing [BBD+02].

### 9.6.3. Quality

We now want to turn to the question how estimation from a limited reservoir affects the estimation quality. Therefore, we compare $\text{Mise}$ to a variant of Kraskov estimation which also operates on a limited data reservoir. We implemented the limited data reservoir based on the two most prominent sampling approaches: Traditional reservoir sampling (RS), and sampling based on a sliding window (SW). We use static Kraskov estimation from an unlimited data reservoir as ground truth for the quality assessment. To facilitate the comparison we focus on the $\text{Mise}$ variant with a fixed reservoir size. This allows us to use exactly the same reservoir size for RS, SW, and $\text{Mise}$. To pay attention to the challenge of a stream length being much larger than the reservoir size, we have used a reservoir size of $S = 100$ in the following experiment.

**Data.** We compiled a set of 26 data streams from various different sources. Our goal was to obtain a very large diversity of different streams, i.e., diversity in distributions and dynamics. Therefore the set contains various streams from different real world datasets plus a small number of synthetic streams. This includes streams of IMU sensors (various combinations of gyrometer, accelerometer, magnetometer streams), climate streams, smart meter streams, stock streams, and electrocardiogram measurements. All features of
the data streams are continuous variables, with a floating point precision between 4 and 10 decimal digits. Table 9.10 shows a summary of all data streams. Preliminary results on quality did not show a strong dependence on the individual data streams. Therefore, we present the aggregated quality over all streams in the following, and provide results on the individual datasets in Appendix A. This means that we calculate the quality measures discussed below for each query individually and aggregate by taking the average of these measures for all queries obtained from all data streams.

In order to generate a general result on the estimation quality it is necessary to analyze a broad range of different data distributions. In our opinion it is not satisfying to limit the analysis to certain synthetic distributions like a Gaussian or an exponential distribution: Sampling a data stream from a distribution with fixed parameters fails to evaluate the major challenge of a data stream, i.e., the dynamics or changes of a distribution over time. A possible solution would be to introduce some dynamics in the distribution parameters or to generate a mixture of several components and modify the set of components over time. For the sake of diversity, we will include a small number of such synthetic data streams in our stream collection. However, our main focus is on real world data streams, where the changes of distributions occur naturally.

To generate a real world data stream, we use databases from various different domains with temporal characteristic. Each pair of features in such a database can form one data stream. Some of the databases contain more than two features, and the total number of feature pairs, i.e., possible data streams, can be very large. For instance in the case of stock exchange data, we extracted 3240 time series of daily stock quotes traded at NYSE. This results in more the 5 million possible data streams (neglecting the possibility that not all stock pairs were traded over the same period of time). Overall, we want to generate an aggregate of the quality which is not biased towards specific data stream types. Therefore we limit the total number of data streams extracted from each database to just five pairs. This also keeps the total number of data streams in a manageable order. In general we selected the five streams randomly from the set of all possible pairs. An exception to this rule was made for datasets with a varying co-occurrence of the individual time series. For instance in the case of stock data, many companies are created or closed over the total time period. Picking a random stock pair may a short or even vanishing overlap in time. Since we want to perform a large number of queries with various window sizes we are in general interesting in long data streams. Therefore, we sorted the pairs according to their length of co-occurrence and randomly selected five streams from the top 20.

In total our collection of data streams consists of 26 individual streams. We will briefly describe the different data streams of our collection in the following:

- Data Streams from an inertial measurement unit (IMU): We extracted IMU data streams from the PAMAP project [Pam], using the dataset PAMAP2. The data was collected as follows: A human subject performed different physical activities while being equipped with three Colibri wireless IMUs, with a sampling frequency
of 100 Hz. The three IMUs were attached to the wrist, the chest, and the ankle. The sensors record the typical features of an IMU measurement, i.e., acceleration, gyroscope, and magnetometer data. We picked five random combinations which cover variations of combining the same vs. different IMUs and axis-aligned vs. orthogonal vector components.

- Smart Meter: We extracted smart meter data streams from energy consumption measurements of 63 different KIT buildings. Each extracted time series corresponds to the smart meter reading of one particular building. The data covers a time span of 3 years using a measurement interval of one day. In some cases the smart meter device did show short periods of failure, which was reflected in missing values. We took care of the filtering of missing values and selected five random building pairs.

- Stock Data: We extracted the stock data streams from the web service Stooq [Sto]. The streams are based on the daily NYSE close quotes of a selection of stock pairs. We only selected pairs with a long stock market history in order to maximize the length of the resulting pairs (increasing the number of possible test queries).

- ECG Stream: This stream is based on BIDMC Congestive Heart Failure Database ECG and which uses a pair of ECG sensors for each patient.

- Climate Stream: The climate data stream is based on daily measurements of temperature vs air pressure in Karlsruhe provided by German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst).

- Static Gaussian: These are synthetic streams sampled from a Gaussian distribution with covariance matrices corresponding to different correlation coefficients \( \rho \).

- Dynamic Gaussian Mixtures: These synthetic data streams were created by sampling from a mixture of Gaussians. We vary the mixture of Gaussian itself by the following mechanism: At each time point we randomly delete an existing mixture component with a probability of \( p \) and/or create a new component also with probability \( p \). We force a lower limit of at least 1 component and an upper limit of 10 components, i.e., we do not perform a deletion/addition of a component if it would violate these limits. The mean and elements of the covariance matrix for each component contains are randomly sampled (uniformly in \([0,1]\)). In order to obtain streams of varying dynamic, we varied the change probability \( p \) from 1% to 10% in the following five streams. Dynamic Uniform Mixtures These synthetic data follow the mixture principle of the Gaussian mixture streams, but using uniform components instead. The boundaries of the uniform components are themselves sampled from a uniform distribution in \([0,1]\).

**Queries.** The queries we perform on our data streams range from a window size of 10 up to 1000. We perform these queries in appropriate steps that avoid an overlap of the query windows to ensure independent query results. We use three different \( \Delta \) values (0, 1.0, 10.0) to determine the offset of the query window. Using \( \Delta = 0 \) means that we use an
offset $\omega = 0$ (i.e., we deliberately include the most favorable case for SW), while $\omega$ follows the multiscale principle in the non-zero cases.

**Quality Measure.** A first question when performing a certain query on a system with a limited reservoir is whether the system actually has information available for the given window boundaries. Therefore, our first quality measure simply is the percentage of “successful” queries defined as: A query is successful if the query window contains at least a single element, allowing to compute a result. In case the system can answer a query, we are interested in how the limited reservoir influences the estimation in both bias and variance. Therefore, we use the two quality measures $(\hat{I} - I_{Ref})$ and $\sigma_I$. Here $\hat{I}$ refers to estimation from the limited reservoir, while $I_{Ref}$ is the ground truth obtained from the infinite reservoir; $\sigma_I$ is the sample standard deviation.

**Results.** The results of our quality experiment over all data streams are shown in Figure 9.11. Regarding the success rate of queries we can clearly see the advantage of the MISE sampling: For $\Delta = 0$ and $\Delta = 1.0$, the success rate is 100%. The result shows that the success rate does not depend on the window size. It rather is constant for a given family of queries with a fixed $\Delta$. RS in contrast never achieves a 100% success rate. By the nature of RS, we can clearly see the poor performance for small window sizes (e.g., low success rate, large bias). On the other hand for sliding window sampling, we obtain poor performance for large windows, visible for instance by the sudden drop of the success rate as soon as the offset is larger than the fixed window of size 100. A query with $\Delta = 10$ simply has always been too far into the past and could never be answered. In the second row of Figure 9.11, we can see that all approaches show a small negative bias, which is a general issue when estimating from very little data. We can see that MISE shows much better bias and variance (third row) compared to Kraskov estimation from limited reservoirs. This is caused by the more flexible placement of query anchors over time and the added information that is used as a result of the online processing. Furthermore the dependence on the query window size is much lower compared to RS or SW sampling. For SW sampling the bias and variance are obviously zero as long as the query window is fully covered by the sampling window. However, we can see that, even in the favorable case of a zero query offset ($\Delta = 0$), estimation quality quickly degrades as soon as the query

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream description</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th># streams used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pamap (IMU data)</td>
<td>198000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate data (temperature vs. air pressure)</td>
<td>21124</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Meter</td>
<td>17568</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock time series</td>
<td>11122</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive Heart (two ECG measurements)</td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth: Static Gaussian $\rho = 0$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth: Static Gaussian $\rho = 0.95$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth: Static random mixture of uniform distributions</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth: Dynamic random Gaussian mixture</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 9.10.: Set of data streams*
window size exceeds the one of the sampling window. Overall we can conclude: RS and SW fail either for small or large window sizes respectively; MISE achieves the overall best results, and is most stable w.r.t. shifting a query into the past, as a result of featuring a multiscale sampling scheme.

In a final experiment we want to show that the estimation bias and variance of MISE can be reduced arbitrarily by increasing the reservoir size. For this experiment we use the dynamic version and vary \( \alpha \) from 200 to 1000. The queries have \( \Delta = 1.0 \). See Figure 9.12 for the results. We can see that the estimation variance becomes almost independent of the window size in the range where query anchor saturation does no longer occur. The takeaway is that the reservoir size gives very fine control over the overall estimation quality. Combined with the results on insert speed this means that bias-free estimates with
very low variance are possible without difficulties, while maintaining insert frequencies in the range of 1000 Hz.

9.6.4. Growth Rate of Marginal Points

We conclude our experiments with an empirical evaluation of the question of how the number of marginal points evolves over time. In the following experiment we determine the empirical growth rate for each of our data streams (cf. Table 9.10) individually. For each data stream, we randomly pick 1000 data points from the first half of the data stream (uniformly distributed) as test query anchor. This procedure ensures that our test query anchors have a random location within the data distributions. Next we process the data stream, i.e., we insert subsequent data points to our test query anchors. Finally we query all 1000 query anchors for the marginal counts in time forward direction with a varying query window size. Figure 9.13 shows the average marginal counts depending on the query window size, which corresponds to the number \( n \) of inserted data points. As a reference we have added the theoretical growth rate \( \frac{\sqrt{n}}{2} n^{\frac{3}{4}} \) for the specific case of a uniform distribution analyzed in Section 9.5.

Overall, the result in Figure 9.13 reveal an interesting finding: For most data streams we observe a growth rate of approximately \( n^{-\frac{1}{2}} \). This result makes sense considering that the overall spectrum of growth rates for each individual anchor ranges from constant to linear depending on its position in the data distribution (cf. Section 9.5). Apparently, the averaging of all the individual growth rates seems to yield a similar rate to the one obtained formally for the uniform distribution (Section 9.5). Another remarkable result is the absolute value of the marginal counts itself: A query anchor with an age of 20000 time units has to store less than 150 marginal points on average. Thus, the ratio of stored
marginal points vs inserted points is \( \sim 0.75\% \) after 20000 time units, or \( \sim 0.09\% \) after 1 million steps. This strong compression ratio shows that it is cheap to maintain “old” query anchors, which can explain the very good overall performance of \( \text{Mise} \) observed in the previous experiments.

9.7. Conclusions

In this chapter we have proposed a framework that allows a user or data mining algorithm to estimate mutual information on a data stream in arbitrary query windows. To our knowledge, it is the first such estimation technique that incorporates a summarization allowing online query precomputation. Furthermore, we have proposed a novel sampling scheme which provides a solution to the infinite nature of the stream while maintaining information equally over multiple time scales. Given these properties the experiments show that our approach clearly outperforms traditional approaches in the online context.

Regarding the detection of subspace outliers, the technique can be used to detect high contrast bivariate subspaces. Thus, it is a first step towards solving the challenges of subspace outliers on data streams as well. However, due to the high complexity of data streams, a complete solution of the problem requires future research. One important extension will be to move from bivariate subspaces to the general case of a multivariate analysis. Another direction for future research is to address the challenges of temporal contexts, for instance in a fully automatized detection of relevant temporal contexts similar to the detection of relevant attribute contexts.
Part IV.

Conclusions
10. Conclusions

In summary, this thesis creates a fusion of the topics outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis. In the following we want to briefly summarize our main contributions in these two domains. Overall, the techniques developed in this work have been well received by the research community, resulting in several publications which are directly based on ideas of this thesis. Therefore, we will discuss a few examples of follow-up work in Section 10.2. We conclude by giving an outlook of possible future research directions that may develop from the foundations presented here.

10.1. Summary

At the beginning of this thesis, we have summarized traditional outlier models (Chapter 2), followed by a discussion of the major open issue in outlier mining: Outliers hidden in subspaces (Chapter 3). Our analysis of such subspace outliers has revealed three essential properties: (1) Subspace outliers suffer from a high-dimensional invisibility. Therefore, traditional full-space methods fail to detect them reliably. (2) The problem of detecting such outliers in their respective deviating contexts is inherently a multivariate problem, i.e., subspace outliers can occur in subspaces of arbitrary dimensionality. Thus, a restriction to analyzing e.g. only pairwise attribute relations is not sufficient to solve the problem. (3) Detecting subspace outliers must be tackled from a multi-view perspective, i.e., all anomalies can have highly individual deviating contexts, which cannot be simultaneously captured by any global view on the data. In other problem domains, similar observations have lead to the development of subspace search techniques to address these challenges of high-dimensional data. However, all existing subspace search techniques (Chapter 4) focus on clustering only. This highlights the demand for novel subspace search techniques with the specific goal of outlier mining, as developed in this thesis.

In Chapter 5, we have presented HiCS, the first subspace search approach for outlier mining. Based on a formalization of the properties of outliers hidden in subspaces, we have derived a simple necessary condition for the existence of subspace outliers: The deviation from statistical independence of the attributes of a subspace. By introducing the so-called subspace contrast, we have provided a novel subspace quality measure, which allows for a highly efficient and robust evaluation of the relevance of subspaces. Technically, the subspace contrast is based on the empirical (i.e., sample-based) comparison of marginal
and conditional distributions. A thorough analysis and experimental evaluation has demonstrated that such an approach has many advantages. In particular, the distribution comparison can be performed by any statistical test which checks whether two-samples are derived from the same underlying population. This allows to instantiate the subspace contrast by tests like the Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Welch-t-test, which are both computationally efficient and statistically robust. Furthermore, we have proposed a novel slicing scheme, which allows to evaluate subspaces of arbitrary dimensionality, as required by the multivariate property of subspace outliers. As a combination of the distribution comparison and the slicing scheme, our contrast measure satisfies a property which we call subspace-equitability. This refers to the fact that the contrast values of two subspaces are immediately comparable irrespective of their dimensionality. These properties allow to construct a highly efficient subspace search framework based on subspace contrast. Overall, we have demonstrated this novel approach to subspace search leads to significant improvements regarding outlier detection: In both synthetic and real-word data sets, HiCS clearly outperforms both traditional outlier models and subspace search methods designed for clustering. Therefore, our approach fills an important gap in the research community.

While our primary goal in developing HiCS was to solve the challenges of subspace outliers, it is possible to consider its properties not only from the perspective of outlier mining but also from the perspective of analyzing attribute relationships. This change of perspective is the topic of Chapter 6, where we have compared the properties of our contrast measure against other popular correlation measures. This study has revealed that subspace contrast has very interesting properties which are not provided by existing correlation measures. In particular, we have shown that the subspace contrast is sensitive to the degree of multiplicity in functional relationships. This means the subspace contrast can differentiate between stronger one-to-one and weaker one-to-many relations by reflecting the different multiplicities in the contrast value. Other non-linear correlation measures cannot show such a sensitivity, since it is in conflict with their specific properties. Thus, the proposal of our subspace contrast offers a novel characteristic for analyzing attribute associations. Furthermore, our experiments have shown that its computation is very efficient and scales very well to large data sets. For the case where one wants to evaluate the correlation of all variable pairs of a data set, it clearly outperforms all other non-linear correlation measures.

In Chapter 7 we have provided an approach showing how to utilize the information of high contrast subspaces for manual outlier assessment. The idea follows the general scheme that we have discussed in the introduction: In this thesis, the aspect of knowledge discovery is two-fold, i.e., our concern is providing knowledge regarding both outliers and attribute relationships. In Chapter 7 we have illustrated the synergies of combining the two types of information. On the one hand, knowledge of high contrast subspaces – implying attribute relationships – provides knowledge regarding outliers, i.e., it helps to understand the deviating characteristic of an outlier. Thus, it enables to describe outliers, which we have formalized as so-called outlier rules. The other way around,
the knowledge of subspace outliers provides insight about attribute relationships, since it implies existence of some kind of structure in the deviating context. Therefore, our evaluation framework allows a manual assessment of both outliers and deviating contexts by means of various visualization techniques.

After these supplementary studies of high contrast subspaces, we come back to the topic of subspace search in Chapter 8 by presenting RefOUT, our second major subspace search approach. In contrast to HiCS, the idea behind RefOUT is to adapt the subspace search specifically to a given outlier model. This idea allows to formalize the notion of subspace outliers more precisely. We have proposed an algorithmic solution, which exploits tiny fluctuations of outlier scores in order to extract an approximation of the deviating context for the given outlier model. To this end, the algorithm first gathers the joint information of outliers and attribute relationships in random subspace projections. Based on these results, the algorithm refines the set of relevant subspaces, focusing on the most promising outlier/subspace candidates. Overall, this results in a refined set of subspaces specifically adapted to the underlying outlier model. Thus, this novel approach allows a much more specific detection of subspace outliers. To demonstrate the full power of such a model-specific subspace search, we have proposed a modified evaluation method for subspace outlier mining based on a model-specific ground truth obtained by brute-force search. In a thorough evaluation we have shown that RefOUT is highly adaptive to the outlier model. This means that RefOUT can work very well with any outlier model, while for all other subspace techniques the result depends on whether the outlier model fits to the subspace search objective. Furthermore, the specific search for deviating contexts facilitates outlier description mining, since the deviating contexts are obtained for each outlier individually by design.

For the second part of the thesis we have turned from static databases to the case of dynamic data in the form of data streams. In the beginning of Chapter 9, we have discussed how the dynamic nature of data streams leads to a fundamental change of the general problem statement. Due to the dynamics, any attribute relationship – and accordingly the deviating contexts of subspace outliers – may change over time themselves. Therefore, it is necessary to not only consider outliers in the context of attributes, but also in their corresponding temporal contexts. Finding the dependencies over arbitrary temporal contexts has not been addressed in the literature before, not even for the simplest case of bivariate subspaces. Therefore, we have focused on the most basic case of finding pairwise attribute relationships on data streams. Specifically, we have aimed at enabling quantification of attribute relationships by means of mutual information estimation. Our MISE approach presented in Chapter 9 is the first technique allowing to quantify attribute relationships over arbitrary time contexts. This is achieved by developing a novel data structure called query anchor, which is the foundation of the MISE framework. Furthermore, MISE provides a unique property by maintaining a time-scale invariant estimation quality. This means that the evaluation of temporal contexts does not have a quality bias for either short time scales (high-frequency effects) or long time scales (low-frequency effects), but achieves an equal treatment of time scales in general. We
have completed Chapter 9 by a thorough evaluation of MISE, which has shown excellent results regarding both estimation quality and efficiency.

10.2. Impact

Overall, the techniques presented in this thesis have been well received by the research community. This is especially the case for HiCS, which was our first publication in the direction of subspace search for outlier mining. Since its publication in 2012 it has served as inspiration for other researchers, which have either adopted algorithmic ideas or the general topic of subspace search for outlier mining. In the following we want to discuss interesting follow-up publications and their relation to our work.

An immediate follow-up technique to HiCS has been published in [NMV+13]. In this work, the basic idea to search for subspaces is exactly the same as ours: The technique searches for subspaces deviating from the case of independent dimensions. Similar to HiCS, the subspace contrast is defined as the deviation between the joint probability and the product of marginal probabilities. The key difference in the subspace contrast is that it uses cumulative entropy to compare between the joint distribution and the dimension that is singled out. The resulting subspace contrast does possess different properties, e.g., it is no longer normalizable to $[0, 1]$, but will take arbitrarily large values. Furthermore, the deviation values depend on the domain of each dimensions, i.e., an attribute with a larger numerical range can produce larger deviation results than dimensions with a narrow domain. Unfortunately, there is no clear motivation for this decision and no discussion how it compares to using a standard statistical test like in HiCS. Another difference is the solution to single out a dimension for the deviation comparison. While HiCS averages over multiple deviations in a Monte Carlo approach, [NMV+13] uses an interesting modification: It generates a single permutation of all attributes in a greedy algorithm. For small data sets this is advantageous in terms of the run time, because it avoids the repeated assessment of HiCS. On the other hand, this increases the complexity w.r.t. the dimensionality, since the greedy algorithm has a quadratic complexity. The processing of subspaces is the same Apriori-like processing as in HiCS, which is referred to a beam-search in [NMV+13]. Overall, [NMV+13] shows many similarities to our work, suggesting several algorithmic modifications trading off technical details.

Another work showing a clear influence by HiCS is [NMB13], since the aim of this work is also to perform a subspace search depending on correlations. However, it addresses one of the major challenges in subspace search: The processing scheme of subspace candidates. Both HiCS and [NMV+13] rely on an Apriori-like processing, i.e., they process subspaces from low-dimensional to high-dimensional in a stepwise fashion. For very high-dimensional subspace structures this requires to evaluate a large number of intermediate subspace candidates in order to reach these structures. Thus, it is challenging to detect structures of high dimensionality. The idea behind [NMB13] is to simplify the detection
scheme by limiting the search to subspaces which possess a visible pairwise dependence. This allows to transform the problem of subspace search to the problem of clique mining. As a result, this allows to get rid of a level-wise processing by searching for maximal cliques immediately. Overall, this is an interesting idea to speed-up the processing of high-dimensional subspaces, but it is limited to the case of pairwise dependencies.

The idea of HiCS has also been applied in completely different domains. For instance, Iglesias et al. have studied the problem of finding congruent subspaces in attributed graphs [ISML+13]. For many graph mining algorithms, it is an important property that a graph satisfies the homophily condition, i.e., the condition that a similarity in attribute values is reflected by a structural similarity w.r.t. the graph structure. Congruent subspaces consist of a set of attributes which possess this property. Therefore, detecting congruent subspaces is an important preprocessing step for many other graph mining algorithms. In order to find congruent subspaces, the algorithm proposed in [ISML+13] applies a slicing approach similar to HiCS: The algorithm uses the slices in order to constrain the attributes of a subspace to random intervals. This results in a conditioned sample like in HiCS. In order to measure the congruence of a subspace, a statistical test is used to check whether the conditional sample has either a random edge distribution or whether it shows homophily. By repeating several Monte Carlo iterations over different slices, the overall subspace congruence can be obtained similarly to the subspace contrast in HiCS. Overall, [ISML+13] has showed that the detection of congruent subspaces leads to significant improvements of existing algorithms on attributed graphs. It is very interesting to see an adoption of the ideas behind HiCS in such a different research field.

While one of our motivations for HiCS was to bring subspace search from clustering to outlier mining, our work in return has had influence on the clustering field: In [Hö14], a subspace search technique for clustering has been proposed, which follows the ideas behind HiCS. The technique aims at finding small clusters which are embedded in noise. Similar to HiCS the technique defines the interestingness of a subspace depending on the deviation from independence. The technique also adapts the idea of subspace slicing, i.e., to define slices w.r.t. the rank orders of the dimensions, also avoiding to operate on the original attribute domains. The key difference is how to extract a deviation value from the conditional sample corresponding to the slicing: Instead of analyzing the distribution of the conditional sample as we do in HiCS, the deviation is only determined by the size of the sample. Basically, this defines a subspace contrast based on the deviation of our Equation 5.7, which specifies the expected sample size under the independence assumption. Regarding the processing of subspaces, [Hö14] proposes a depth-first approach instead of an Apriori-processing. Overall, the technique in [Hö14] produces very good results in an experimental study on clustering. Thus, it is interesting to see that the notion of subspace contrast in a broader sense is also capable of detecting cluster structures.
10.3. Future Research Directions

An immediate direction for future research is in the area of data streams. In this thesis, we have provided the very first steps for subspace search on data streams by considering pairwise combinations of attributes. We have shown that the complexity of subspace search is significantly increased due to the temporal characteristic, and a complete coverage of all implications of dynamic data is beyond the scope of this thesis. Regarding future research, our approach can be used as a foundation for more complex subspace search approaches. One of the first challenges will be to extend the subspace analysis from bivariate to the general case of multivariate subspaces. Typically, the formation of higher dimensional subspaces is based on low-dimensional subspaces. However, such an incremental processing from lower to higher dimensions is difficult on data stream, since it could mean that the evaluation of high-dimensional structures is temporally delayed due to this dependence in the computation. Other challenges arise regarding temporal contexts. One possibility would be to automatize the detection of temporal contexts, which would result in a simultaneous search of subspaces and temporal contexts. On the technical side, keeping track of temporal contexts will always raise the question of how to deal with infinite stream lengths. To this end, future subspace search techniques will require approximation approaches similar to our query anchor data structure. Overall, subspace search on data stream offers a plethora of open issues to be addressed by the research community.

On the other hand, even with static data there are still many interesting directions for future research, for instance regarding the general relation of subspace search and correlation measures. We have seen in Chapter 6 that even for bivariate correlation measures it is challenging to formalize and compare their properties. We have discovered that our notion of subspace contrast has the properties subspace-equitability and it can detect differences in the multiplicity of a dependence. On the other hand, the maximal information coefficient provides e.g. noise-equitability (approximately). This raises the question how such properties relate to each other formally. For instance it may be possible to prove that such properties are mutually exclusive. Previous attempts to analyze such properties formally have turned out to be challenging [KA13, MMM14]. The comparison of correlation measures becomes even more challenging in the case of multivariate correlation. One of the aims of future research could be to formalize the properties of all multivariate correlation measures as well as subspace relevance measures like our subspace contrast. This would allow to understand the differences of these notions more clearly, leading to a better understanding of their individual use cases.

Even for traditional outlier mining there is a potential emerging research field related to our work, which has also been discussed by a recent positional paper [Agg13b]. In this work, the author picks up the idea behind RefOUT of using multiple outlier models by suggesting to investigate outlier ensemble models in general. Thus, the suggestion is to not only perform outlier analysis w.r.t. one arbitrary but fixed outlier model like in
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RefOut, but to use multiple models simultaneously. A key question for future research is whether such ensemble methods can be equally successful for unsupervised learning as they are in the supervised domain. In the supervised case, forming an ensemble is straightforward since e.g. the weights of weak classifiers can be inferred directly from the objective function. In the unsupervised domain, the construction of ensemble models is more challenging. Nevertheless, they have the potential to provide more knowledge compared to a single model. For instance, an algorithm could exploit the fact that certain outlier models either agree or disagree on the anomaly of certain objects, maybe allowing to infer the degree of anomaly w.r.t. a model without actually applying it. In other words, an ensemble method could become a meta learning algorithm, since it will learn the properties of the underlying models. Another strength of ensembles could be to combine faster approximate models with slower but more precise models, and apply a dynamic switching between them with the goal of optimizing both run time and quality. Hence, the multi-model idea behind RefOut could play an important role for the development of future outlier ensemble models.

Finally, we also see a potential for future research regarding manual outlier assessment as discussed in Chapter 7. In our opinion, it will be necessary to bridge the gap between algorithms and users in the future. In this spirit, the output of algorithms should allow for a much more immediate interaction with users. Ideally, this not only applies for mining outliers, but also for mining attribute relationships: In both cases, a user might typically already know certain types of anomalies or relationships in the data. From a user perspective, it is not helpful if the algorithm output is cluttered with such existing knowledge. What is of interest for a user is typically only the things that they do not know yet. Furthermore, allowing a user to directly interact with an algorithm has a mutual benefit: It not only allows a user to obtain more specific and compact results, it also allows the algorithm to operate more efficiently by pruning unnecessary information. Therefore, we think that both outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis will benefit in the long term by shifting from the fully unsupervised domain towards interactive semi-supervised techniques, allowing to incorporate user objectives more directly.

In summary, our work has produced many novel ideas, models, and evaluation results for both outlier mining and attribute relationship analysis. We have seen that the ideas presented in this thesis have already inspired others to apply them in different fields as well. Therefore, we hope that our contributions can provide a basis for future research.
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